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i. Abstract
P. aeruginosa is a pervasive opportunistic pathogen and its success can be
attributed to its agility in responding to environmental stimuli using its five
chemosensory systems. The chemosensory system known as the Chp system is
responsible for the regulation of several cell processes including surface attachment,
biofilm formation, twitching motility, swarming motility and cAMP regulation.
Prior to this study only preliminary bioinformatic analysis of the Chp gene
cluster had been performed and little was known regarding the transcription of the
cluster. To this end RT-PCR was used to demonstrate that the Chp gene cluster is
present in a single operon consisting of 10 genes including pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, pilK,
chpA, chpB, chpC, chpD and chpE. Several putative promoter-binding sites for a
number of sigma factors were also identified upstream of the Chp operon suggesting
complex regulation of the operon. Bioinformatic analysis showed that although the
structure of the Chp operon is well conserved within P. aeruginosa it is not conserved
in other Pseudomonas spp. or bacteria where genes pilK, chpB, chpD and chpE are
absent. These structural changes in the operon coincide with a large truncation in
chpA that removes its Hpt6 domain suggesting an unknown function for this domain
that is specific to P. aeruginosa.
Previous work had shown the adaptor protein ChpC, unlike other elements of
the Chp system, has little effect on twitching motility suggesting that it may be linking
an unknown sensor to the Chp system to mediate a response to unknown
environmental signals. Mutational analysis performed in this study to identify these
environmental signals, identified that the Chp system through ChpC is responsible for

x

mediating a twitching motility response to tryptone, mucin and BSA. Further work
was performed using an ordered, non redundant library of PA14 transposon insertion
mutants and identified that two methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins, PctA and
CtpH, and two solute binding proteins, DppA1 and DppA2, from a known peptide
transport system were also mediating a specific response to tryptone.
To gain a deeper understanding of the twitching motility response to tryptone
live cell time-lapse video microscopy of the twitching motility zone was performed.
Several novel behaviours were observed including affects on raft behaviour and rate
of motility that were affected by cell number, cell-cell contact, cell shedding and a
novel “internal raft” that appears to recruit cells to the outer edge of the colony.
Further to this the variety of raft speed and raft size at the leading edge appears to
be required for efficient colony expansion. ChpC mediates the response to tryptone
by controlling the speed of individual cells rather than by coordinated cell movement
enabling the development of a dynamic twitching motility zone required for fast and
efficient colony expansion.
This study has also shown that affect on virulence in response to tryptone is
inverse to the twitching response with pyocyanin and elastase production being
repressed. This repression was not mediated by ChpC or ChpA. Further to this and
contrary to previous studies, ChpA mutants made using different antibiotic cartridges
had vastly different virulence profiles suggesting acquisition of compensatory
mutation. One mutant had severe defects in quorum sensing controlled virulence and
both mutants had elevated HSL levels suggesting that ChpA is intersecting with the
quorum sensing system to mediate virulence.
Overall this work has broadened the understanding of the Chp system and
has shown that the Chp operon is complex in its regulation with an overall structure
xi

that is unique to P. aeruginosa. The Chp system is also potentially intersecting with
two other cell systems to mediate peptide taxis and virulence suggesting intersection
with multiple networks in P. aeruginosa.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review
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1.1 Introduction
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an environmentally pervasive opportunisitic pathogen
that is capable of infecting an exceptionally wide range of hosts including plants,
insects, nematodes mammals and humans (Rahme, et al. 1995; Jander, et al. 2000;
Rahme, et al. 2000; Tan and Ausubel 2000). In the human host those most at risk of
infection are the immunocompromised including AIDS sufferers, patients recovering
from major surgery, burns victims and cystic fibrosis sufferers. Cystic fibrosis
sufferers become chronically infected at an early age causing persistent degradation
of the lung and increased morbidity and mortality (Giamarelluo 2000).
The success of P. aeruginosa as a pathogen in a variety of environments is
due to a large arsenal of virulence factors, both cell associated and cell secreted,
which are controlled in a complex manner involving many intersecting systems and
networks including chemosensory systems (Mattick 2002; Pier 2007; Willcox 2007;
Bielecki, et al. 2008; Dubern and Diggle 2008; Kato, et al. 2008; Popat, et al. 2008;
Winstanley and Fothergill 2009). Chemosensory systems are multi component signal
transduction pathways that detect and mediate a response to environmental signals
(described in section 1.2) (Mattick 2002; Baker, et al. 2006a; Kato, et al. 2008; Popat,
et al. 2008). Since P. aeruginosa occupies so many different environments it is
essential that it can detect and respond to changing conditions. P. aeruginosa has
five chemosensory systems and 26 methy-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) or
sensors encoded in the genome (Stover, et al. 2000; Winsor, et al. 2011). These
MCPs detect a wide array of known and unknown environmental cues and signal
through the chemosensory systems to mediate an appropriate cellular response
2

(Hamilton and Sheeley 1971; Moench and Konetzka 1978; Moulton and Montie 1979;
Kato, et al. 1992; Kato, et al. 1994; Kelly-Wintenberg and Montie 1994; Kuroda, et al.
1995; Masduki, et al. 1995; Nikata, et al. 1996; Taguchi, et al. 1997; Kato, et al.
1999; Wu, et al. 1999; Croft, et al. 2000; Parales, et al. 2000; Wu, et al. 2000;
Kearns, et al. 2001; Parales and Harwood 2002; Shitashiro, et al. 2003; Hong, et al.
2004a; Shitashiro, et al. 2005; Kim, et al. 2006; Kim, et al. 2007; Kato, et al. 2008;
Liu, et al. 2009).
1.1.1 Motility systems and surface behaviours in P. aeruginosa
When P. aeruginosa makes contact with a solid surface there are several possible
surface behaviours it can utilize. On sensing the surface the bacteria can either
mediate attachment resulting in biofilm formation (Monds and O'Toole 2009) or one
of three surface motility responses (Gibiansky, et al. 2010; Merritt, et al. 2010;
Conrad, et al. 2011). A detailed examination of this will be performed in section 1.10.
P. aeruginosa has three types of motility systems available when responding
to environmental signals. These include swimming motility, swarming motility and
twitching motility (Figure 1.1). As Type IV pili (Tfp) mediated twitching motility is the
major focus of this project, a brief description of swimming and swarming motility will
be followed by a detailed description of Tfp mediated twitching motility.
1.1.1.1 Swimming motility
Swimming motility is mediated by flagellar rotation using a single polar flagellum and
involves movement through aqueous environments and low viscosity medium (for
example 0.4% agar) (Moench, et al. 1978) (Figure 1.1A). In P. aeruginosa swimming
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Figure 1.1. Modes of motility in P. aeruginosa. A. Swimming motility occurs in
aqueous and low viscosity environments. The swimming assay requires stab
inoculation of a 0.4% agar medium. The colony appears as a single expanding
colony (Moench, et al. 1978). B. Swarming motility occurs in low viscosity
environments. The swarming assay requires inoculation of a 0.7% agar medium. The
colony has a branching dendritic appearance (Kohler, et al. 2000). C. Twitching
motility occurs on semisolid surfaces. The subsurface stab assay requires inoculation
of the interstitial space between the agar medium (1%) and the bottom of the petri
dish. The expanding colony appears as a halo surrounding the central inoculation
site. Arrow shows lighter outer-ring which is the active twitching zone (Mattick 2002).
D. Microscopic view of the expanding twitching colony. Arrow shows direction of
colony expansion. The active outer edge with rafts, lattice and colony are shown
(Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013).
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motility is mediated by five chemosensory systems and as such is complex
(swimming motility will be discussed in detail in section 1.2).
1.1.1.2 Swarming motility
Swarming motility is mediated by flagella, Tfp and rhamnolipids and facilitates
translocation in low viscosity media (for example 0.5-0.7% agar) (Kohler, et al. 2000;
Rashid and Kornberg 2000). The swarming bacterial cell has a distinct swarmer
phenotype that is elongated and hyper-flagellated when compared to the short motile
cells seen in the swimming phenotype (Kohler, et al. 2000; Rashid, et al. 2000).
Swarming motility also has a distinctive colony phenotype that is described as a
branching dendritic pattern (Figure 1.1B) (Fraser and Hughes 1999; Kohler, et al.
2000). In P. aeruginosa transcriptome analysis has shown that the swarming cell
utilizes a host of genes and systems including regulation and production of Tfp and
flagella, Type II (T2SS) and Type III secretion systems (T3SS), virulence, antibiotic
resistance, biofilm formation, chemosensory systems and the quorum sensing
system (Overhage, et al. 2007). Interestingly the role of Tfp in swarming motility has
been unclear with some reports supporting the above study showing that Tfp are
required for swarming motility (Kohler, et al. 2000; Leech and Mattick 2006) and
other reports showing that Tfp were not required for swarming (Rashid, et al. 2000;
Shrout, et al. 2006. ). As such in this review when referring to swarming motility that
requires Tfp it will be referred to as Tfp mediated swarming motility and if Tfp is not
required for swarming motility it will be referred to as flagellar-mediated swarming
motility.
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1.1.1.3 Twitching motility
Twitching motility is a form of solid surface translocation that is mediated by Tfp. It is
a coordinated colony expansion that rapidly and efficiently colonizes new territories
(Henrichsen 1972; Merz, et al. 2000; Mattick 2002) (Figure 1.1C and D). In P.
aeruginosa Tfp are essential for virulence by mediating attachment to and close
contact with epithelial cells (Hahn 1997; Comolli, et al. 1999), are part of a
mechanosensory system to directly sense surface contact (Persat, et al. 2015) and
are important for mature biofilm formation (Barken, et al. 2008). Assembly and
regulation of Tfp requires over 40 gene products and includes regulation by the
chemosensory system known as the Chp system (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994;
Darzins 1995; Mattick 2002; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Burrows 2012).
Tfp are long hair-like structures that are polarly localized. Motility is mediated
by extension and retraction of the Tfp where the Tfp extend, explore, attach and
retract pulling the cell toward the point of pilin attachment (Bradley 1980; Skerker and
Berg 2001). In Neisseria gonorrhoeae, when Tfp fibres bundle and behave
cooperatively the combined effort has more pulling force (Biais, et al. 2008), which
enables the cell to cover a greater distance than if a single pilus was used. The
number of pili present on the cell surface affects the relative amount of force
available for pili retraction and directly impacts how far the cell can travel. Further to
this the angle of pili attachment, relative to the cell, combined with the force of pili
retraction has been shown to alter both cellular speed and direction of movement
(Holz, et al. 2010).
In P.aeruginosa there are two sub-types of twitching motility. Put very simply;
Crawling motility describes the classic type of twitching motility where cells are
oriented horizontally to the surface they are moving across; Walking motility
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describes when cells are vertical relative to the surface they are translocating across
(Conrad, et al. 2011). Colony expansion mediated by crawling motility has a
distinctive phenotype and is best observed in subsurface stab assays (Henrichsen
1972; Semmler, et al. 1999) (Figure 1.1D). Crawling motility will be referred to as
twitching motility in this study.
On solid media twitching motility can be seen at the edge of a flat expanding
colony. However, active twitching motility is observed in interstitial spaces where
colony expansion is much more rapid and dynamic (Darzins 1993; Alm and Mattick
1995; Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013). Subsurface assays have been
developed to study active twitching motility and different methods are used
depending on the analysis required. Macroscopic analysis of twitching motility use
the subsurface stab assay and involves stab inoculation of the interstitial space
between the smooth subsurface of the agar and the base of the petri dish.
Microscopic analysis requires greater optical clarity and utilizes the slab assay. This
involves inoculating a microscope slide coated in solid media and placing a coverslip
over the inoculation point. The smooth surfaces facilitate rapid colony expansion
resulting in a colony with a single layer of cells permitting microscopic analysis of the
colony and cellular behaviour therein (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013). The
expanding colony that develops in the interstitial space is composed of distinct areas,
the leading edge, the lattice and the colony (Figure 1.1D). The leading edge is
composed of small rafts of cells and finger-like extensions. New territory is colonised
by small rafts of cells venturing out form the leading edge. These rafts appear to lay
down “trails” for other cells to follow (Semmler, et al. 1999). A more recent study
showed that cells at the leading edge physically forge furrows in the media to create
these trails (Gloag, et al. 2013). Cells then preferentially migrate along these paths
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and from there create an intricate network of furrows. Efficient colony expansion
required extracellular DNA (eDNA) without which motility and therefore expansion
was restricted (Gloag, et al. 2013). Behind the leading edge a rough lattice of cellular
trails develops. This lattice becomes more refined, as the leading edge of the colony
expands into new territory. Cellular movement within the lattice is significant but as
the leading edge moves away cells settle down and divide filling in the lattice
(Semmler, et al. 1999). In colony expansion observed over 12 hours concentric rings
developed within the colony that correlated with times of expansion interspersed with
periods of growth and division. These rings were composed of microcolonies and
were similar to those seen in early biofilms formed on plastic (Semmler, et al. 1999).

1.2 Bacterial Chemosensory systems
The bacterial chemosensory systems that control flagellar rotation are some of the
best-described signal transduction systems in biology. Many of the intra-molecular
interactions of these systems have been elucidated and their complexity is
staggering. The mechanism of action is conserved across many species of bacteria
and the best described of these systems, the Che chemosensory system of E. coli,
has become a simple model for the system (for review see Baker, et al. 2006b). The
Chp chemosensory system of P. aeruginosa has homology to the Che system that
controls the direction of swimming motility in enterics (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994;
Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). This homology has been used to develop a
model of the Chp system (described in Section 1.5) (Whitchurch, et al. 2004) and
since the Che system is well understood a description of this will be outlined here.
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1.2.1 The enteric chemosensory system
The Che system in E. coli controls the direction of flagellar rotation, which converts
the mode of swimming from a smooth swimming phenotype to a tumbling phenotype
(Berg 2003). Rotation of the flagellum in an anticlockwise direction results in smooth
swimming whereas rotation of the flagellum in a clockwise direction causes the cell to
tumble and allows the bacteria to change direction (Berg 2003). There are typically
six to seven flagella spread across the cell surface that are made up of helical
filaments driven by rotary motors. The chemosensory systems regulating flagellar
rotation form large complexes that localise to the cell’s inner-membrane (Stock, et al.
2000; Berg 2003; Baker, et al. 2006a). The chemosensory system mediates control
over flagellar rotation via the chemosensory complex and an adaptation modification
system (Figure 1.2). The chemosensory complex is made up of the methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein (MCP), the central histidine kinase (CheA), and the linker protein
(CheW) that links the MCP to the kinase (Alon, et al. 1998; Elowitz, et al. 1999;
Turner, et al. 1999). A ligand will bind, either directly or in complex with a periplasmic
binding protein (PBP), to the periplasmic domain of the MCP resulting in
autophosphorylation of the kinase CheA. CheA then donates this phosphoryl group
to the response regulator CheY, which interacts directly with the flagellar motor to
change the direction of rotation. CheY auto-dephosphorylates and in the presence of
CheZ this dephosphorylation is accelerated. Adaptation modification resets the
signalling state of the MCP to prestimulus levels and is mediated by methylation
levels of the MCP. Methylation of the MCP is performed by CheR (methyltransferase)
and demethylation by CheB (methylesterase). CheB has a CheY-like domain and
competes with CheY for phosphorylation by CheA (Figure 1.2) (for review see
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Figure 1.2. A model of flagellar rotation regulation by the chemosensory system of E.
coli. A ligand binds, either directly or in complex with a periplasmic binding protein
(PBP) to CheA resulting in autophosphorylation of CheA. CheA then donates this
phosphoryl group to the response regulator CheY, which interacts directly with the
flagellar motor to change the direction of rotation. CheY auto-dephosphorylates and
in the presence of CheZ this dephosphorylation is accelerated. The signalling state of
CheA is reset to prestimulus levels by the adaptation modification system and is
mediated by methylation levels of the MCP. Methylation of the MCP is performed by
CheR (methyltransferase) and demethylation by CheB (methylesterase). CheB has a
CheY-like domain and competes with CheY for phosphorylation by CheA (Wadhams
and Armitage 2004).
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Baker, 2006b). The ratio and arrangement of the components of the complex has
been controversial with the arrangement of the homodimeric MCP being very
contentious. However these issues will not be addressed here.
1.2.1.1 The arrangement of the Che chemosensory complex
The arrangement of the Che chemosensory system in the E. coli membrane is more
elaborate than first thought. This arrangement is known as the chemosensory
complex and is comprised of distinct arrays in patches in the cell membrane (Zhang,
et al. 2007). Patches are large dynamic structures that contain approximately 7500
MCPs and are located both at the poles and laterally (Maddock and Shapiro 1993;
Sourjik and Berg 2000; Kentner and Sourjik 2006a). The polar arrays are able to
move around the cell pole whereas the lateral arrays appear fixed and are thought to
be inherited by the daughter cells upon cell division. Functionally these patches are
indistinguishable (Kentner, et al. 2006a; Thiem, et al. 2007).
Within the focal patches the MCPs are arranged in a homodimeric structure
and form a trimer of dimers. The cytoplasmic region of the MCP associates in a
complex with the central histidine kinase CheA and the linker protein CheW, which
links a MCP to the central histidine kinase (Lybarger and Maddock 1999; Kentner, et
al. 2006a). In E. coli there are several MCPs including Tsr, Tar, Tap, Trg and Aer.
The trimer of dimers interacts directly and indirectly with other trimers. There is also
evidence that the trimers can have different dimers within them. It is thought that a
considerable amount of cross talk occurs between MCPs enabling the cell to respond
in a minutely defined manner (Studdert and Parkinson 2005). Over-expression of
CheW results in interference with trimer formation (Studdert, et al. 2005; Baker, et al.
2006b). The complex also depends on each protein component for defined patch
localisation and in the absence of CheW or CheA the complexes can form polar caps
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but are unable to form the distinct patches (Studdert, et al. 2005; Kentner, et al.
2006b). Further to this the absence of an adaptation modification system can cause
some complexes to form polar caps rather than patches (Lybarger, et al. 1999).
1.2.1.2 The Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
The methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (MCP) is a homodimer that contains three
distinct functional regions involving transmembrane sensing, signal conversion and
kinase activation (Figure 1.3). Each subunit of the homodimer has a four helical
bundle domain located in the periplasm and two α-helical transmembrane segments.
The ligand binds to the interface between the monomers of the MCP and perturbs
the bundle conformation (Miller, et al. 2006). This causes a piston like movement of
one monomer against another in the transmembrane segment resulting in signal
transduction to the cytoplasmic domain (Falke and Hazelbauer 2001). Signal
conversion and kinase control are present in the cytoplasmic region of the protein,
which contains a long α-helical coiled-coiled hairpin (Falke, et al. 2001). It is at the
hairpin where the homodimers interact to form a trimer of dimers (Ames and
Parkinson 2006) (Figure 1.3) (Falke, et al. 2001; Miller and Falke 2004a; Miller and
Falke 2004b; Ames, et al. 2006; Miller, et al. 2006; Hazelbauer, et al. 2008).
The transmembrane sensing region of the MCP is responsible for sensing the
chemotactic signal. When an attractant binds to the MCP the kinase is suppressed
so that smooth swimming can be maintained. Binding of a repellent will activate the
kinase resulting in an increase in the tumbling phenotype (Alon, et al. 1998; Elowitz,
et al. 1999; Turner, et al. 1999). Ligand binding for kinase activation causes a
conformational change in the MCP where one of the antipathic α-helices in the
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of the functional domains of the MCP. Ligand binding for
kinase activation causes a conformational change in the MCP. This conformational
change is converted to a signal by the HAMP region or signal conversion region. The
kinase activation region is situated below the HAMP region and is responsible for
control of the kinase signal output. The kinase activation region is made up of three
different sections including the flexible bundle, protein interaction, and adaptation
sections. Conformational changes in the flexible bundle region are thought to be
communicated to the protein interaction region where the MCP binds to the histidine
kinase. The glycine hinge is thought to be responsible for switching the kinase on or
off by altering the flexibility of the kinase activation region. Adaptation is used to reset
the MCP to pre-stimulus levels and is mediated by methylation or demethylation of
specific glutamine residues. CheB, the methylesterase removes methyl groups from
specific glutamines and deaminates glutamate residues to glutamine to makes them
available for methylation by the methyltransferase CheR. CheR is recruited to the
MCP by a pentapeptide motif or tether (NWEF) present on some MCPs. CheB
activity is significantly increased by phosphorylation, which is carried out by the
kinase (Hazelbauer, etal., 2008).
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homodimer moves in a piston like movement towards the cytoplasm (Falke, et al.
2001). This conformational change is converted to a signal by the highly conserved
HAMP

(histidine

kinase,

adenylyl

cyclases,

methyl-binding

proteins

and

phosphatases) region or signal conversion region. The HAMP region is composed of
two amphipathic helices that are joined by a linker and form a homodimeric, four helix
bundle (Hulko, et al. 2006). It is unknown how signal conversion occurs but it is
suspected that the interface between the dimers in the HAMP region is altered
causing a slight conformational shift that results in activation of the bound histidine
kinase. It is also suspected that the signal conversion is bi-directional resulting in
phosphorylation of the kinase and/or alteration of the methylation levels on the MCP
(Butler and Falke 1998; Bass, et al. 2007; Hazelbauer, et al. 2008).
The kinase activation region is situated below the HAMP region in the
cytoplasm and is responsible for control of the kinase signal output. The kinase
activation region is made up of three different sections including the flexible bundle,
protein interaction, and adaptation sections (Figure 1.3) (Milburn, et al. 1991; Kim, et
al. 1999; Weis, et al. 2003). The flexible bundle region sits between the signal
conversion region (HAMP) and the protein interaction region. It is thought that
conformational changes in the flexible bundle region are communicated to the protein
interaction region where the MCP binds to the histidine kinase. The flexible bundle
region is composed of 5-8 paired heptads two of which flank a glycine hinge region
(Alexander and Zhulin 2007). Mutational analysis of this region has shown that the
kinase activation can be locked on or off (Appleman and Stewart 2003). It is thought
that the glycine hinge alters the flexibility of the kinase activation region and is
responsible for switching the kinase on or off (Coleman, et al. 2005).
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Adaptation is the temporal mechanism where by the MCP “remembers” recent
signalling states. Adaptation occurs within the kinase control region and is mediated
by methylation or demethylation of specific glutamine residues (Wu, et al. 1996;
Barnakov, et al. 1999). CheB is a methylesterase that removes methyl groups from
specific glutamines and deaminates glutamate residues to glutamine to makes them
available for methylation by the methyltransferase CheR (Barnakov, et al. 1999;
Barnakov, et al. 2001). The methyl groups are donated to CheR by Sadenosylmethionine (Kehry, et al. 1983; Weis and Koshland 1988). CheR is recruited
to the MCP by a pentapeptide motif or tether (NWEF) present on some MCPs. It is
thought that MCPs that lack the tether may be unable to recruit a CheR of their own
and use the methyltransferase already bound to neighbouring MCPs (Endres and
Wingreen 2006). CheB activity is significantly increased by phosphorylation, which is
carried out by the kinase (Starrett and Falke 2005).
Adaptation is important for up-dating the recent record of signalling activity in
the MCP and is made possible by the order and speed of each step in the signalling
chain. When the ligand binds to the sensory domain of the MCP it takes only
miliseconds for the conformational change to occur. This conformational change
takes tenths of seconds to perturb the coiled-coiled chemoreceptor domain that
phosphorylates CheY. It then takes seconds for CheY-P to mediate changes in
flagellar rotation. Adaptation by CheB and CheR takes an even longer time-period,
which is essential for maintaining the equilibrium between the input of the sensing
domain and the output of its kinase (Wu, et al. 1996; Barnakov, et al. 1999).
1.2.1.3 The central histidine kinase CheA
CheA is a 71kDa protein found as a homodimer located in the cytoplasm and bound
to both CheW and the MCP. CheA contains 5 domains (P1-P5) and signalling is
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achieved by autophosphorylation (Figure 1.4). The histidine kinases of bacterial
chemotaxis systems vary with respect to the domains present but all possess a
histidine kinase domain containing NGFG boxes needed for ATP binding and
subsequent phosphorylation of the kinase (Morrison and Parkinson 1997; Bilwes, et
al. 1999; Mourey, et al. 2001). The phosphoryl group of an ATP is donated to the
kinase domain (P4), transferred from the kinase domain of one monomer to the
single histidine phosphotransfer domain (Hpt) of another monomer (P1) (Bilwes, et
al. 1999; Bilwes, et al. 2001). The response regulator CheY and methylesterase
CheB then compete for binding to P2 and the phosphate groups are transferred to
Asp57 or Asp56 respectively (Li, et al. 1995). In CheA, P5 is the regulatory domain of
the kinase and both the MCP and CheW bind there (Morrison, et al. 1997). The MCP
and CheW function to limit the trans-autophosphorylation levels of the kinase by
restricting interaction between the P1 domain of one monomer and the kinase
domain (P4) of the other monomer (Bourret, et al. 1993; Levit, et al. 1999).
1.2.1.4 The linker protein CheW
The linker protein CheW binds to both CheA and the MCP. CheW is essential for
signal transduction and the localisation and formation of the chemosensory complex
(MCP-CheW-CheA) (Maddock, et al. 1993; Martin, et al. 2001; Wadhams, et al.
2005). In Rhodobacter sphaeroides CheW and the MCP are essential for formation
of the cytoplasmic cluster, which can be formed in the absence of CheA (Wadhams,
et al. 2005). CheW has two domains, one composed of 5 β-barrel strands and
another containing a hydrophobic core. The P5 domain of CheA has a very similar
structure and it is here that CheW and CheA interact (Griswold and Dahlquist 2002a;
Griswold, et al. 2002b). CheW is thought to be a scaffolding protein for the species
chemosensory complex formation and the structure is so well conserved across
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Figure 1.4. Central histidine kinases of chemosensory systems and their mechanism
of action. A. Membrane bound ArcB has a PAS domain for sensing redox changes in
the cell and a histidine kinase domain that is trans-autophosphorylated. This
phosphoryl group is then transferred to the fused response regulator domain where it
is again transferred to a Hpt domain and finally transferred onto the ArcA response
regulator that goes on to regulate gene expression. B. Soluble CheA is transautophosphorylated from the kinase domain to the Hpt domain. The phosphate group
is then directly transferred to the response regulators CheY (interacts directly with
flagellar motot) or CheB (adaptation) (Adapted from Wadams and Armitage 2004).
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that the cheW gene from one species can complement a cheW mutant in another
species when supplied in trans (Boukhvalova, et al. 2002).
1.2.1.5 Not all Chemosensory systems are the same
1.2.1.5.1 CheA homologues
Most CheA-like histidine kinases have one Hpt domain (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
Other histidine kinases such as the membrane bound ArcB of E.coli, which detects
changes in the redox state within the cell, has multiple Hpt sites and a fused
response regulator domain (CheY-like) (Figure 1.4). In the case of ArcB the
phosphate is transferred from a histidine in the kinase domain to the fused response
regulator domain and then onto another Hpt domain on the kinase. The phosphate
group is then transferred from the kinase Hpt domain to the response regulator ArcA,
which regulates gene expression. The reason for these multiple steps is not yet fully
elucidated but is thought assist with complex regulatory control. In Pseudomonas
aeruginosa the central histidine kinase of the Chp system, ChpA, has multiple
phosphotransfer domains and a CheY-like domain. Interestingly many histidine
kinases with multiple phosphotransfer domains and a CheY like domain are
homologues of ChpA (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
1.2.1.5.2 CheZ is not present in all chemosensory systems
In the soil bacterium Rhizobium meliloti there is no CheZ homologue and therefore
nothing to accelerate dephosphorylation of CheY-P. However, it does have two CheY
like response regulators CheY-1 and CheY-2. CheY-2 is primarily responsible for
regulation of flagellar rotation speed, mediating the response while CheY-1 has only
a minor affect on flagellar rotation speed (Sourjik and Schmitt 1996). The cheY-1
mutant had a similar phenotype to the cheZ mutant which was delayed in its
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response to the removal of an attractant (Sourjik, et al. 1996). CheY-1 was later
identified as a phosphate sink thus negating the need for a CheZ homologue in the
system (Sourjik and Schmitt 1998). The mechanism of phospho-transfer has also
been identified. In the presence of unphosphorylated CheA the phosphate from
CheY-2 is transferred back to CheA, which then phosphorylates CheY-1 (Sourjik, et
al. 1998). More recently a similar mechanism was identified in another soil bacterium
Sinorhizobium meliloti. Here CheA binds the response regulators, CheY-1 and CheY2, in its P2 domain (Riepl, et al. 2004; Riepl, et al. 2008). Understanding of the
regulation of CheY-2 phosphorylation was further refined when CheY-2 and CheY-2P were shown to have two distinct overlapping CheA-P2 binding sites with CheY-2-P
having only 2 fold less affinity to CheA than CheY-2. Regulation of phosphorylation of
CheY-2-P is thought to be dependent on the signaling state of CheA. This
mechanism of regulation is thought to be widespread among the α-subgroup of
proteobacteria (Riepl, et al. 2004; Riepl, et al. 2008) to which P. aeruginosa belongs.
1.2.2 Dipeptide permeases
An important group of proteins involved in sensory chemotaxis and peptide transport
in E. coli are the dipeptide permeases. The sensing of a substrate by an MCP is not
always a direct interaction and may require another protein to bind the substrate to
allow the MCP to detect it. Chemotactic response to small peptides in E. coli is
dependant specifically on the MCP Tap and its interaction with DppA (Manson, et al.
1986; Abouhamad, et al. 1991).
DppA is a periplasmic protein belonging to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transporter system responsible for transporting small peptides (Higgins and Gibson
1986; Manson, et al. 1986; Higgins and Linton 2001; Higgins and Linton 2004). In
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prokaryotes the Dpp peptide transport system is an ABC type transport system and is
composed of three distinct parts. It contains a periplasmic solute binding protein
(SBP) DppA (exclusive to prokaryotic systems), two integral membrane proteins or
permease proteins (DppB and DppC), which form a channel across the inner
membrane, and two cytoplasmic ATPases which drive peptide transport by cleavage
of ATP (DppD and DppF) (Higgins, et al. 1986; Higgins 1992; Holland and Blight
1999; Saurin, et al. 1999; Higgins 2001; Doeven, et al. 2005). Peptide transport is
achieved by the target peptide being bound by the SBP, DppA. This causes a
conformational change in the protein (Shilton, et al. 1996) and the DppA-peptide
forms a complex with the transmembrane component of the system and the peptide
is transported into the cytoplasm across the inner membrane of the cell (Higgins
1992; Shilton, et al. 1996; Felder, et al. 1999).
Tap is a low abundance MCP and mediates taxis towards both peptides
(Manson, et al. 1986) and pyrimidines (Liu and Parales 2008). It is thought that
peptide chemotaxis is achieved by the interaction of the DppA-peptide complex with
Tap however no physical interaction has been documented. Peptide chemotaxis is
abolished when mutations are made in either Tap or DppA (Manson, et al. 1986;
Weerasuriya, et al. 1998) while mutations in dppA do not affect pyrimidine
chemotaxis (Manson, et al. 1986; Weerasuriya, et al. 1998; Liu, et al. 2008). Further
evidence of this is seen in Salmonella typhimurium, which does not have an intact
Tap gene and is incapable of peptide chemotaxis (Slocum and Parkinson 1985;
Manson, et al. 1986). The SBP from the oligo-peptide transport system, OppA, is
also thought to interact with Tap resulting in a reduction in chemotaxic movement
toward peptides. This suggests a dynamic interaction between periplasmic SBPs that
mediate peptide chemotaxis. It is thought that DppA is responsible for peptide
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chemotaxis because it has a higher specificity for its substrates than OppA and that
the system may be responsible for both identifying beneficial peptides and avoiding
toxic antibiotic peptides (Manson, et al. 1986).

1.3 Pseudomonas aeruginosa has multiple chemosensory systems
The Che system in E. coli is composed of four MCPs, a single CheW and a single
CheA. These are arranged in complex signalling arrays but it is unknown how these
arrays are regulated. In contrast P. aeruginosa has 5 clusters of chemosensory
genes and 26 MCPs encoded in the genome (Croft, et al. 2000). The chemosensory
clusters that mediate flagellar motility include Clusters I, II and V. Clusters I and V
encode the Che system which is essential for flagellar mediated motility. Cluster I
mediates general chemotaxis as well as taxis away from chloroethylenes (Kato, et al.
1999; Shitashiro, et al. 2005). Cluster V genes play a role in general chemotaxis
(Masduki, et al. 1995). Cluster II (the Che2 system) includes the aer and mcp genes
and is responsible for a general role in chemotaxis and attraction to chloroethylenes
(Ferrandez, et al. 2002; Hong, et al. 2004b; Kim, et al. 2006). Cluster II was also
shown to mediate aerotaxis (Hong, et al. 2004b) but other researchers have been
unable to attribute aerotaxis to this cluster (Watts, et al. 2011). Cluster III encodes
the Wsp system and mediates aggregation and biofilm formation (D'Argenio, et al.
2002; Hickman, et al. 2005). Cluster IV contains the Chp system and is responsible
for regulation of surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015), twitching
motility (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004), Tfp
mediated swarming motility (Leech, et al. 2006), biofilm formation (Caiazza, et al.
2007), virulence (D'Argenio, et al. 2001; Whitchurch, et al. 2004), and regulation of
intracellular cAMP (Fulcher, et al. 2010; Gloag, et al. 2013). It is unknown whether P.
aeruginosa chemosensory systems form signal arrays similar to those seen in E. coli
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but it is known that these chemosensory systems do intersect (discussed later in this
section).
A proposed problem with multiple chemosensory systems is how to avoid or
regulate cross talk between systems. Discrete localisation of MCPs or differential
regulation of different MCPs may allow distinct signalling. Distinct chemosensory
systems could also help avoid cross talk between systems and allow different
systems to work independently of one another (Ferrandez, et al. 2002; Guvener, et
al. 2006). Myxococcus xanthus is an example of a bacterium that has multiple
chemosensory systems and there is no evidence of the signalling arrays seen in E.
coli. It is suggested that the 8 chemosensory systems within this organism signal
independently (Zusman, et al. 2007). In Rhodobacter sphaeroides there is evidence
for a mechanism that prevents cross talk between chemosensory systems. Here
MCPs specific to a chemosensory system are differentially regulated and then
differentially localized in the cell (Wadhams, et al. 2002). There is also evidence in P.
aeruginosa of differential regulation and localisation of MCPs (Guvener, et al. 2006).
However cross talk between the chemosensory systems of P. aeruginosa systems
has also been reported. One of the MCPs of chemosensory Cluster II, McpB, has
also been shown to signal into Cluster I to mediate flagellar controlled chemotaxis
(Ferrandez, et al. 2002). This phenomenon has opened the door for investigation into
other cross-chemosensory system interactions. However in organisms with multiple
chemosensory systems there may be a requirement for mechanisms both preventing
and permitting cross talk between systems (Zusman, et al. 2007).
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1.3.1 PilJ and the methyl accepting chemotaxis proteins of P. aeruginosa
Of the twenty-six MCPs encoded in the P. aeruginosa genome only fourteen have
been characterized (Sampedro, et al. 2015b). Eleven of these MCPs have a role in
swimming motility and mediate chemotaxis to a range of environmental signals
including inorganic phosphate (CtpH and CtpL), oxygen (Aer and Aer2) malate
(PA2652), amino acids, isodesmiosine and gamma-aminobutyrate (PctABC),
ethelyne (TlpQ), light, oxygen and redox, (McpS) and chloroethylenes (McpA) (Kato,
et al. 1992; Kuroda, et al. 1995; Taguchi, et al. 1997; Wu, et al. 2000; Hong, et al.
2004b; Bardy and Maddock 2005; Kim, et al. 2006; Alvarez-Ortega and Harwood
2007; Kim, et al. 2007; Rico-Jimenez, et al. 2013; Sampedro, et al. 2015a;
Sampedro, et al. 2015b). Three of the MCPs are involved in biofilm formation and
regulation (PilJ, WspA and BdlA) (D'Argenio, et al. 2002; Hickman, et al. 2005;
Morgan, et al. 2006; Guvener and Harwood 2007). PilJ, a homologue of the E. coli
MCP Tsr, is the only MCP that has been implicated in twitching motility and it has
been demonstrated that it does not influence swimming motility (Darzins 1994;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). PilJ is also responsible for localising both itself and Tfp to
the poles (DeLange, et al. 2007), sensing and regulating surface attachment (Luo, et
al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015), mediating cAMP regulation (Fulcher, et al. 2010) and is
implicated in biofilm regulation (Caiazza, et al. 2007; Barken, et al. 2008).
The architecture of the C-terminal domain of MCPs has been used to place
MCPs into seven different classes. MCPs were classified based on the
insertion/deletion of heptads (seven amino acids), which correspond to exactly 2 αhelical turns (Figure 1.5). PilJ has been assigned as a 40H MCP because there are
40 heptads in its cytoplasmic domain. None of the E.coli MCPs fall within this class
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Figure 1.5. Classes of MCPs based on their cytoplasmic domain. The most common
methylation sites for each class are shown as dark grey spheres. The signaling subdomain is shown in dark grey ribbons, above it is the flexible bundle region in light
thin ribbons and above that is the methylation sub-domain in dark thin ribbons. The
light grey spheres identify the glycine hinge (adapted from Alexander and Zhulin
2007).
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with the PilJ homologue Tsr being placed in the 36H class (Figure 1.5). Unfortunately
MCPs from M. xanthus have not been classified so it is unknown if any of the Frz
MCPs, with homology to PilJ (Whitchurch, et al. 2004), fall into the 40H class. The Cterminus is highly conserved among all classes of MCPs particularly in regions
between inter-dimer, linker protein and histidine kinase interactions. However the
most highly conserved region in MCPs was in the glycine hinge which is necessary
for maintenance of a tight hairpin turn and is thought to be involved in bending of the
α-helix of the flexible bundle region to allow signaling and/or dimer assembly (Figure
1.5). Unlike some of the other classes of MCP the methylation sites for the 40H class
do not appear to be conserved with potential methylation sites at several locations.
Further to this the pentapeptide tether, identified as necessary for binding CheR for
precise adaptation in E. coli, is absent in the 40H class of MCPs and it is thought that
the tether is in evolutionary terms a relatively recent addition (Alexander, et al. 2007).

1.4 Peptide Permeases of P. aeruginosa
Although there are no reports of peptide permeases intersecting with the MCPs of P.
aeruginosa it is likely that they do. Therefore small peptide chemotaxis will be
discussed here.
Small peptide chemotaxis has been reported in P. aeruginosa but it is not well
described. Utilization of di- tri- tetra- and pentapeptides have been documented
suggesting peptide transport (Miller and Becker 1978) and peptidase activity was
located to the inner membrane of P. aeruginosa (Haas, et al. 1981). Swarming
mediated chemotaxis was demonstrated toward tri- tetra- penta- and hexapeptides
suggesting an intact and well developed peptide chemotaxis system (KellyWintenberg, et al. 1994).
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Analysis of genes encoding putative periplasmic proteins in P. aeruginosa has
identified 11 probable proteins involved in the ABC transport system (Table 1.1)
(Imperi, et al. 2009). Evidence for the periplasmic localization of the probable peptide

Table 1.1 ABC transporter proteins isolated from the periplasm of P. aeruginosa
(amended table from Imiri et al., 2009).
PA number

Gene name

Putative gene product

PA0602

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA0604

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA1342

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA1810

oppB

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA2204

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA4195

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA4496

dppA1

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA4500

dppA3

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA4502

dppA4

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA5076

Probable binding protein component of the ABC transporter

PA5153

Probable periplasmic binding protein

PA5317

Probable binding protein component of the ABC dipeptide transporter
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permease PA0205 comes from the presence of the N-terminal signal peptide
sequence required for translocation by TAT (twin arginine translocase) machinery for
secretion into the periplasm (Lewenza, et al. 2005).
Bioinformatics analysis has also identified a gene cluster encoding a dipeptide
transport system in P. aeruginosa with significant homology to the dipeptide
permease system of E. coli, containing all necessary components of the transport
machinery (Figure 1.6). These include four dipeptide SBPs (DppA1 DppA2, DppA3
and DppA4), a metalloprotease (MdpA) (Kiely, et al. 2008), a porin associated with
dipeptide transport (OpdP) (Tamber and Hancock 2006; Kiely, et al. 2008), and
genes dppBCDF (the ABC transport machinery). This gene cluster also encodes a
regulator PsdR that negatively regulates at least two genes within the cluster, mdpA
and dppA3 (Kiely, et al. 2008).

Figure 1.6. Arrangement of the gene cluster encoding a dipeptide transport system in
P. aeruginosa. Arrows represent genes and are shaded according to predicted
function, the SBPs, dppa1, dppA2, dppA3, and dppA4 are light grey, the
metalloprotease, mdpA, is white, the regulator, psdR, is black, the porin, opdP, has
horizontal stripes, the permease proteins, dppB and dppC, have vertical stripes, the
ATPase homologues, dppD and dppF, are dark grey (adapted from Kiely et al,.
2008).
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Interestingly a component of this as well as other peptide ABC transport
systems are up regulated in iron-limited conditions. These include DppA3, PA5217 (a
probable SBP), (Ochsner, et al. 2002; Imperi, et al. 2009), PA2408 (a probable SBP)
and PA2409 (a probable peptide permease) (Ochsner, et al. 2002). In E. coli the
DppA transport system has also been shown to transport haem (Letoffe, et al. 2006).
This association in E. coli suggests that DppA3 and its associated transport system
may be responsible for peptide chemotaxis in P. aeruginosa (Kiely, et al. 2008).
It has since been demonstrated that the DppBCDF transport system is
required for utilization of 107 dipeptides and 13 tripeptides (Pletzer, et al. 2014). It
was found that the SBP DppA1, DppA2, DppA3, DppA4 and another SBP, DppA5,
are responsible for transport of 84 dipeptides and at least 1 tripeptide. dppa5 is not
located in the gene cluster with dppBCDF transport system but occurs at a
genomically distant site. Theses results suggest that proteins other than the
described DppA homologues are presenting peptides to the permease or direct
transport is occurring. Most significantly DppA1 and to a greater extent DppA3
mediate the uptake of the antimicrobial tripeptide phasolotoxin and the DppBCDF
transport machinery translocate it into the cell (Pletzer, et al. 2014). Phasolotoxin is
produced by Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola and inhibits growth in E. coli,
S. typimurium (Staskawicz and Panopoulos 1980; Bender, et al. 1999) and P.
aeruginosa (Pletzer, et al. 2014). Furthermore another ABC transporter system has
been implicated in high-level resistance of P. aeruginosa to the urcyl peptide
antibiotic Pacidamycin. Although lowlevel resistance was mediated by multi-drug
resistance efflux pumps, MexAB-OprM or MexCD-OprJ, strains with a high level of
resistance had mutations in oppA (PA1811) and oppB (PA1810), which encode
homologues of periplasmic substrate binding proteins of the Oligo peptide transport
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system. Interestingly both OppA and OppB are required for transport of pacidamycin
across the inner-membrane and cannot compensate for each other (Mistry, et al.
2013). Together these results are very exciting with potential drug targets as well as
the potential for bacterial peptides to be used as a Trojin horse to transport
antimicrobial agents into the unsuspecting bacterial cell (Pletzer, et al. 2014) It would
also be very interesting to determine whether the chemotatic response to
antimicrobial peptides is mediated by periplasmic substrate binding proteins of the
ABC transport system in P. aeruginosa.

1.5 The Chp System
The Chp System of P. aeruginosa is a complex chemosensory system that is
homologous to the Che chemosensory systems in enterics. The Chp system in P.
aeruginosa is thought to intersect with several other systems within the organism. It
is responsible for twitching motility (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995;
Darzins and Russell 1997; Whitchurch, et al. 2004), killing in the Drosophila model
(D'Argenio, et al. 2001), Tfp dependant swarming motility (Leech, et al. 2006), biofilm
formation (Caiazza, et al. 2007) sensing and regulation of surface attachment (Luo,
et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) and regulation of gene expression (Whitchurch, et al.
2004; Bertrand, et al. 2010; Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015).
Further insight into the mechanisms driving twitching motility implicates the
Chp system. The Chp system appears to control twitching motility by two
independent mechanisms. The first mechanism is mediated by the response
regulators PilG and PilH. These proteins are predicted to interact directly with the
pilin motor to extend and retract pili. However, direct interaction between the
response regulators and the pilin motor have not been demonstrated experimentally
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(Bertrand, et al. 2010). The second mechanism has much broader implications. It has
been demonstrated that the Chp system controls production of the secondary
messenger cAMP through the cAMP synthesizing enzyme CyaB (Fulcher, et al.
2010). CyaA and CyaB both synthesize intracellular cAMP but CyaB is responsible
for synthesis of the majority of intracellular cAMP and has a greater affect on
virulence (Wolfgang, et al. 2003; Lory, et al. 2004). With Vfr (Virulence factor
regulator), cAMP regulates multiple systems in Pseudomonas spp. including several
virulence systems. Vfr is a cAMP dependant global regulator homologous to CRP in
E.coli (West, et al. 1994; Wolfgang, et al. 2003). Vfr in conjunction with cAMP in
Pseudomonas spp. influences gene regulation in multiple virulence systems
including, surface virulence (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al. 2015), Tfp (Beatson, et
al. 2002a), flagellum biosynthesis (Dasgupta, et al. 2003), quorum sensing (Albus, et
al. 1997; Medina, et al. 2003; Fox, et al. 2008), and both the T2SS and T3SS
(Wolfgang, et al. 2003; Ferrell, et al. 2008; Fox, et al. 2008). Further to this it is
thought that Vfr regulation occurs in several other systems that have not yet been
identified (Suh, et al. 2002). The control that the Chp system has over cAMP
synthesis and therefore Vfr has major implications and will be discussed in sections
1.7-1.10.
Recently it was demonstrated that the Chp system is part of a signaling
cascade that senses and regulates cell behaviours on contact with a solid surface.
There is evidence that Chp system, through PilJ senses that P. aeruginosa is on a
surface by interacting directly with the Tfp via PilA (Persat, et al. 2015). Surface
contact mediates a signaling cascade in both a cAMP dependent (described above)
and independent manner where PilJ directly interacts with FimS and appears to
mediate cAMP independent signaling. This signaling cascade up-regulates the
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surface protein PilY1 to mediate irreversible attachment (Luo, et al. 2015) and
surface virulence (Siryaporn, et al. 2014) and stimulates downstream production of
the second messenger cyclic-di-GMP (Kuchma, et al. 2010), a known global
regulator of surface behaviour (Romling, et al. 2013). The Chp system detects and
responds to environmental stimuli by intersecting with multiple complex systems to
mediate a sophisticated and nuanced response, which will be discussed later in
section 1.10.
Based on the homology to the Che system the following model was developed
for the Chp system and its regulation of Tfp (Figure 1.7). A brief description of each
of the components of the Chp system will be given here with more detailed analysis
outlined later. A ligand will bind to the to the MCP, PilJ, causing a conformational
change that is communicated via the linker protein PilI to the central histidine kinase
ChpA. ChpA auto-phosphorylates and donates phosphoryl groups to the response
regulators PilG and PilH (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; D'Argenio, et al.
2001; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). PilG and PilH interact directly with different elements
of the Tfp motor. PilG interacts directly with PilB to mediate extension of the Tfp and
PilH interacts directly with PilT to mediate retraction of the Tfp (Bertrand, et al. 2010).
Adaptation modification relies on methylation levels of the MCP and is mediated by
ChpB (methylesterase) and PilK (methyltransferase). ChpB requires phosphorylation
for activation and competes with PilG and PilH for the phosphoryl groups donated by
ChpA. In the Che chemosensory system CheZ accelerates the dephosphorylation of
response regulator CheY. However in the Chp system there is no CheZ homologue
present and it is thought that PilH or another response regulator may behave as a
phosphate sink. A second linker protein, ChpC, is also present in the Chp system
however it does not significantly affect twitching motility. ChpC is thought to be
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Figure 1.7. Model for the regulation of Tfp function by the Chp chemosensory
system. A ligand binds to the to PilJ, causing a conformational change that is
communicated via the linker protein PilI to the central histidine kinase ChpA. ChpA
auto-phosphorylates and donates phosphoryl groups to the response regulators PilG
and PilH. PilG interacts directly with PilB to mediate extension of the Tfp and PilH
interacts directly with PilT to mediate retraction of the Tfp. Adaptation modification
relies on methylation levels of the MCP and is mediated by ChpB (methylesterase)
and PilK (methyltransferase). ChpB requires phosphorylation for activation and
competes with PilG and PilH for the phosphoryl groups donated by ChpA. The
second linker protein, ChpC, does not significantly affect twitching motility and is
thought to link an unknown MCP to ChpA to mediate a response to an unknown
signal (Bertrand, et al. 2010).
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mediating a response to an unknown signal by linking an unknown MCP to ChpA
(Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Bertrand, et al.
2010; Fulcher, et al. 2010). At the end of the cluster are two genes, chpD and chpE
that are not homologous to any chemosensory components and therefore are not
included in the model. ChpD is predicted to be a transcriptional regulator belonging to
the AraC family of regulators (Aleshin, et al. 1999; Vrljic, et al. 1999; Whitchurch, et
al. 2004). Although no effector molecule or target genes were found ChpD may be
regulating another system intersecting with the Chp system. ChpE is homologous to
the membrane translocator RhtB that is known to translocate homoserine lactone
(Zakataeva, et al. 1999; Whitchurch, et al. 2004)
1.5.1 Homologues of the Chp system in other organisms
Homologues of the Chp system have been identified in several genomes. The marine
bacteria Marinobacter adhaerens has three chemosensory systems including one
homologous to the Chp system (Sonnenschein, et al. 2012). The homologous Chp
system contains the genes pilI-pilK and chpA-chpC but is missing chpD and chpE.
Mutants in chpA and chpB show reduced adherence to abiotic surfaces and the
diatom Thalassiosira weissflogii (Sonnenschein, et al. 2012). The authors suspect
that biofilm formation and twitching motility are affected but this was not measured
directly. As seen in the Chp system of P. aeruginosa, the mutants in M. adhaerens
showed a wild type swimming phenotype identifying this Chp chemosensory system
homologue as independent of the swimming chemosensory system (Sonnenschein,
et al. 2012). The plant pathogen Xylella fastidoiea encodes a Chp system from pilG-K
and chpA-C and this system affects twitching motility, biofilm formation and virulence
in the organism (Cursino, et al. 2011). In the unicellular motile cyanobacteria
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Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 there are two separate chemosensory systems
involved in Tfp mediated phototaxis (Bhaya, et al. 2001). The clusters Tax 1 and Tax
3 are homologous to one another and are similar to Chp system. Tax 1, also called
the PixG cluster, is thought to be responsible for detecting and mediating a positive
phototactic response. Interestingly this cluster has two homologues of the MCP, one
of which has a putative chromophore binding region (Bhaya, et al. 2001). Tax 1 and
Tax 3 clusters have two CheW homologues but neither possesses homologues for
CheB or CheR (Bhaya, et al. 2001; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Mutants in the cluster
Tax 3, or the PilG cluster, have reduced twitching motility, reduced assembly of the
type IV-like thick pilus on the cell surface, as well as defects in natural transformation
and competency for uptake of extraneous DNA (Yoshihara, et al. 2002). In a study of
the comparative genomics of Geobacter spp. an intact Chp gene cluster was
identified. These bacteria are capable of producing electricity and remediating
subsurface environments which have been contaminated with organic or metallic
materials (Tran, et al. 2008). Geobacter spp. can conduct electricity via their Tfp and
extracellular matrix materials and are currently being investigated for use in microbial
fuel cells (Reguera, et al. 2005; Reguera, et al. 2006; Tran, et al. 2008; Lovley, et al.
2011).
The best studied system other than the Chp system is the Frz system in M.
xanthus. Twitching motility in P. aeruginosa is reminiscent of the gliding motility in M.
xanthus that is controlled by the Frz system. The Frz system is a chemosensory
system homologous to both the Che system and the Chp system. M. xanthus has a
complex lifestyle where it swarms when nutrients are abundant and forms fruiting
bodies under starvation conditions (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Hong, et al. 2004a).
There are two modes of motility called A motility (single cell movements) and S
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motility (coordinated group movement). S motility is Tfp mediated and the
mechanism behind A motility was initially thought to be mediated by the secretion of
slime (Li, et al. 2005) however, it has since been shown that motility is mediated by
motive force which occurs along the full length of the cell. The motive force is
provided by several protein complexes that span the membrane and assemble at the
leading edge of the cell. These complexes remain at the same point relative to the
surface being traversed while the cell moves forward (Sun, et al. 1999; Mignot, et al.
2007; Nan, et al. 2010; Sun, et al. 2011; Ducret, et al. 2012; Kaimer, et al. 2012).
The direction of cellular reversals in both S and A motility is controlled by the Frz
system and is vital for both swarming and the formation of fruiting bodies. Mutants in
the Frz system form a frizzy phenotype instead of fruiting bodies (Blackhart and
Zusman 1985; McBride, et al. 1989; Zusman and McBride 1991; Zusman, et al.
2007). The Frz system has homology to some components of to the Chp system in
P. aeruginosa and like the Frz system there is some evidence that the Chp system
controls cellular reversal rates in twitching motility (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al.
2004).
1.5.2 Detailed analysis of the Chp system of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
1.5.2.1 The methyl accepting chemotaxis protein PilJ
PilJ was initially identified as a 72kDa protein with 26% identity to the enteric MCP
Tsr. PilJ has the hydrophobic transmembrane domain characteristic of MCPs, which
is composed of two amphipathic α-helicies, one of which is located near the Nterminus and the other near the middle of the sequence. The cytoplasmic domain of
PilJ was mapped using Kite-Dolittle hydrophobicity-hydrophilicity plots and when
compared with a similar plot for Tsr showed remarkable similarity. Highest homology
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between Tsr and PilJ was found in the C-terminus (Darzins 1994). This region is
highly conserved in MCPs and is thought to be responsible for polar localization
(Alley, et al. 1992; DeLange, et al. 2007). More recent work has shown that PilJ
interacts directly with PilA and together they may form part of a mechanosensory
machine to sense surfaces and regulate attachment (Persat, et al. 2015). PilJ also
interacts with the inner membrane protein FimS to mediate cAMP independent
signaling in surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015). These protein interactions will be
discussed in section 1.10.
1.5.2.1.1 PilJ has a direct role in twitching motility
Mutants in pilJ were made in two different strains of P. aeruginosa (PAO1 and PAK)
and had different phenotypes. In PAO1, mutation of pilJ abolished twitching motility in
subsurface twitching assays but the mutant remained sensitive to Tfp specific
bacteriophages suggesting that some part of the Tfp was still present on the cell
surface. When pilJ was supplied in trans the mutant phenotype was complemented
(Darzins 1994). A later study on the Chp system was performed with strain PAK and
had a different mutant phenotype for pilJ with twitching motility being severely
abrogated, but not abolished. Like the PAO1 mutant this mutant also retained wild
type sensitivity to Tfp specific bacteriophage (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Microscopic
analysis of twitching motility showed that early twitching appeared normal with rafts
being sent out to new territory but at a rate 20 times slower than that of wild type.
However, the twitching zones were unable to produce the characteristic lattice behind
the leading edge. The different mutant phenotypes seen for pilJ were thought to be
due to strain variation in P. aeruginosa (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Flagellar motility
was also tested and was shown to be unaffected in pilJ mutants for both strains
(Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). It has since been shown that PilJ is sensing
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and responding to a mechanical signal to mediate surface attachment (Luo, et al.
2015; Persat, et al. 2015) however, is likely that PilJ is also responding to signals that
have not yet been determined.
1.5.2.1.2 PilJ is postranslationally modified by LecB
LecB or PA-IL is a lectin that is thought to bind cell surface carbohydrates and
glycoproteins (Morimoto, et al. 2001). LecB along with LecA have been implicated in
adhesion to airway epithelial cells, injury to cells and biofilm formation (Alverdy, et al.
2000; Laughlin, et al. 2000; Tielker, et al. 2005). Mutants in lecB have a defect in Tfp
surface assembly and twitching motility a phenotype that is similar to that seen in pilJ
mutants. It was demonstrated that mutants in lecB had reduced levels of PilJ but that
this reduction in protein was not attributed to transcription as transcription was
measured with a pilG::lacZ promoter fusion construct and was shown to be
unaffected (Sonawane, et al. 2006). pilG occurs at the beginning of the Chp gene
cluster (Darzins 1993) with uncharacterized promoters upstream (Sonawane, et al.
2006). The authors concluded that the reduction in protein was not due to
transcription and that LecB has a posttranslational effect of on PilJ. The mechanism
by which this is achieved is unknown (Sonawane, et al. 2006).
1.5.2.1.3 PilJ is responsible for localization and assembly/extension of Tfp at the
poles of PAO1.
Mutants in pilJ have shortened Tfp at the cell surface implicating the protein in the
assembly/extension mechanism. This directly supports previous reports stating that
the Tfp were present but not extended in pilJ mutants (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et
al. 2004; DeLange, et al. 2007). Immuno-fluorescent microscopy was used to show
that the Tfp in pilJ mutants were frequently localized at both poles where as in the
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wild type Tfp were localized to a single pole. Tfp were also significantly shorter in the
pilJ mutant than in wild type (Figure 1.8) (DeLange, et al. 2007).
In contrast to the Tfp, PilJ was shown to localize to both poles of the cell in a
wild type strain. This was shown by a chromosomal PilJ-YFP fusion (pilJ was fused
to the yellow fluorescent protein gene on the chromosome) and suggests that the Tfp
assembly-extension apparatus is compartmentalized at both poles (Figure1.9)
(DeLange, et al. 2007). This result supports the hypothesis of polar switching. Polar
switching involves compartmentalization of the twitching motility apparatus at both
poles making it easier for the cell to reverse direction without having to re-orient itself.
It is suggested that only one apparatus will be active at a time. Further support for
this hypothesis was demonstrated in previous studies showing bipolar localization of
PilS, PilB and PilT, all components of the twitching motility apparatus (Boyd 2000;
Chiang, et al. 2005). When PilJ-YFP was over expressed on a multi-copy plasmid
PilJ-YFP was seen both at the poles and in the cytoplasm. The authors suggested
that a spiral formation was seen and compared it to FrzS localization in M. xanthus
where FrzS is transported to the cell poles on the cytoskeleton (DeLange, et al.
2007). However the images of the over expressed PilJ-YFP at 24 hrs were not very
clear and could also be explained by pooling of the fusion protein in the cytoplasm.
Interestingly the chromosomally encoded PilJ-YFP was not detected until 2024 hrs where as the plasmid encoded PilJ-YFP was detected in log phase (Figure
1.9). The authors suggest that detection of the chromosomally encoded PilJ-YFP
was not possible until well into stationary phase due to low expression levels
(DeLange, et al. 2007). An alternative explanation is that native expression of PilJ
may not be switched on until later in the growth cycle or that expression may require
particular environmental factors.
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Figure 1.8. Immunoflurescent microscopy of Tfp localization. A. Localization of Tfp in
a pilJ mutant where Tfp localize to both poles. B. Localization of Tfp in wild type
PAO1 where Tfp localize to a single pole (adapted from Delange et al., 2007).

Figure 1.9. Localization of PilJ in PAO1. A. Localization of PilJ-YFP (on multi copy
plasmid) at log phase. B. Localization of PilJ-YFP (on multi copy plasmid) at 24 hrs.
C Localization of chromosomally encoded PilJ-YFP at 24hrs (adapted from Delange
etal., 2007).
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1.5.2.1.4 PilJ regulates biofilm formation and swarming motility.
The Chp system and SadB inversely regulate early biofilm formation and flagellar
dependent swarming motility in PA14. This is achieved through modulating flagellar
reversal rates and production of the Pel polysaccharide (Caiazza and O'Toole 2004;
Caiazza, et al. 2007), a major component of the extracellular matrix in biofilm
formation for P. aeruginosa (Friedman and Kolter 2004b; Friedman and Kolter
2004a). A sadB mutant showed a hyper-swarming phenotype due to a decrease in
cellular reversals and a severe biofilm defect due to a defect in the transition between
reversible and irreversible attachment in early biofilm formation (Caiazza, et al. 2004;
Caiazza, et al. 2007). Mutants in pilJ were identical to the sadB mutant phenotype.
When pilJ was supplied in trans in the sadB mutant the mutant phenotype was
complemented. However, when sadB was supplied in trans in the pilJ mutant there
was no alleviation of the mutant phenotype. This suggests that SadB is regulating
both biofilm formation and swarming motility genetically up stream of the Chp system
(Caiazza, et al. 2007). Considering pilJ mutants in PA14 are unable to twitch, this
study shows that the extension and retraction of Tfp are not necessary for swarming
motility under the conditions tested (Caiazza, et al. 2007; Barken, et al. 2008). This
study has added a further level of regulation complexity by showing that that SadB
and the Chp system are involved in regulation of early biofilm formation and flagellar
control in swarming motility. sadB mutants had no affect on swimming motility or
twitching motility (Cazzia etal., 2007) suggesting that the Chp system can intersect
with independent systems without crosstalk.
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1.5.2.2 The central histidine kinase ChpA
ChpA is a large (269kDa) complex protein with distinct domains that have homology
to three different proteins including the central histidine kinase CheA, the response
regulator CheY and the Vfr regulator FimL (Figure 1.10). ChpA has homology to
CheA in its central domain with conserved sites required for ATP binding and a
CheW-like domain that is involved in binding the linker protein homologues. CheA
homologues generally have one Hpt domain whereas ChpA has 8 predicted
phospho-transfer domains in the N- terminus of its histidine kinase-like domain. Six of
these are the usual histidine phospho-transfer (Hpt) domains but there is also a
threonine phospho-transfer domain (Tpt) and a serine (Spt) phospho-transfer domain
predicted. At the C-terminus there is a fused response regulator or CheY-like domain
indicating that ChpA is a CheY/CheA hybrid protein of which many have been
described. Further to this at the far N-terminus of the ChpA there is a FimL like
domain (Figure 1.10) (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). FimL regulates the global regulator

Figure 1.10. ChpA. The above schematic highlights the complexity of ChpA. Hpt
designates

the

histidine

phosphotransfer

domains,

Tpt

is

the

threonine

phosphotransfer domain and Spt is the serine phosphotransfer domain. The FimLlike domain can be seen in the N-terminus of the protein. In the C-terminus of the
protein is the CheA-like domain with the histidine kinase, the CheW like region for
binding to CheW and the CheY-like domain (adapted from Whitchurch, et al., 2004).
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Vfr and is required for twitching motility (Whitchurch, et al. 2005). Unlike the Nterminus of ChpA, FimL does not contain the Hpt or Tpt domains (Whitchurch, et al.
2004).
FrzE, the histidine kinase response regulator hybrid protein from M. xanthus,
has more similarity to ChpA than any other histidine kinase (Leech, et al. 2006). Like
ChpA, FrzE is a CheA-CheY hybrid protein and controls cellular motility. In particular
the phosphorylation of the CheY domain of FrzE is critical. If the phospho-accepting
Asp709 is replaced with an alanine and is unable to be phosphorylated then cellular
reversal is increased for both A and S motility. However, if Asp709 is replaced with
glutamic acid resulting in the residue being constitutively phosphorylated reduced
rates of cellular reversals are seen for S motility and increased rates of cellular
reversal are seen for A motility (Li, et al. 2005).
1.5.2.2.1 ChpA regulates twitching motility
The twitching motility phenotypes of chpA mutants are strain dependent. chpA
mutants made in PAO1 have low levels of Tfp present on the cell surface and no
twitching motility (Barken, et al. 2008) where as chpA mutants in PAK have partial
surface piliation and have some twitching motility (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). The
differences between the chpA mutant phenotypes in PAO1 and PAK are consistent
with that seen for the pilJ mutants in these strains (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al.
2004) and is thought to be due to strain variation in P. aeruginosa (Whitchurch, et al.
2004; Barken, et al. 2008). Interestingly chpA mutants in PAK had different
phenotypes depending on the position of the mutation (Figure 1.11). Insertions made
in the C-terminus of the gene had severely reduced twitching motility comparable to a
pilA mutant and detection of the major Tfp subunit, PilA, showed low surface and cell
associated Tfp (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Mutants in the N-terminus of chpA showed
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aberrant twitching motility similar to the pilJ mutant made in the same strain (PAK)
i.e. early twitching was seen with large rafts extending out into new territory but the
twitching zones behind the leading edge lacked the characteristic lattice seen in the
wild type (Figures 1.11 and 1.12). This twitching motility phenotype is thought to be
due to a reduction in cellular reversals. However detection of the major Tfp subunit,
PilA, showed surface Tfp was severely reduced in the N-terminal mutants, but cell
associated Tfp was at wild type levels showing that Tfp was present but not extended
(Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). C-terminal chpA mutants made in PAK had
reduced pilA expression that may explain the reduced Tfp and suggests that ChpA
can regulate gene expression (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). A later report also
investigated pilA expression in PAO1ΔchpA but no effect on expression was seen
(Leech, et al. 2006). This again may be due to strain variation (Whitchurch, et al.
2004; Leech, et al. 2006). However Bertrand and colleagues (2011) reported that
since PilA is a negative regulator of pilA the Chp system could indirectly control pilA
transcription by controlling the import and export of PilA.
Expression of chpA appears to be tightly regulated as the chpA mutant
phenotypes in PAO1 could only be complemented by supplying intact chpA in trans
on a low copy number vector. Expression of chpA from a high copy number vector
abolished twitching motility in the wild type. This also suggested that over expression
of ChpA may repress twitching motility (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Interestingly when
the pilA gene was supplied in trans to the chpA mutant with an insertion closest to
the C-terminus surface Tfp but not twitching motility was restored. This highlighted
that although ChpA may not be necessary for the assembly machinery or the Tfp
structure it is needed for other aspects of twitching motility (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
In E. coli shorter isoforms of CheA have been identified and are thought to
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Figure 1.11. Subsurface twitching assays for chp mutants in PAK. A. Wild
type twitching motility for PAK. B. The pilA mutant with no twitching motility
evident. C. The pilJ mutant has an aberrant twitching phenotype. D-E.
Mutants in the N-terminus of chpA show aberrant twitching phenotypes. (F)
The C-terminal chpA mutant appears to have a pilA mutant phenotype. Bar
equals 1cm (adapted from Whitchurch, etal,. 2004).
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Figure 1.12. Microscopic analysis of subsurface stab assays for PAK and the
N-terminal chpA mutant. A. The twitching zone for wild type PAK has a
dynamic edge with leading edge rafts extending into new territory and lattice
forming behind behind. B. The N-terminal chpA mutant. The twitching zone for
the N-terminal chpA mutant phenotype shows large rafts extending into new
territory but lacks the lattice present seen in the wild type strain. This
phenotype is identical to that of a pilJ mutant (not shown). Bar equals 50μM
(adapted from Whitchurch, et al,. 2004).
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contribute to the stability of the chemosensory arrays in the cell (Sanatinia, et al.
1995). It was thought that the differences between C-terminal and N-terminal
mutations in ChpA might have been due to different isoforms of ChpA required for
functionality of the protein (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Flag-tagged-ChpA (N-terminus)
showed only the full length ChpA and any smaller isoforms were either not present or
at such low levels that they were undetectable (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
ChpA and the role of its individual phospho-transfer domains in twitching
motility was investigated by Leech et al., (2006). A series of chpA constructs with
point mutations in the phospho-transfer domains were supplied in trans to
complement a chpA mutant in PAO1 (Figure 1.13). As previously seen for this strain
twitching motility was completely abolished in the ChpA deletion mutant. Twitching
motility was also abolished when chpA was supplied in trans with a point mutation in
the aspartate residue in its CheY domain. Point mutations in the phospho-transfer
domains Hpt2 and Hpt3 reduced twitching motility to about 50% of wild type (Figure
1.13) (Leech, et al. 2006). Unfortunately the cell associated and surface PilA were
not determined in these mutants and therefore it is unknown whether these mutant
phenotypes were due to Tfp remaining extended or retracted. Microscopic analysis of
mutants may also have shed light on mutant phenotypes and it would have been
interesting to see what affect combinations of point mutations in the phospho-transfer
domains of ChpA had on twitching motility. Hpt1, Spt, Hpt4, and Hpt5 were also
tested and had wild type levels of twitching motility suggesting that these domains
may be involved in other down stream networks (Leech, et al. 2006).
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Figure 1.13. Twitching motility assays for the PAO1 wild type, the chpA mutant, and
the chpA mutant complemented in trans with chpA carrying point mutations in the
following regions: Hpt1-5, Spt and the CheY aspartate (adapted from Leech, et al.,
2006).
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1.5.2.2.2 ChpA regulates Tfp mediated swarming motility and biofilm formation
ChpA has been implicated in regulation of biofilm structure and swarming motility
(Leech, et al. 2006; Barken, et al. 2008). It has been widely agreed for some time
that twitching motility is necessary for normal biofilm formation since pilA mutants are
unable to form mushroom caps in mature biofilms (Klausen, et al. 2003). However
chpA mutants in PAO1 which are defective in twitching motility and have low surface
Tfp are clearly able to migrate in biofilms to make irregular mushroom shaped
structures of a normal size (Barken, et al. 2008). The early stages of biofilm formation
are characterised by Tfp driven motility in the wild type but chpA mutants were not
motile at this stage. This suggested that the presence of Tfp but not twitching motility
are necessary for development of mature biofilms and that the Chp system plays a
minor role in the development of normal mushroom caps (Barken, et al. 2008).
Swarming motility is a mode of surface translocation within viscous
environments that is thought to require flagella, Tfp and rhamnolipids (Kohler, et al.
2000). A study investigating a swarming phenotype that required both flagella and
Tfp showed that swarming motility requires a change in the regulation of over 400
genes. These include the up regulation of virulence genes encoding type III
secretion, proteases, iron transport and an adaptive resistance to antibiotics. The
number of genes required for swarming is staggering considering that biofilm
formation requires 73 genes to be differentially regulated when compared to
planktonic growth (Overhage, et al. 2008).
ChpA was implicated in Tfp mediated swarming motility phenotypes by
mutational analysis (Leech, et al. 2006) but was not present on a list of genes
regulated in swarming motility seen from the Overhage study (2008). Leech and
colleagues (2006) performed their swarming assays under particular conditions that
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permitted only the Tfp mediated swarming phenotype to be observed. In this assay
“swarming” was abolished for the pilA mutant. The authors suggest that this may not
be strictly swarming motility and may be another perturbation of twitching motility.
The chpA deletion mutant in PAO1 could “swarm” at the same rate as wild type but it
did not display the characteristic branching dendritic phenotype associated with Tfp
mediated swarming motility in PAO1 (Figure 1.14)(Leech, et al. 2006). The pilA
mutant was incapable of pilus mediated swarming motility and this together with the
chpA mutant data suggests that, Tfp but not twitching motility are needed for Tfp
mediated swarming motility.

It also suggests that twitching motility or ChpA is

needed for branch formation within the “swarming” zone presumably through control
of cellular direction (Figure 1.14) (Leech, et al. 2006; Barken, et al. 2008). A series of
constructs were supplied in trans in the ChpA mutant and included intact chpA as
well as chpA with point mutations in domains Hpt1-5, Spt and CheY. The chpA
mutant phenotype was complemented by intact chpA, which restored the dendritic
phenotype in the “swarming” zone (Figure 1.14). Hpt5 mutants showed an identical
phenotype to the chpA mutant suggesting that Hpt5 regulates pilus mediated
swarming motility. The cheY domain mutant had a very similar pattern to the chpA
mutant except that there was some finer branching visible suggesting that there is an
increased rate of cellular reversal (Figure 1.14). Two mutants in Hpt2 and Hpt3 that
were identified as influencing twitching motility also showed aberrant “swarming” with
thick finger like extensions and a lack of the finer branching in the “swarming” zones
which is thought to be due to a reduction in cellular reversal rates (Figure 1.14). The
mutations in Hpt1 and Hpt4 showed a Tfp mediated swarming motility phenotype
identical to wild type (Figure 1.14) (Leech, et al. 2006). Further discussion of
mechanisms mediating cellular reversals in Tfp mediated swarming will be explored
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Figure 1.14. Tfp mediated swarming motility phenotypes of the chpA mutant and
chpA point mutants (adapted from Leech and Mattick 2006).
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in section 1.5.2.2.3.
1.5.2.2.3 ChpA, PilJ and swarming motility
As described earlier, pilJ mutants in PA14 have a hyper-swarming phenotype with
similar branching to wild type and this phenotype was attributed to reduced flagellar
mediated cellular reversal rates (Caiazza, et al. 2007). Swarming studies for chpA
mutants were also performed but they were carried out under different conditions and
in a different strain (PAO1) and measured Tfp mediated swarming motility. However
some tentative extrapolation may be attempted. Since the twitching phenotype for
mutants in chpA and pilJ are indistinguishable they may also be expected to have a
similar swarming phenotype. However the rate of swarming motility for the chpA
mutant was close to wild type and the pilJ mutant was clearly a hyper-swarmer; chpA
mutants were unable to form the characteristic dendritic phenotype and pilJ mutants
could (Leech, et al. 2006; Caiazza, et al. 2007). The swarming phenotypes seen for
Tfp mediated swarming motility require Tfp to be present but does not require them
to extend or retract (Leech, et al. 2006) suggesting that Tfp are required for swarming
motility but are not mediating it. Given the results of Caiazza and colleagues (2007),
which showed that the hyper swarming phenotype seen for the pilJ mutant was due
to reduced flagellar reversal rates, it is also possible that the swarming phenotypes
seen for the chpA mutants in the study by Leech et al., (2006) are due to flagellar
dependent cellular reversals considering the Tfp are unable to extend. It is possible
that ChpA is acting with PilJ to suppress swarming motility through control of
flagellum mediated cellular reversal rates (Caiazza, et al. 2007). The Chp system
appears to be mediating several signaling inputs, possibly from multiple MCPs, to
control motility in P. aeruginosa. However, to make adequate comparisons, detailed
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investigation of the swarming phenotype would be necessary using the same strain
and conditions.
1.5.2.3 The adaptor proteins PilI and ChpC
PilI and ChpC are homologous to CheW, the linker protein in enterics (Darzins 1994;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). CheW is an essential component of the chemosensory
complex required for complex formation and localization, regulation of the kinase
response and receptor signaling (Maddock, et al. 1993; Martin, et al. 2001;
Wadhams, et al. 2005). Mutants in chpC and pilI both have twitching defective
phenotypes that differ markedly in their severity (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al.
2004). Although the mechanism of twitching motility and Tfp assembly on the cell
surface are well understood it is unknown what environmental signal/s are mediating
the twitching response. The fact that PilI and ChpC have different phenotypes
suggests that they may be linking different MCPs to ChpA (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
1.5.2.3.1 PilI
PilI is a 16kDa protein that is 28% identical to FrzA in M. xanthus (Darzins 1994).
FrzA is required for cellular direction in swarming, development into fruiting bodies
and movement away from repellents (Bustamante, et al. 2004). There is strong
evidence that PilI links PilJ to the central histidine kinase ChpA. Mutants in pilI and
pilJ in PAO1 had identical phenotypes with no twitching motility observed and almost
undetectable Tfp on the cell surface. However wild type levels of the pilin subunit,
PilA, were detected in whole cell lysates suggesting that although PilA was present
Tfp were not extended (Darzins 1994). This along with the fact that the Chp system is
encoded in a cluster suggests that PilJ is being linked to ChpA by PilI (Darzins 1994;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). As was seen in the pilJ mutants it is likely that Tfp extension
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is defective in the pilI mutant (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; DeLange, et al.
2007). The pilJ mutant in PAK had a severe twitching motility defect however a
comparable mutant phenotype in PAK for pilI has not been reported (Whitchurch, et
al. 2004).
1.5.2.3.2 ChpC
ChpC like PilI is a CheW homologue. In contrast to the pilI mutants the chpC mutant
phenotype in PAK shows only a slight reduction in twitching motility compared to wild
type (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Levels of Tfp were reduced on the cell surface but wild
type levels of PilA were detected in whole cell lysates. Although surface Tfp is
reduced in the chpC mutant this does not significantly affect twitching motility
suggesting that ChpC is not needed for normal twitching motility but is partially
responsible for Tfp extension. The differences in phenotypes between mutants in
chpC and pilI strongly suggest that ChpC may be linking an unknown MCP to ChpA.
It is possible that both PilI and ChpC are linking multiple MCPs to the Chp system
(Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
1.5.2.4 The response regulators PilG and PilH
PilG and PilH are both homologues of the response regulator CheY (Darzins 1993;
Darzins 1994). CheY interacts directly with the flagellar motor to mediate suppression
of flagellar rotation (Alon, et al. 1998). Similarly PilG and PilH are thought to intersect
directly with the pilin motor to mediate extension and retraction of the Tfp (Bertrand,
et al. 2010). Mutants in pilG and pilH have markedly different phenotypes. In PAO1
twitching motility was abolished for the pilG mutant whereas the pilH mutant showed
reduced twitching motility and doughnut shaped swirls in the outer twitching edge.
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This difference in phenotype suggested different mechanisms of action (Darzins
1993; Darzins 1994).
1.5.2.4.1 PilG
PilG has significant homology to the N-terminal region of the single domain response
regulators of the enterics such as CheY and SpoOF, with 32% identity to CheY.
Further to this PilG also possesses the amino acid residues critical for formation of
the phosphorylation active site, Asp-13, Asp-57 and Lys-109. CheY and SpoOF
control the adaptive response therefore it was postulated that PilG would also play an
important role in the signal transduction system controlling Tfp production (Darzins
1993). The pilG mutant phenotype in PAO1 showed domed colonies and an absence
of twitching zones in subsurface stab assays. Microscopic analysis also showed flat
edged zones characteristic of pilA mutants (Figure 1.15). However Tfp were still
present as Tfp specific phages were still capable of infecting the cell although at a
reduced rate. Immunoblot assays using antibodies to the pilin subunit PilA showed
little or no Tfp present on the surface and this was confirmed by electron microscopy
(Darzins 1993). PilG has also been implicated in flagellar mediated swarming motility
in PA14. pilG mutants had an identical swarming phenotype to pilJ mutants which
supports previous evidence suggesting that this response regulator is mediating
signal transduction for PilJ (Caiazza, et al. 2007).
1.5.2.4.2 PilH
pilH also showed significant homology to the N-terminal domain of bacterial response
regulators. PilH was 26% identical to CheY in S. typhimurium and 32% identical to
PilG. Insertion mutants in pilH had reduced twitching motility when compared to wild
type. Microscopic analysis of the pilH mutant twitching zone was characterized by
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Figure 1.15. Slide culture assay for twitching motility in PAO1 chp mutants. A. PAO1
wild type. B. The pilG mutant in PAO1. Arrow shows colony edge. C. The pilH mutant
in PAO1. Note the doughnut shaped swirls. Bar 50μM (adapted from Darzins, 1993;
Darzins, 1994).
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doughnut shaped swirls in the outer edge (Figure 1.15) (Darzins 1994). This
phenotype was similar to that seen in the Frz mutants of M. xanthus. When the Frz
mutants are at low cell density they rarely change direction. By analogy it is likely that
PilH of PAO1 is responsible for controlling cellular direction during twitching motility
(Zusman 1982; Darzins 1994). It was also suggested that PilH is likely to be
behaving in a regulatory role as a phosphate sink. Since the Chp system does not
have a CheZ homologue, the phosphatase that accelerates the dephosphorylation of
CheY-P, it is possible that another mechanism may be in place to limit the availability
of phosphates to PilG (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Sourjik, et al. 1996; Whitchurch,
et al. 2004).
1.5.2.4.3 PilG and PilH have a more complex role in Tfp extension and retraction
In PAO1 the pilG mutant phenotype suggests that this is the response regulator that
is interacting directly with the Tfp extension/retraction apparatus. Whereas the pilH
mutant phenotype suggests that it may be behaving as a phosphate sink rather than
interacting directly with the pilin extension/retraction apparatus (Darzins 1993;
Sourjik, et al. 1996). Studies since have provided evidence that both PilH and PilG
have a more complex role within P. aeruginosa. Control of extension and retraction of
Tfp appears to be mediated by the interaction of the response regulators PilG and
PilH with elements of the pilin motor. Extension of the Tfp is enhanced by the
interaction of PilG with PilB (the ATPase that is responsible for Tfp extension) and
retraction of the Tfp is enhanced by the interaction of PilH with PilT (PilT is an
ATPase that mediates retraction of the Tfp) (Bertrand, et al. 2010). However direct
interaction between these proteins was not demonstrated. It has also been reported
that Tfp biogenesis is mediated by the Chp system through control of cAMP levels.
PilG and PilH differentially mediate this control through their control of CyaB. CyaB is
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an adenalate cyclase that synthesizes cAMP (Fulcher, et al. 2010). This significant
finding will be discussed in detail in section 1.8.
1.5.2.5 The adaptation proteins ChpB and PilK
ChpB and PilK are homologous to the enteric methylesterase CheB (Whitchurch, et
al. 2004) and the methyltransferase CheR (Darzins 1995) respectively. These
proteins mediate adaptation by resetting the MCP to pre-stimulus signalling.
Adaptation is mediated by methylation and demethylation of the MCP thus changing
its signalling state (Baker, et al. 2006b).
1.5.2.5.1 The methylesterase ChpB
ChpB is homologous to the methylesterases in enterics and is predicted to be a
37kDa protein. ChpB is a CheB homologue and is therefore predicted to mediate
adaptation by demethylation of the MCP. ChpB is thought to perform a dual role that
stabilises the MCP to its pre-stimulus signalling state as well as deaminating
glutamines to glutamates to prepare them for methylation by the methyltransferase,
PilK. CheB is thought to be activated by donation of a phosphoryl group by CheA
(Wu, et al. 1996). Therefore it is likely that ChpB competes for phosphoryl groups
with the response regulators, PilG and PilH (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
Mutants in chpB display wild type twitching motility and are hyperpiliated with
cell associated PilA at wild type levels. This suggests that while the production of Tfp
is unaffected in these mutants retraction of the Tfp is affected (Whitchurch, et al.
2004). In M. xanthus components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) called fibrils
induce Tfp retraction. Tfp extend, attach to the fibrils on another cell or in a slime trail
and this induces retraction. Mutants that lack fibrils have defective S motility and are
hyperpiliated. Interestingly these mutants can be rescued by addition of fibrils that
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contain exopolysaccharide and proteins. Amine sugars identified in the fibrils such as
N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) caused hyperpiliation in wild type but failed to rescue
the hyperpiliated mutants where as chitin, which is a GlcNAc polymer, was capable
of rescuing the hyperpiliated mutant. It was suggested that hyperpiliation may be due
in part to secretion defects in hyperpiliated mutants which causes the pili to remain
extended (Li, et al. 2003). It would be interesting to determine if components of the
ECM of P. aeruginosa have a similar affect on Tfp retraction and whether
hyperpiliated mutants such as the chpB mutant have a secretion defect or are lacking
a required part of the ECM.
1.5.2.5.1.1 ChpB and PilJ regulate biofilm formation and swarming motility
ChpB and the MCP PilJ have been implicated in inverse regulation of biofilm
formation and swarming motility. Mutants in chpB should induce hyper-methylation of
PilJ to increase its activity and should have the opposite phenotype to the pilJ
mutant. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that a pilJ mutant is a hyper
swarmer and is defective in biofilm formation where as the chpB mutant is unable to
swarm and forms a more robust biofilm than wild type (Caiazza, et al. 2007). This
suggested that ChpB and PilJ are responsible for regulation of biofilm formation and
swarming. Due to the inability of the chpB mutant to swarm the flagellar reversal rate
was tested and found to be at wild type levels. This was an unexpected result as the
pilJ mutant showed increased flagellar reversal rates (Caiazza, et al. 2007). This
gives rise to the possibility that while PilJ may be involved in repression of flagellar
reversal rates in the wild type, relief of repression does not occur directly through
PilJ. Another mechanism such as a different input signal may be involved in
increasing flagellar reversals. The increase in biofilm formation in the chpB mutant
was due at least in part to an increase in the production of the biofilm associated Pel
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polysaccharide (Caiazza, et al. 2007). Therefore ChpB appears to be intersecting
with PilJ in its adaptation response for biofilm formation but not flagellar control.
1.5.2.5.2 The methyltransferase PilK
PilK is a 33kDa protein that has 55% similarity to the methyltransferase CheR in
enterics (Darzins 1995). Unlike its enteric homologue it is unlikely that PilK is
tethered to PilJ since PilJ does not have the necessary tether sequence NWEF. In
these cases it is proposed that methyltransferases localize to their own MCP by
binding to a nearby MCP that has a tether but it is unknown how they interact so that
adaptation can occur (Alexander, et al. 2007). As with other CheR homologues the
highest sequence similarity was present in the central and C-terminal regions of the
putative protein. A pilK mutant was indistinguishable from wild type in twitching
motility assays both macroscopically and microscopically (Darzins 1995). This could
be the result of reduced activity in the methylesterase ChpB in the absence of PilK. A
similar effect has been shown in cheR mutants in enterics and Bacillus subtilis (Stock
and Koshland 1978; Kirsch, et al. 1993; Darzins 1995). It is also possible that a
methyltransferase from another system is substituting for PilK. When pilK was
supplied in trans to a cheR mutant in E.coli it was unable to complement the mutant
and it was suggested that it may be due to a difference in the positions of methylation
sites between the PilJ and Tsr (Darzins 1995). This was later confirmed in a study
that placed PilJ and Tsr in different MCP classes with differences in the positions of
their methylation sites (Alexander, et al. 2007). Since PilJ does not possess the
tether that stabilizes binding of methyltransferases, PilK may use a different
mechanism to interact with PilJ. This mechanism may be absent in the E. coli MCPs
rendering PilK incapable of binding and methylating the E. coli MCPs.
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1.5.2.6 ChpD and ChpE
chpD and chpE occur at the end of the Chp gene cluster but do not encode
components of a chemosensory system. Although mutants in both chpD and chpE
were hyperpiliated, PilA production and twitching motility for these mutants were not
significantly different from wild type. In the same study ChpD but not ChpE was
shown to play a role in the spread of P. aeruginosa to the liver (Whitchurch, et al.
2004).
1.5.2.6.1 chpD encodes a putative transcriptional regulator
chpD is predicted to encode a 264aa protein that is homologous to a transcriptional
regulator belonging to the AraC family of regulators. These regulators bind an
effector molecule at their N-terminus and activation of transcription of target genes is
performed through a conserved region in the C-terminus. It was thought that ChpD
may be a regulator of the Chp system however no effector molecule or target genes
have been identified (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
1.5.2.6.2 chpE encodes a putative membrane translocator
chpE encodes a 208 aa integral membrane protein that is a homologue of LysE.
LysE is a membrane translocator of l-Lysine (Aleshin, et al. 1999; Vrljic, et al. 1999;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Further analysis of chpE showed that it is a homologue of
RhtB, a known homoserine lactone translocator (Zakataeva, et al. 1999; Whitchurch,
et al. 2004). The substrate translocated by ChpE has not been identified (Whitchurch,
et al. 2004).
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1.6 The Chp gene cluster is predicted to be in an operon
The Chp system is encoded by a cluster of genes the products of which are predicted
to physically interact as a chemosensory system (Figure 1.16 and Table 1.2). This
suggests that the system may be encoded in an operon. Operons are defined as a
group of genes that are transcribed in a single polycistronic mRNA molecule.
Operons frequently contain a cluster of genes that encode functionally related and/or
physically interacting proteins (Demerec and Demerec 1956; Demerec and Hartman
1959; Jacob, et al. 1960; Jacob and Monad 1961; Jacob 1997; Dandekar, et al.
1998; Overbeek, et al. 1999). However some operons have been identified that
encode proteins from different pathways, such as the E. coli operon rpsU-dnaG-rpoD
operon, which encodes a ribosomal subunit, a DNA primase and an RNA polymerase
(Burton, et al. 1983). Prokaryotic operons are considered to be likely when seen in
two or more unrelated genomes since prokaryotic genome order is not well
conserved between distantly related species due to the propensity of the genome
toward recombinational shuffling (Overbeek, et al. 1999; Wolf, et al. 2001; Brouwer,
et al. 2008).

Figure 1.16. The genomic organization of the Chp gene cluster. Genes with distinct
start and stop codons are represented by a gap between adjacent genes whereas
genes that have overlapping start and stop codons are represented as conjoined.
gshB is also shown and is located upstream of the Chp gene cluster.
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Table 1.2 Predicted and demonstrated functions of the Chp chemosensory
Name Homologue Predicted function

Demonstrated function

Reference

PilG

Response

Interacts directly

Mediates twitching motility,

(Darzins

regulator

with the pilin motor

intersects with the pilin

1993;

CheY and

to mediate

motor (PilB) to extend tfp,

SpoF

extension/ assembly

flagella mediated swarming

of tfp

motility, regulates cellular
cAMP by induction of CyaB

Caiazza, et al.
2007;
Bertrand, et
al. 2010;
Fulcher, et al.
2010)

PilH

Response

Interacts directly

Mediates twitching motility

(Darzins

regulator

with the pilin motor

intersects with the pilin

1995;

CheY

to mediate tfp

motor (PilT) to retract tfp,

retraction, or

regulates cAMP levels by

behaves as a

suppression of CyaB

Bertrand, et
al. 2010;
Fulcher, et al.
2010)

phosphate sink
PilI

PilJ

Adaptor

Links PilJ to ChpA

Twitching motility, TFP

(Darzins

protein FrzA

to mediate twitching

assembly/extension,

1994;

motility

increases cellular cAMP

Methyl-

Senses and

Regulates twitching motility,

(Darzins

accepting

responds to

polarly localizes Tfp,

1994;

chemotaxis

environmental

assembly/extension of Tfp,

protein Tsr

stimuli

early biofilm formation,
flagellar mediated swarming

Whitchurch, et
al. 2004)

Whitchurch, et
al. 2004;
Caiazza, et al.
2007;

motility, surface attachment,

DeLange, et

interacts directly with PilA

al. 2007;

and FimL, increases cellular

Fulcher, et al.

cAMP

2010; Luo, et
al. 2015;
Persat, et al.
2015)

PilK

Methyltrans- Part of the

Not required for twitching

(Darzins

ferase

motility

1995)

adaptation
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CheR

modification system
that resets PilJ to
pre-stimulus levels

ChpA

Central

Complex central

Mediates Tfp mediated

(Whitchurch,

histidine

histidine kinase

swarming motility, mediates

et al. 2004;

kinase

responsible for

twitching motility by

CheA, from

regulation of

controlling PilA assembly

E.coli and

twitching motility.

and indirectly regulates pilA,

FrzE from

Plays a central role

increases cellular cAMP

M. xanthus

in regulation in P.

Leech, et al.
2006;
Bertrand, et
al. 2010;
Fulcher, et al.
2010)

aeruginosa and its
in response to
environmental
stimuli
ChpB

Methylester- Part of the

Retraction of tfp, swarming

(Whitchurch,

ase CheB

adaptation

motility, biofilm formation,

et al. 2004;

modification that

decreases cellular cAMP

resets PilJ to pre-

Adaptor

Links PilJ and/or

Not required for twitching

(Whitchurch,

protein

unknown MCP/s to

motility, partially responsible

et al. 2004;

CheW

ChpA

for tfp extension, increases
cellular cAMP

ChpD

ChpE

2007; Fulcher,
et al. 2010)

stimulus levels
ChpC

Caiazza, et al.

Fulcher, et al.
2010)

Transcription Unknown

Not required for twitching

(Whitchurch,

regulator AraC

motility

et al. 2004)

Membrane

Not required for twitching

(Whitchurch,

motility

et al. 2004)

translocator

Unknown

RhtB
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Several databases devoted to the prediction of operons are available and
these attempts at operon prediction have suggested that some operons are more
complex. The operon was first described as being a cluster of genes with a single
promoter and a terminator (Jacob, et al. 1960). Since then higher levels of complexity
in operons have been described showing that some operons have small internal
transcription units (TUs) composed of internal promoters and terminators (Perkins, et
al. 1996; Sun, et al. 1996; Petersohn, et al. 1999; Helmann, et al. 2001). Gene pairs
at the transcriptional boundaries of one TU may also belong to another TU (defined
as sub-operon pairs). Intergenic distances have also been identified as being
important for predicting operons, TUs and TU boundaries in E.coli when used in
conjunction with conserved gene pairing of functionally related genes (Salgado, et al.
2000; Moreno-Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides 2002).
More recently median intergenic distances between all these elements have
been determined for the genetically distant species of E. coli and B. subtilis. The
median intergenic distance calculated for gene pairs for E.coli and B. subtilis, within
an operon is 9bp and 17bp respectively, within a sub-operon is 54bp and 72 bp
respectively and for non-operon pairs the intergenic distance is 467bp and 376bp
respectively. Further to this it has been demonstrated by testing operons conserved
in B. sublilis and E. coli against 185 prokaryotic genomes that the operon pairs
conserved in these two strains appear to be well conserved generally (Okuda, et al.
2007). Sub-operon pairs that occur at TU boundaries were less well conserved
(Okuda, et al. 2007) and genes not in a conserved pair were not well conserved (Itoh,
et al. 1999; Okuda, et al. 2007). This provides evidence that genes are better
conserved when encoded in an operon, less so at transcriptional boundary sites
within the operon and that conservation of genes within an operon is affected if the
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genes are within multiple TUs or are at TU boundaries. Interestingly when
functionality of gene pairs were compared in systems such as signal transduction,
those that respond to the environment and regulation of genetic or metabolic
processes, sub-operon pairs were clearly better conserved (Okuda, et al. 2007). This
explains why earlier studies saw that, generally speaking, operons were not well
conserved across several genomes (Itoh, et al. 1999).The distance between the
genes of the Chp system suggest that there may be both operon/s and sub operons
present within the region. A summary of intergenic distances is presented in Table
1.3 (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; Stover, et al. 2000; Whitchurch, et al.
2004).
The Pseudomonas genome website PseudoCap has included a computational
prediction that the genes of the Chp system are encoded in an operon (Stover, et al.
2000; Winsor, et al. 2011). Two different databases, DOOR and MicrobesOnline,
were used to predict whether the Chp system was encoded in an operon and each
database predicted different outcomes for the P. aeruginosa Chp region.
MicrobesOnline predicted that nine of the ten genes in the region from pilK to chpD
were encoded in an operon (Price, et al. 2005a; Price, et al. 2005b). DOOR gave a
contradictory result predicting that the Chp region was encoded in two separate
operons including genes pilG-pilI in one operon and pilJ-ChpD in another operon.
Again chpE was not identified as belonging to the operon when using DOOR (Dam,
et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al. 2008; Mao, et al. 2009).
The Chp system has been characterized by sequencing the region, homology
to other systems and by mutational analysis of phenotype. It has not been
characterized with regard to transcription. The first gene identified in the region was
pilG is at the beginning of the cluster. A putative ribosomal binding site was located
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for pilG but no promoter binding sequences were identified. The gene up stream of
pilG called gshB is transcribed in the opposite orientation to pilG suggesting that the
pilG promoter lies in this intergenic region (Darzins 1993).

Table 1.3 Intergenic distances in the Chp system. The genes of the Chp system are
listed in the order they appear on the genome. Minus values occur where the stop
codon of one gene overlaps with the start codon of the next gene (Darzins 1993;
Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
Gene
pilG
pilH
pilI
pilJ
pilK
chpA
chpB
chpC
chpD
chpE

Gene pairs
pilG and pilH
pilH and pilI
pilI and pilJ
pilJ and pilK
pilK and chpA
chpA and chpB
chpB and chpC
chpC and chpD
chpD and chpE

Intergenic distance
47bp
51bp
85bp
79bp
-4bp (overlap)
-8bp (overlap)
-4bp (overlap)
8bp
75bp
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1.7 The Chp system and virulence
The Chp system has been implicated in twitching motility (Darzins 1993; Darzins
1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004), swarming motility (Leech, et al. 2006;
Caiazza, et al. 2007), biofilm formation (Caiazza, et al. 2007; Barken, et al. 2008),
surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) and virulence (D'Argenio, et
al. 2001; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Fulcher, et al. 2010). Virulence data in the literature
is complicated. For example D’argenio et al. (2001) showed that mutants in the Chp
system had reduced virulence in the Drosophila killing model and Whitchurch et al.
(2004) showed that chpA mutants had a large decrease in cytotoxicity in tissue
culture assays. However, in the same study Whitchurch and colleagues (2004) also
found that when these mutants were tested in the murine model of acute pneumonia,
where killing was used as a measurement of virulence, the mutants were
indistinguishable from wild type. Interestingly when colonisation was scrutinized in
this model it was seen that the chpA mutant was more effective than wild type at
colonizing the lung and less effective at reaching the liver (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
These results suggest that the Chp system mediates a complex and sophisticated
effect on virulence which is unable to be explained by twitching motility and Tfp
phenotypes alone (Fulcher, et al. 2010).
It has been demonstrated that the Chp system is regulating cAMP production
via the adenylate cyclase CyaB (Fulcher, et al. 2010). cAMP production and
virulence are drastically reduced in cyaB mutants in P. aeruginosa (Wolfgang, et al.
2003; Lory, et al. 2004; Smith, et al. 2004). Given that the Chp system is regulating
cAMP production via CyaB (Fulcher, et al. 2010), it is surprising that mutants in the
chp system with a severe reduction in cAMP do not have a corresponding reduction
in virulence. FimL also regulates cAMP production via CyaB (Inclan, et al. 2011) as
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well as the global regulator Vfr and consequently virulence production (Whitchurch,
et al. 2005). Vfr itself regulates transcription of a multitude of genes including many
virulence factors using both cAMP dependent (West, et al. 1994) and independent
(Fuchs, et al. 2010a) mechanisms. Regulation of cAMP production has significant
affects on P. aeruginosa. In light of this a brief description of Vfr and FimL will be
followed by an in depth discussion of the role of the Chp system in regulation of
CyaB.
Further work has since shown that the Chp system is central to a complex
signalling cascade that regulates surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015) in a cAMP
dependent and independent manner. Signalling is epistatic and is mediated by
several known virulence proteins including Tfp Vfr, FimS-AlgR and PilY1 which
regulates control of c-di-GMP (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). Surface
attachment requires the surface protein PilY1 also regulated by the Chp system (Luo,
et al. 2015). PilY1 mediates virulence in surface attached cells but not planktonic
cells (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). Although not yet demonstrated Chp system mediated
surface virulence may explain the virulence profiles for the Chp system and will be
discussed in section 1.10.
1.7.1 Vfr
Vfr is a cAMP dependent and independent global regulator in P. aeruginosa and is
91% similar to the cAMP receptor protein (CRP) a global regulator in E. coli (West, et
al. 1994; Fuchs, et al. 2010a). The homology between the proteins allows Vfr to
complement CRP mutant phenotypes in E. coli although not to wild type levels. CRP
is also unable to completely complement vfr mutants in P. aeruginosa with defects in
the production of the exotoxin A and protease IV. Vfr, like CRP, has highly conserved
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regions including residues for cAMP binding and DNA binding, sites for interaction
with RNA polymerase and with other regulators and effector molecules (West, et al.
1994). Vfr is able to regulate gene expression of lasR independently of cAMP binding
although it requires an unknown co-factor to mediate activation of transcription
(Fuchs, et al. 2010a). Vfr regulates gene expression by binding to regions upstream
of the transcriptional start site of the gene. There are different classes of Vfr
dependant promoters that require different regions of Vfr binding and/or other
regulators or effectors. Control of regulation is thought to be mediated by the
concentration of Vfr (Kanack, et al. 2006). Vfr is a positive regulator of lasR and rhlR
(Albus, et al. 1997; Medina, et al. 2003) and as a consequence quorum sensing
related virulence factor production including elastase and pyocyanin production and
the type II secretion apparatus. Vfr also regulates Tfp formation (Beatson, et al.
2002a), flagellum biogenesis (Dasgupta, et al. 2002), type III secretion (Wolfgang, et
al. 2003), the sigma factor RpoS (Bertani, et al. 2003) and surface behaviours (Luo,
et al. 2015).
1.7.1.2 Vfr twitching motility and virulence
Vfr is thought to control twitching motility by regulation of the atypical regulator
sensor pair FimS and AlgR. There is a Vfr DNA binding site upstream of FimS
suggesting regulation of twitching motility by Vfr may occur here (Beatson, et al.
2002a). Evidence supporting this position has since been reported showing a direct
interaction between FimS and PilJ (Luo, et al. 2015) as well as PilJ and PilA to
mediate surface sensing and attachment (Persat, et al. 2015). Interestingly lasI and
rhlI mutant populations frequently produce non-twitching mutant phenotypes. It has
been shown that twitching motility is not affected by these quorum sensing mutants
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and the twitching defective mutants are caused by secondary mutations in either
algR or vfr (Beatson, et al. 2002a; Beatson, et al. 2002b).
1.7.2 FimL regulation of vfr
FimL is responsible for the regulation of vfr as transcription and production of vfr is
reduced in fimL mutants. It is noteworthy that vfr expression in a fimL mutant is not
affected in broth cultures but is reduced on plate cultures (Whitchurch, et al. 2005)
suggesting a role for surface dependent regulation of vfr by FimL. Whitchurch et. al.
(2005) reported that modulation of Vfr was not achieved by FimL through alteration of
cAMP levels as the fimL mutant did not have reduced levels of cAMP and although
not demonstrated it was thought that FimL may directly regulate vfr transcription.
Mutants were made in PAO1 and PA103 (Whitchurch, et al. 2005). However a
subsequent report has shown that fimL mutants in both PAO1 and PA103 have
reduced levels of intracellular cAMP (Inclan, et al. 2011). These mutants were tested
under different media conditions suggesting that variation in the method used
affected cAMP regulation in P. aeruginosa (Whitchurch, et al. 2005; Inclan, et al.
2011). vfr supplied in trans complements a fimL mutant for all mutant phenotypes
including type III secretion, Tfp assembly on the cell surface and autolysis. This
suggests that at least part of the fimL mutant phenotype is due to the reduced
production of Vfr (Whitchurch, et al. 2005).
1.7.3 Vfr, FimL and the Chp system
FimL is homologous to the N-terminal region of the central histidine kinase of the Chp
system ChpA except that FimL does not possess functional phospho-transfer
domains. It was initially proposed that FimL would act to repress ChpA. ChpA and
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the N-terminal ChpA-FimL like domain supplied in trans did not complement the
twitching defect of the fimL mutant and a link between FimL and the Chp system
could not be made (Whitchurch, et al. 2005).
1.7.4 FimL and twitching motility
Twitching motility in the fimL mutant has been shown to be reduced but not abolished
(Whitchurch, et al. 2005). Microscopic analysis of the twitching zone showed that
early twitching was intact with large rafts of cells forming and moving out into virgin
territory but the classic lattice was not seen behind the expanding edge of the
twitching zone. The fimL mutant had reduced surface Tfp but wild type levels of the
PilA were detected in whole cell lysates suggesting that the fimL mutation does not
affect the production of the pilin subunit but is affecting Tfp assembly on the cell
surface. The reduction of Tfp was more severe than that seen in the vfr mutant and
this was supported by results in adherence assays to epithelial cells with fimL mutant
showing less adherence compared to the vfr mutant and both showing reduced
adherence relative to wild type (Whitchurch, et al. 2005).
1.7.5 ChpA, PilH and FimL regulate biofilm formation
It is interesting to note that four day old biofilms seen in both chpA and pilH mutants
had a remarkably similar phenotype to the fimL mutant with irregular biofilms being
formed which appear to be less dense than wild type (Whitchurch, et al. 2005;
Barken, et al. 2008). Reduced twitching motility for both the fimL and pilH mutants
relative to wild type and abolished twitching motility for the chpA mutant did not
correlate with the ability of these mutants to form mature biofilms. Since the pilA
mutant was unable to form biofilms this prompted the suggestion by Barken etal
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(2008) that the Chp system plays a minor role in the regulation of biofilm formation
and more importantly that Tfp are necessary for biofilm formation but twitching
motility is not (Whitchurch, et al. 2005; Barken, et al. 2008).

1.8 The Chp System regulates cAMP synthesis
The Chp system is controlling cAMP synthesis of the adenylate cyclase CyaB
(Fulcher, et al. 2010). cAMP is required by Vfr to regulate a vast array of genes and
systems including a large number of virulence systems. This study measured the
cAMP levels in relation to twitching motility and piliation (Fulcher, et al. 2010).
Although it had been suspected for some time it is now clear that the Chp
chemosensory system is a lynch pin in the regulatory networks of P. aeruginosa.
The results of this study are far reaching since most documented Vfr
regulation of genes is dependant on cAMP. CyaB and CyaA are the adenylate
cyclases and together are responsible for producing intracellular cAMP in P.
aeruginosa. CyaB is responsible for producing the majority of intracellular cAMP and
it is this product that is primarily associated with virulence in P. aeruginosa
(Wolfgang, et al. 2003; Lory, et al. 2004; Smith, et al. 2004). To exclude the effect of
CyaA-produced cAMP on phenotype, fimL and chp mutants were made in a cyaA
mutant background. The mutants were tested for cAMP levels, CyaB production,
piliation, and twitching motility. Levels of cAMP synthesized by CyaB were affected in
all chp mutants tested and this is thought to be due to modulation of the adenylate
cyclase as no change in CyaB protein levels were seen (Fulcher, et al. 2010).
cAMP levels were severely reduced for mutants in pilG, pilI, pilJ, chpA and
fimL, all of which looked like cyaAB double mutants. cAMP was elevated in mutants
in pilH and pilK relative to the background strain PAK::cyaA. Interestingly the
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intracellular levels of CyaB-derived cAMP were not different for mutants in chpB and
chpC when compared to the background strain but their values for the cAMP reporter
assay were slightly higher in both cases and suggests that the cAMP levels were
affected. In all other tests the reporter assay reflected actual cAMP levels (Fulcher, et
al. 2010). The reporter assay used is dependant on both Vfr and cAMP so it is also
possible that this difference is due to an affect on Vfr as it is impossible to
differentiate between Vfr and cAMP and their respective control of the promoter.
A more detailed look at the response regulators was undertaken as the
mutants in pilG and pilH had opposite affects on cAMP levels. The pilG mutant had
severely reduced cAMP levels whereas pilH mutant had significantly increased levels
of cAMP. cAMP reporter activity was also tested in the triple mutants for pilGcyaAB
and pilHcyaAB. Expression of CyaA from a plasmid restored reporter activity to both
triple mutants but when CyaB was expressed in trans the reporter activity was unable
to be restored. This suggests that PilG and PilH both specifically affect CyaB or its
cAMP production. The authors suggest that because exogenous cAMP and the CyaA
supplied cAMP were able to restore reporter activity that PilG and PilH were not
responsible for degradation of the cAMP but are affecting the activity of CyaB and
therefore its production of cAMP (Fulcher, et al. 2010).
cAMP levels in the cell can be directly correlated with piliation but not with a
twitching phenotype thus suggesting that the cAMP levels are affecting Tfp assembly
but not function and that twitching motility is mediated by a cAMP independent
mechanism. Addition of exogenous cAMP failed to restore the twitching phenotype to
triple mutants, cyaABpilG and cyaABpilH but did restore piliation on the cell surface
(Fulcher, et al. 2010).
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PilG, PilJ, ChpA ChpC and PilI all have positive affects on cellular cAMP and
ChpB and PilH have negative affects on cellular cAMP levels. It is unknown if PilG
and

PilH

both

act

as

independent

response

regulators

with

their

own

dephosphorylation rates or if PilH behaves as a phosphate sink sequestering
phosphates to limit those available for PilG and therefore regulating the system in
that way. As yet it is unknown if direct or indirect interaction of the response
regulators with CyaB is mediating regulation of cAMP (Fulcher, et al. 2010). It is clear
that different components of the Chp system have different affects on cAMP levels,
which suggests a complex regulatory system.

1.9 FimL regulates cAMP synthesis
FimL also regulates cAMP synthesis via CyaB in a similar manner to that shown for
the Chp system (Inclan, et al. 2011). Previously it was shown that FimL mutants
would revert to wild type phenotype suggesting a compensatory mutation
(Whitchurch, et al. 2005). In a recent study a gene containing this mutation was
identified as encoding cdpA (Nolan, et al. 2012), a phosphodiesterase (Fuchs, et al.
2010b). Interestingly in the same study other independent fimL mutant revertant
phenotypes could not be attributed to a compensatory mutation in cdpA. This
suggests that there is at least one other uncharacterised secondary mutation which
results in the fimL revertant phenotype (Nolan, et al. 2012). A mutation in cdpA
allows elevated cAMP levels to restore wild type phenotypes and suggests that CdpA
is part of the degradation pathway for cAMP (Inclan, et al. 2011). Like the results
seen for the Chp system the transcription of cyaB and the protein levels of CyaB
were not affected ruling out these possibilities as reasons for decreased cAMP levels
and suggesting that CyaB is modulated post-translationally (Fulcher, et al. 2010;
Inclan, et al. 2011).
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Unlike the results for the mutants in the Chp gene cluster, reduced twitching
motility levels did correlate with reduced cAMP levels in fimL, cyaA, cyaB and vfr
mutants (Fulcher, et al. 2010; Inclan, et al. 2011). However whether this is due to a
defect in biogenesis of Tfp or retraction and extension of the Tfp was not
investigated. Over expression of FimL also saw decreases in cAMP, twitching motility
and transcription of exoT (Inclan, et al. 2011). Interestingly PilJ (DeLange, et al.
2007), CdpA (Endoh and Engel 2009) CyaB and FimL (Inclan, et al. 2011) are all
polarly localized suggesting that their relative proximity to each other and other
polarly localized virulence factors including Tfp are important (DeLange, et al. 2007;
Endoh, et al. 2009; Inclan, et al. 2011). Based on these results it is possible that local
regulation of cAMP may be important for regulation of polar proteins and that FimL
and ChpA may be intersecting to regulate synthesis of CyaB produced cAMP (Inclan,
et al. 2011).

1.10 Surface behaviors and the Chp system
The mechanisms controlling surface behaviours in P. aeruginosa are only beginning
to be understood and are mediated by the bacterial cell sensing and responding to a
mechanical signal, the surface, rather than a chemical signal (Siryaporn, et al. 2014;
Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). On prolonged binding to a surface (16 hours) P.
aeruginosa initiates a global, multiply redundant, virulence response (Siryaporn, et al.
2014). This response appears to be host independent as virulence production is
solely dependent on surface attachment. The biological function of surface virulence
is thought to weaken the host on initial contact to provide an environment suitable for
long-term habitation (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). Recent work has demonstrated that the
Chp system is a critical element in a complex signalling cascade mediating sensing
and attachment to a surface that involves at least three putative mechanosensors,
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PilY1 (Luo, et al. 2015), Tfp, PaQa (Persat, et al. 2015), the two component system
FimS-AlgR (Luo, et al. 2015), cAMP dependent and independent regulation (Luo, et
al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) and c-di-GMP (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al. 2015)
(Figure 1.17). These reports support previous work showing that SadB and PilJ
mediate the transition between reversible and irreversible attachment in early biofilm
formation (section 1.5.2.1.4)(Caiazza, et al. 2004; Caiazza, et al. 2007). SadB acts
genetically upstream of PilJ (Caiazza, et al. 2007), suggesting that SadB is
intersecting with the systems that control surface attachment through PilJ.
1.10.1 Late stage surface attachment and surface virulence
PilY1 affects surface behaviours including, swarming motility, twitching motility,
irreversible attachment (Luo, et al. 2015) biofilm formation (Whitchurch, et al. 1996;
Wolfgang, et al. 2003; Sampedro, et al. 2015b) and surface virulence (Siryaporn, et
al. 2014). PilY1 signals through the diguanylate cyclase SadC to activate the global
regulator c-di-GMP (Kuchma, et al. 2010) and intersects with the quorum sensing
system via LasR to mediate surface virulence. However the specific mechanism of
action is unknown (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). Surface virulence uses multiply redundant
virulence systems demonstrated when mutants in several known virulence systems
did not affect surface virulence including the T3SS, T4SS, Wsp system, AlgR, PelA,
c-di-GMP production, flagella, Tfp and fimbrae (Siryaporn, et al. 2014).
Recent work in unravelling the surface virulence response showed that cell
surface PilY1 increases on prolonged contact with a surface (16 hours) and is
essential for irreversible attachment to a surface (Luo, et al. 2015). This is significant
as transition from reversible to irreversible attachment is the first dedicated stetoward
biofilm formation (Monds, et al. 2009). Transcriptional and mutational analysis
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Figure 1.17. Model for surface behaviour regulation. A surface associated signal
mediated by PilY1, Tfp (not shown) or another unknown surface protein is detected
by PilJ. This begins a signalling cascade by induction of cAMP through CyaB. cAMPVfr dependent mechanisms through CyaB stimulate cAMP-vfr production of PaQa
and PilY1 (not shown). PilY1 then affects transcription of paqa, through unknown
mechanisms (not shown). cAMP production together with Vfr regulates transcription
at the fimS-algR locus. AlgR-P directly binds the pilY1 operon promoter region and
activates transcription. FimS interacts with PilJ and it is thought that PilJ may act via
the two component system with cAMP-Vfr to stimulate production and autoregulate
pilY1 gene expression. PilY1 and the minor pilins PilVWX are localized to the innermembrane (IM), where they inhibit their own expression via PilJ, Vfr, and AlgR-FimS.
PilY1 is also secreted to the cell surface through the Tfp apparatus and remains
associated with the outer-membrane (OM). The external PilY1 can signal through
components of the Tfp to induce SadC activity. SadC synthesizes di-c-GMP leading
to repression of swarming motility and promotion of biofilm formation. Straight arrows
indicate activation and T arrows indicate inhibition. Solid arrows indicate direct
regulation and dashed arrows indicate indirect regulation. Note: CyaB, a predicted
inner-membrane protein, is depicted as a cytoplasmic protein to space restriction
(Adapted from Luo etal., 2015)
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identified two intersecting pathways involved in regulation of PilY1 and surface
attachment including the Chp system and elements of the PilY1 operon (fimU,
pilVWXY1Y2E). The Chp system mediates expression of PilY1 in a cAMP dependent
and independent manner (Luo, et al. 2015).
cAMP production is mediated by the Chp system and regulates cAMP
production via translational control of CyaB (Fulcher, et al. 2010). cAMP levels
increase in a surface dependent manner and this is dependent on PilJ (Luo, et al.
2015). As expected the chpB mutant phenotype had constitutively high cAMP levels
regardless of its growth conditions. It was also determined that the surface
dependent increase in cAMP is dependent on CyaB and CdpA but not CyaA (Luo, et
al. 2015) supporting the previously described Chp induced cAMP pathway (Fulcher,
et al. 2010)
It was demonstrated that PilJ directly intersects with the inner membrane
sensor FimS to regulate surface attachment in a cAMP independent manner (Luo, et
al. 2015). FimS is the cognate sensor and regulator of AlgR and together these are
required for regulation of the pilY1 operon (Belete, et al. 2008), twitching motility
(Whitchurch, et al. 2002; Belete, et al. 2008) swarming motility (Belete, et al. 2008),
alginate production, biofilm formation (Whitchurch, et al. 2002) and virulence
(Wolfgang, et al. 2003). Although the FimS-AlgR are cAMP-Vfr dependent (Kanack,
et al. 2006) it was demonstrated that cAMP independent control of the system was
mediated by FimS using the swarming phenotype in a chpB mutant (Luo, et al.
2015). This mutant is defective in swarming motility but could be partially recovered
by introduction of a mutation in fimS or a cyaAB mutation. A mutant carrying
ΔchpBΔfimSΔcyaAB showed significantly greater recovery of the swarming
phenotype than either of the double mutants. This suggests that the Chp system
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utilizes both cAMP and FimS to mediate swarming motility in P. aeruginosa and that
FimS is mediating a cAMP independent response (Luo, et al. 2015). The interaction
of FimS and PilJ is thought to permit coordination of input signals for the FimS-AlgR
two component system and the Chp system (Luo, et al. 2015).
It was determined that cAMP functions upstream of c-di-GMP in regulation of
surface behaviours as cAMP is produced earlier than c-di-GMP in surface growth
(Luo, et al. 2015). cAMP levels mirrored c-di-GMP levels for several mutants known
to have altered cAMP production including mutants in chpB (high cAMP and high cdi-GMP) pilJ (low cAMP and low c-di-GMP). However the cyaB mutant, exhibiting low
cAMP levels had wild type levels of c-di-GMP production suggesting that c-di-GMP
production is not fully dependent on cAMP synthesis. Mutant phenotypes for biofilm
formation and swarming motility phenotypes for these mutants were also tested and
corresponded with the expected results (ΔsadC and ΔpilJ showed a hyperswarming
phenotype and a biofilm defect, and ΔchpB showed increased biofilm formation and a
swarming defect) except for mutations in cyaB and cyaAB. In these mutants there
was a small but repeatable increase in swarming motility but it was not as large as
expected which would be in line with the ΔsadC or ΔpilJ phenotypes. However biofilm
formation was significantly reduced in the cyaB mutant and had a more severe
reduction in the cyaAB mutant (Luo, et al. 2015). This discrepancy was not directly
addressed by the authors but suggests a synergistic action that requires both CyaA
and CyaB and suggests that CyaA may play a role in differential regulation of
swarming motility and biofilm formation.
The mechanism by which regulation of surface attachment occurs is complex
and appears to be epistatic (Luo, et al. 2015). Elements of the PilY1 operon including
pilY1 (mechanosensor) pilV, pilW and pilX (minor pilin subunits) regulate their own
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expression through the Chp system. Epistatic relationships with regard to pilY1
transcription were demonstrated for chpB, pilJ, and Vfr. The epistatic relationships
between pilX, pilJ and vfr also demonstrated that PilJ is mediating regulation in a
cAMP dependent and independent manner. This was demonstrated by observing the
effects of single double and triple mutants on regulation on the pilY1 reporter system.
The mutant pilX showed significantly increased transcription of pilY1 and this was
significantly reduced when mutations were introduced in pilJ or vfr. Importantly the
reduction was more severely reduced in the triple mutant ΔpilXΔpilJΔvfr when
compared to the double mutants ΔpilXΔpilJ or ΔpilXΔvfr suggesting that both PilJ and
Vfr contribute to pilY1 transcription supporting previous assertions that PilJ is acting
in a cAMP dependent and independent manner. AlgR was also shown to affect
transcription of pilY1 in conjunction with Vfr. There is a complex interplay of genes
regulating PilY1 including Vfr, AlgR and the Chp system that mediates cAMP
regulation in a surface dependent manner (Luo, et al. 2015). PilY1 itself regulates cdi-GMP in a surface dependent manner to mediate surface attachment and virulence,
(Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al. 2015).
Interestingly, PilY1 needs Tfp to be assembled to ensure its own secretion on
the cell surface (Luo, et al. 2015). Mutants in the minor pilin subunits pilY1, pilW and
pilX show defects in surface virulence and mutants in fimU and fimE partially retained
virulence (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). This reduction of virulence is not Tfp dependent as
mutants in pilB, pilC and pilD retained virulence (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). This is
supported by previous work showing that although Tfp mutants are defective for
attachment (Burrows 2012) these mutants retain virulence suggesting that Tfp
mediated surface attachment and surface virulence are distinct mechanisms
(Siryaporn, et al. 2014). This in turn suggests that PilY1 itself may not be initially
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sensing the surface and that another mechanosensor such as the Tfp or an unknown
protein may be responsible for surface sensing (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al.
2015). Further to this loss of Tfp reduced cAMP signalling for surface attachment and
that Tfp but not Tfp retraction or extension are required for cAMP signalling (Luo, et
al. 2015). A subsequent study showed that PilJ and PilA have a direct interaction. It
is thought that PilA behaves as a mechanosensor and that PilJ interacts directly with
the Tfp to sense the mechanical signal and transduces it into a chemical signal for
the cell (Persat, et al. 2015).
1.10.2 Early stage surface attachment
A recent study investigated gene regulation in early attachment to a surface in P.
aeruginosa. This work was performed in the first 1-5 hours of surface attachment
(Persat, et al. 2015). In other work looking at PilY1 (just discussed) assays were
performed on cultures that had attached to surfaces over a prolonged period (16
hours) (Luo, et al. 2015).
PaQa, a component of a cAMP-Vfr dependent T2SS hybrid system is upregulated on surface grown cultures at 25°C and at early stages of growth (Michel, et
al. 2011). Using a yfp-reporter system it was demonstrated that PaQa expression
was increased on a surface when compared to liquid media and this reporter system
was used to identify systems involved in early attachment (Persat, et al. 2015).
Since the paqa reporter is both cAMP and Vfr dependent (Michel, et al. 2011),
genes in the Chp system that positively regulate cAMP, pilJ and chpA, also positively
regulate the paqa reporter (Persat, et al. 2015). Conversely genes that negatively
regulate cAMP, pilH, also negatively regulate the paqa reporter. Unfortunately the
pilH mutant was only tested in liquid media so the mutant phenotype on solid media
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was not determined for comparison. The effect of a pilG mutant was not tested on the
system (Persat, et al. 2015). Together these results suggest that expression of paqa
is affected by the Chp system in a cAMP-Vfr dependent manner.
paqa reporter activity was not affected in quorum sensing mutants suggesting
that quorum sensing is not required in early attachment (Persat, et al. 2015). Since
LasR is involved in PilY1 transcription (Siryaporn, et al. 2014) the authors suggest
that this indicates that the Chp system and PilY1 are distinct. paqa reporter activity
was abolished in a pilA mutant that lacks the major Tfp subunit PilA, increased in a
pilTU mutant that lacks the Tfp retraction motor and is reduced in a pilB mutant that
lacks the Tfp extension motor (Persat, et al. 2015). These results agree with earlier
surface virulence data where PilTU and PilB did not affect surface virulence
(Siryaporn, et al. 2014) providing further evidence that surface virulence and surface
attachment in P. aeruginosa are distinct mechanisms (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et
al. 2015). The authors also use this data as evidence that PilY1 is distinct from the
Chp system (Persat, et al. 2015). However, there is evidence in same study that
PilY1 affects the activity of the paqa reporter in a manner similar to (Persat, et al.
2015) PilY1 repression of its own reporter (Luo, et al. 2015). This suggests that PilY1
is involved in early mechanosensing (Persat, et al. 2015) and is therefore likely to be
intersecting with the Chp system in a similar manner to shown for later stage
attachment (Luo, et al. 2015). There is clear evidence showing that several elements
of the Chp system are involved in regulation of both paqa (Persat, et al. 2015) and
pilY1 (Luo, et al. 2015). Further to this it seems that, like PilY1, regulation of paqa
expression occurs in an epistatic manner mediated by at least PilY1, the Chp system
and cAMP-Vfr.
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Tfp may be surface sensing appendages or mechnosensors (Persat, et al.
2015). This was demonstrated by growing strains on gels of different concentrations
where a higher gel concentration corresponded with higher paqa reporter activity.
The authors suggest that increased reporter activity reflects Tfp activity where by Tfp
engage more frequently with gels of higher concentration. This seems to suggest that
the surface type is sensed by the bacteria and cAMP synthesis and presumably
down stream mechanisms are adjusted accordingly - a very exciting prospect.
Therefore P. aeruginosa is using Tfp attachment to directly sense the degree of
surface association and together with the Chp system this may constitute a
mechanosensitive

machinery.

This

hypothesis

was

further

supported

by

demonstrating that PilJ and PilA physically interact (Persat, et al. 2015) as well as
earlier studies showing that PilJ and PilA co-localize in the cell (DeLange, et al.
2007). It is proposed that the Chp system is detecting a mechanical signal due to
perturbations in the Tfp and this mechanical signal is transduced into a chemical
signal by PilJ to mediate a cAMP-Vfr dependent response. However the mechanisms
by which this occurs are still being elucidated (Persat, et al. 2015) and it is likely that
surface sensing is multifactorial and if Tfp are mechanosensors they may not be the
only ones present on the cell surface.
The ability of cells to sense surfaces is essential and the Chp system is pivotal
in both early and late surface attachment. An attempt at providing a model including
both will be attempted. In early surface attachment the surface is detected by PilJ by
directly interacting with Tfp, PilY1 and/or another unknown protein. PilJ senses a
mechanical signal that is transduced into a chemical signal by the Chp system. This
begins a cascading signalling path beginning with cAMP-Vfr dependent mechanisms
through CyaB stimulating cAMP-Vfr production of PaQa and PilY1. PilY1 then affects
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transcription of PaQa, through unknown mechanisms. cAMP-Vfr also mediate
transcription at the fimS-algR locus and AlgR-P mediates transcription of the PilY1
promoter. FimS interacts directly with PilJ and it is thought that PilJ acts through the
FimS-AlgR system with cAMP-Vfr to stimulate production of pilY1 gene expression.
PilY1 and PilXVY then localize to the inner-membrane to mediate their own
repression through PilJ, Vfr and AlgR-FimS. PilY1 present in the OM can signal
through components of the Tfp to induce SadC activity that in turn synthesises c-diGMP repressing swarming motility and promoting biofilm formation (Figure 1.17).
1.10.3 ATP, the Chp system and surface behaviours
An interesting study was carried out prior to the above surface attachment papers
and will be dealt with here since an understanding Chp system mediated regulation
of surface attachment is needed for discussion of this study. It was demonstrated that
eATP affects surface behaviours in P. aeruginosa (Nolan, et al. 2015). eATP appears
to be an extracellular signalling molecule that is capable of directing twitching motility
movement away from colonized areas and toward new territory. eATP supplied
exogenously inhibited twitching motility and it was demonstrated that eATP is present
at the edge of the twitching colony, released by P. aeruginosa at a concentration of
3mM. It is thought that eATP is responsible for inhibiting twitching motility when
strains of P. aeruginosa are grown side by side at the colony edges adjacent to one
another. Further to this eATP is released by damaged epithelial cells in the order of
5-10mM and may also be a signal to P. aeruginosa to inhibit twitching motility and
initiate infection. It has been demonstrated that ATP in mM concentrations are
cytotoxic and can initiate necrotic apoptosis (Di Virgilio 1998) suggesting that P.
aeruginosa releases cytotoxic levels of eATP and that eATP may also be a virulence
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factor. Repression of twitching motility by eATP is not mediated by the Chp system
as mutants in chpB, chpC, chpD and chpE responded to eATP similarly to wild type.
However other elements of the Chp system that could not be tested due to severe
twitching motility defects may be involved in this response (Nolan, et al. 2015).
These results are in line with the current understanding of surface virulence
which show that P. aeruginosa initiates a global virulence response to surface
attachment (Siryaporn, et al. 2014) and suggest that eATP may be part of the global
surface virulence response mediated by PilY1. eATP may be behaving in a dual role
as a signal to switch to surface attachment and as a virulence factor. These results
also suggest that surface attachment that is dependent on a mechanical signal is
further refined by chemical signals informing the cell of the type of surface it is
sensing in a multifactorial and epistatic manner.
Although evidence presented suggests that the Chp system is not mediating a
twitching motility inhibition response to eATP it is possible that it is involved in
sensing and and/or regulating the response to eATP (Nolan, et al. 2015). Tfp
extension and retraction is mediated by the Chp system (Darzins 1993; Darzins
1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004) and so is surface attachment (Luo, et
al. 2015) suggesting that switching from a twitching motility phenotype to a more
sessile lifestyle would be mediated by the Chp system through PilY1. Therefore
further work is needed here to determine which systems are regulating and
responding to eATP.

1.11 Conclusion
The Chp system is intersecting with multiple systems in P. aeruginosa and it is likely
that its influence over other systems will come to light as research into this
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fascinating chemosensory system progresses. The Chp system is a large cluster of
genes that appear to be encoded in an operon and characterisation of the transcript
has yet to be performed. The fact that the Chp system is involved in regulation of
cAMP levels via CyaB and surface attachment may begin to explain the
discrepancies seen in virulence phenotypes and these discoveries will be pivotal in
the future studies of the system. It is possible that if virulence is mediated by the Chp
system that it may be surface dependent. The Chp system has been shown to
interact with both PilA and FimS to mediate surface attachment and signalling
however it may also be interacting with multiple MCPs signalling into the system via
its two adaptor proteins ChpC and PilI. Evidence is mounting that the Chp system is
a major player in global regulation in P. aeruginosa and identifying alternative MCPs
feeding into the Chp system could help elucidate what the Chp system is responding
to and help identify other systems that are intersecting with the Chp system. More
specifically, there is a need to better understand the role of ChpC, which has a minor
affect in twitching motility, piliation and cAMP levels when compared to other mutants
in the Chp system.

1.12 Project Outline
The aims of this project are to describe the Chp gene cluster transcript, identify the
role of ChpC and determine if either ChpC or ChpA are mediating virulence in P.
aeruginosa. I aimed to determine if ChpC was mediating a specific response to the
environmental signals tryptone, mucin and bovine serum albumin, which have been
previously shown to stimulate twitching motility (Huang, et al. 2003). Once this was
determined a PA14 transposon insertion library was used to identify possible sensory
components that convey the tryptone signal through ChpC into the Chp
chemosensory system. Detailed microscopic analysis, using bacterial cell tracking,
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was performed to identify the mechanism behind the twitching motility phenotype of
the chpC mutant compared to the wild type in response to tryptone. Further analysis
of virulence factor production in the presence of tryptone was assessed and the roles
of both ChpC and ChpA were examined in detail.
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Chapter 2

Transcriptional and bioinformatic analysis of the
Chp gene cluster





2.1 Introduction
The Chp gene cluster is predicted to encode a complete chemosensory system
comprised of the protein products of the genes pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, pilK, chpA, chpB
and chpC (Figure 2.1A). The gene for the AraC/XylS like regulator ChpD is encoded
directly down stream of chpC (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). The intergenic spacing
between chpC and chpD is only 8bp suggesting that chpD is co-transcribed with
chpC and that ChpD is possibly regulating a system under the control of the Chp
system (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). A terminator sequence was identified downstream
of chpD by the operon prediction database DOOR (Dam, et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al.
2008; Mao, et al. 2009). chpE is 75bp down stream of the cluster and encodes a
RhtB homologue, which is predicted to translocate homoserine and homoserine
lactone. A rho independent terminator is located approximately 100bp downstream of
chpE. The intergenic distance between chpE and the gene directly downstream,
PA0418, is only 8bp but it is encoded in the opposite direction (Whitchurch, et al.
2004). The Pseudomonas Genome Database identifies PA0418 as a hypothetical
protein (Stover, et al. 2000; Winsor, et al. 2011), which belongs to a cluster of three
genes predicted to be in an operon by the operon prediction data base DOOR (Dam,
et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al. 2008; Mao, et al. 2009).
The genes of the Chp gene cluster have several characteristics common to an
operon. Eight out of the ten genes, pilG-chpC, potentially encode all the necessary
components of a functional chemosensory system and therefore the proteins are
predicted to physically interact (Figure 2.1A) (Jacob 1997; Dandekar, et al. 1998;
Overbeek, et al. 1999). This together with the short intergenic distances and
overlapping stop and start codons suggests that at least some of the genes are co-





Figure 2.1. Arrangement of the Chp gene cluster and prediction of operon content.
A. The genomic organization of the Chp gene cluster and flanking genes gshB and
PA0418. Genes with distinct start and stop codons are represented by a gap
between adjacent genes whereas genes that have overlapping start and stop codons
are conjoined. B. The operon predicted by MicrobesOnline. This operon prediction
included genes pilG-chpD (14.2kb) but excluded chpE. C. The operons predicted by
DOOR. Two operons were predicted by DOOR. In the first operon the genes pilG-pilI
(1.4kb) are included and in the second operon genes pilJ-chpD (12.7kb) are
included. This operon prediction program also excludes chpE.





transcribed (see Chapter 1, Table 1.1)(Demerec, et al. 1956; Demerec, et al. 1959;
Jacob, et al. 1960; Jacob, et al. 1961; Jacob 1997). At the time of this study the
Pseudomonas Genome Database (Stover, et al. 2000; Winsor, et al. 2011) had
included computational predictions from two operon prediction databases (DOOR
and MicrobesOnline) for the P. aeruginosa Chp region (Price, et al. 2005a; Dam, et
al. 2007; Brouwer, et al. 2008; Mao, et al. 2009). DOOR and MicrobesOnline gave
different predictions for the components of the Chp operon/s. MicrobesOnline
predicted that nine of the ten genes in the cluster, pilG to chpD, comprised a single
operon and chpE was excluded (Figure 2.1B) (Price, et al. 2005a; Price, et al.
2005b). In contrast DOOR predicted that the Chp region was encoded in two
separate operons with genes pilG-pilI in one operon and pilJ-chpD in a second
operon. chpE was again excluded (Figure 2.1C) (Dam, et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al.
2008; Mao, et al. 2009).
The Chp system has previously been characterized by sequencing,
comparison to homologous systems, by phenotypic mutational analysis and
transcriptional mutational analysis (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995;
D'Argenio, et al. 2002; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Leech, et al. 2006; Caiazza, et al.
2007; DeLange, et al. 2007; Bertrand, et al. 2010; Fulcher, et al. 2010; Luo, et al.
2015; Persat, et al. 2015) but it has not been characterized with regard to its operon
structure. In this study transcriptional analysis of the Chp gene cluster was performed
to determine if the cluster was transcribed in single or multiple transcripts and to
identify the transcriptional promoter(s) upstream of the predicted operon(s).
Bioinformatic analysis was also performed to gain a deeper knowledge of the
structure of the Chp gene cluster.





2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Bacterial strains and media
P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 (Holloway and Morgan 1986) was streaked onto a Luria
Bertani (LB) agar (Sigma-Aldrich) plate and incubated at 37°C overnight. The strain
was then used to inoculate LB broth and incubated overnight at 37°C in a shaking
incubator at 250rpm. The overnight broth culture was used inoculate a fresh LB broth
at a dilution of 1:100. The freshly inoculated broth was grown to log phase (for 4-5
hours to an OD600 of 0.6) and harvested.
2.2.2 RNA isolation
Two volumes of RNA protect (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was added to the bacterial
culture and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes. Bacteria were
harvested by centrifugation at 4000g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was
decanted and the cell pellets were stored at -80°C. Subsequently cell pellets were
thawed on ice. Cell lysis was achieved by adding lysozyme (1mg/ml) to the cell pellet
at a volume of 200μL/ml of original bacterial culture harvested. The cell pellet was resuspended by agitation using a vortex (10 seconds) and incubated at room
temperature for 5 minutes. RNA was isolated using Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s specifications (Figure 2.2A). A 1hour
DNase on column treatment was performed using Qiagen RNase free DNase
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s specifications. After isolation
the RNA was again treated with DNase for 1 hour and purified using the RNeasy
column (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) as per manufacturer’s specifications. Isolated
RNA was run on a 0.7% agarose gel to check integrity (Figure 2.2B). To determine if





RNA was free of DNA it was tested for DNA contamination by PCR and was free of
DNA (Figure 2.2C).

Figure 2.2. RNA isolation and purification. A. Isolated RNA. B. DNase treated RNA.
RNA was treated with DNase and its integrity was checked on an agarose gel. C.
Purified RNA was tested for presence of DNA by PCR. Primers used were specific to
chpC, ChpCF and ChpCR (Table 2.1). An absence of a PCR product confirmed that
there was no DNA present in RNA samples 1-5. The positive control for the PCR
used PAO1 genomic DNA and the negative control contained no template. The
primers used in the controls amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the
positive control. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder indicated to left of figure A.
These fragment sizes correspond to horizontal lines positioned to the left of figures B
and C.





Table 2.1. Primer list for RT-PCR. Primers used for reverse transcription are in bold
type. Primers used in subsequent PCR are listed below the specific RT primer.
Primer

Primer sequence

Position

GRT

TTGCTGAACGGCTTGGTGAG

341bp downstream of the
pilG start site. RT primer.

GF1

CGCTCAGCGGCTGGGCCA

1024bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GF2

TGGTCGCTTTCCGCTTCC

481bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GF3

TCGCTTTCCGCTTCCAGTTC

479bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GF4

TCCATGACGATCCCGAGGCGTA

283bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GF5

GTCGCGGCGGGGAGGCCGCGTG

222bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GF6

GGGCATTATGGATAGAGTTGCG

133bp upstream of the pilG
start site

GR

AATGATGTTCGGATGGGTATCG

143bp downstream of the
pilG start site

KRT

GCCGAAAAAATCTTCCCGTTC

452bp downstream of the
pilK start site. RT primer.

GHIF

CCTCACCAAGCCGTTCAGC

87bp upstream of the pilG
stop site

GHIR

GGGGGCGACGAAGAACCG

149bp downstream of the pilI
start site

IJF

TGGGGGAGGTCGGCGAAG

168bp downstream of the pilI
start site

IJR

GGGTGTTGAGGTAGGCAAAGTTG

126bp downstream of the
pilJ start site

JKF

CACCTCGCAGACCTCCGC

126bp upstream from the pilJ
stop site

JKR

AGTGACCAGACGCCGTTCG

25bp downstream of the pilK
start site

CRT1

AACAGCAGGGTGCGGTCG

112bp downstream of the
chpC start site. RT primer.

AKF

ATCGGGGTCGGCGAAGTG

791bp downstream of the
pilK start site





AKR

CAGCAAGCCGCCGAGTTC

515bp downstream of the
chpA start site

ABR

CGAGAAATGCCTTCACCGC

504bp downstream of chpB
start site

ABF

GCAAGCCTTACCAGGAAACCG

7389bp downstream of the
chpA start site

CRT2

CGTTGATGACCACCACCCGC

301bp downstream of the
chpC start site. RT primer.

BCF2

ACGACGGGCGACTGAAATG

334bp upstream of the chpC
start codon

CRT1

AACAGCAGGGTGCGGTCG

112bp downstream of the
chpC start site. Also RT
primer.

DRT

CCCGCAGCAGGTGGTATTTC

586bp downstream form
the chpD start site. RT
primer

CDR

CGCCATCCCATCCAGGTCC

551bp downstream form the
chpD start site

CDF

TGGAACTGGCGGCGGTGG

94bp upstream of the chpC
stop site

ERT

TTCTTCGGATTGGACAGGGAG

367bp downstream of the
chpE start site. RT primer.

DER

CCGCACCTGCTCGTAGCC

296bp downstream of the
chpE start site

CDF1

AGAAGCACAGCCACGACGAG

76bp downstream of the
chpD start site

DEF

CGTCCCACCACGGAGTCGTCGTTC 26bp upstream of the chpE
start site

Control primers
ChpCF

TACAGCAGTTTCAATGCCAGCCCC

89bp downstream of chpC
start site

ChpCR

CAGACATCTTCCAATCCGCAGAG

144bp downstream of chpC
stop codon





2.2.3 Primer design
All primers were designed in MacVector (MacVector Inc.). Specific primers were
designed for reverse transcription (RT) and for subsequent PCR amplification of the
cDNA generated in the RT step (Table 2.1). PCR primers were designed to
determine if the gene was transcribed and co-transcribed with adjacent genes.
Transcription was determined by priming inside the gene. Co-transcription was
determined by priming across the boundary of two genes (see Figure 2.3 for outline
of strategy). Primers are generally named according to the region of the transcript
they are characterizing except when they are reused to characterize another region.
These primers include CRT1 and CDF1. CRT1 was used in the RT reaction for chpC
as well the PCR reaction that primed across the gene boundary of chpB and chpC.
CDF1 was used in the PCR reaction showing transcription of chpD and in the PCR
reaction that primed across the gene boundary of chpD and chpE. Primers were
manufactured at Micromon Monash University Clayton Victoria Australia or Proligo
(Sigma-Aldrich).
2.2.4 Reverse transcription
Reverse transcriptase PCRs (RT-PCRs) were performed using SuperscriptIITM
Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California). Initially the specific primer
was annealed to the RNA. Two 1.5mL microfuge tubes were prepared and labeled
+RT and –RT. 5μg of RNA was added to each tube along with a specific primer
(10pmol) and DEPC treated dH2O up to a total volume of 11.5μL. This mixture was
incubated at 70°C for 10min. After RNA/primer mix had cooled the following was
added to each tube; 4μL of 5x strand buffer, 2μL of 100mM of DTT, 1μL of





Figure 2.3. The strategy employed for RT-PCR. The specific RT primer in grey was
used to generate cDNA from the RNA transcript by reverse transcription. The
resulting cDNA was then used as template for the PCR reaction. To determine if
transcription is occurring primers F1 and R1 were utilized to prime within the target
gene (geneC). To determine if co-transcription is occurring for geneC and geneB
primer F2 was used in conjunction with primer R1 to prime across the gene
boundary. To determine if multiple genes are co-transcribed upstream primer (F3)
was used with primer R1. If genes are not co-transcribed the PCR will not produce a
product.





10mMdNTP, 0.5μL of RNaseIn and 2μL of Super Script (+RT) or 2μL of DEPC
treated dH2O (-RT) (Invitrogen). The tubes were incubated at 25°C for 10 minutes,
37°C for 60 minutes, 42°C for 60 minutes, 70°C for 10 minutes and held at 4°C until
ready. RNA was degraded by treating with 7μL of 1M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) and
incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes. 7μL of 1M HCl (Sigma-Aldrich) was then added to
neutralize the sample. cDNA was column purified using a QIAquick PCR purification
kit by Qiagen according to manufacturer’s instructions.
2.2.5 Polymerase Chain Reaction
To a 200μL PCR tube the following were added; 33.75μL of dH2O, 5μL of 10x
standard Taq buffer (Roche), 5μL DMSO (di-methylsulfoxide, Thermal Scientific),
2μL of template, 2μL of 10mM dNTPs (NEB), 1μL of the forward primer (10µM), 1μL
of the reverse primer (10µM) and 0.25μL of Taq polymerase. The PCR cycle
consisted of 94°C for 2 minutes followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute, 56-60°C
for 1 minute and 72°C for 1 minute. This was followed by a final extension at 72°C for
7 minutes. PCR was performed on an Eppendorf Mastercycler ep Gradient S. DNA
from the PCR reactions was visualized on 0.7-1% agarose gels.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Analysis of the Chp gene cluster transcript
RT-PCRs were used to characterize the Chp gene cluster transcript. The results are
as follows: the RT-PCRs results show that for reactions using the RT primer KRT,
located within pilK, that co-transcription occurs for the following gene pairs, pilG-pilI,
piII-pilJ, pilJ-pilK (Figures 2.4-2.6). RT-PCR results show that for reactions using RT





primers CRT1 and CRT2, located within chpC, co-transcription occurs for gene pairs
pilK-chpA, chpA-chpB, chpB-chpC (Figures 2.7-2.8). The RT PCR reactions using
RT primer DRT, located within chpD, show that the chpC and chpD are cotranscribed (Figure 2.9). The RT-PCR reactions using RT primer ERT, located within
chpE, show that chpD and chpE are co-transcribed (Figure 2.10). For all of the above
assays no DNA bands were present in the no RT control, the primer controls or the
no DNA control, which validates the results. All positive controls for the PCR
reactions were performed using PAO1 genomic DNA as template and primers that
amplified within the chpC gene (ChpCF and ChpCR). The results show that genes
pilG, pilH, pili, pilJ, pilK, chpA, chpB, chpC, chpD and chpE are co-transcribed and
are therefore present in a single operon structure.









Figure 2.4. pilG, pilH and pilI are co-transcribed. A. Results of PCR performed on
cDNA generated from the transcript using the RT primer KRT that binds within pilK.
Results for PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair GHIF and GHIR that primed
across the gene boundary of pilG and pilH through pilH and across the gene
boundary of pilH and pilI. This reaction produced the expected band size of 700bp.
No band was present in the no RT control, the primer controls or the no DNA control.
The positive control for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the negative control
contained no template. The primers used in the controls, ChpCF and ChpCR,
amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the positive control. B. Location of
primers within the genomic sequence. The start codons are underlined; stop codons
are underlined and in bold; light arrows show direction of transcription of genes.
Primer binding sites are in bold and the direction of primer extension is indicated with
dark arrows. C. Summary of PCR strategy showing the location of primers on the
cDNA template and the expected sizes of PCR products. Fragment sizes of DNA
size ladder indicated to left of figure A.









Figure 2.5. pilI and pilJ

are co-transcribed. A. PCR was performed on cDNA

generated from the transcript using a primer specific to pilK (KRT) in the RT step.
PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair IJF and IJR that primed across the gene
boundary of pilI and pilJ produced the expected band size of 597bp. No band was
present in the no RT control, the primer controls or the no DNA control. The positive
control for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the negative control contained no
template. The primers used in the controls, ChpCF and ChpCR, amplified chpC at
the expected size of 739bp in the positive control. B. Location of primers within the
genomic sequence. The start codons are underlined; stop codons are underlined and
in bold; light arrows show direction of transcription of genes. Primer binding sites are
in bold and the direction of primer extension is indicated with dark arrows. C.
Summary of PCR strategy showing the location of primers on the cDNA template and
the expected sizes of PCR products. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder indicated to
left of figure A.









Figure 2.6. pilJ and pilK are co-transcribed. A. PCR was performed on cDNA
generated from the transcript using a primer specific to pilK (KRT) in the RT step.
PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair JKF and JKR that primed across the
gene boundary of pilJ and pilK produced the expected band size of 213bp. No bands
were present in any of the no RT controls, the primer controls or the no DNA control.
The DNA controls for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the primers used in the
controls, ChpCF and ChpCR, amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the
positive control. B. Location of primers within the genomic sequence. The start
codons are underlined; stop codons are underlined and in bold; light arrows show
direction of transcription of genes. Primer binding sites are in bold and the direction
of primer extension is indicated with dark arrows. C. Summary of PCR strategy
showing the location of primers on the cDNA template and the expected sizes of
PCR products. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder indicated to left of figure A.









Figure 2.7. Co-transcription occurs for the following gene pairs; pilK and chpA; chpA
and chpB. A. PCR was performed on cDNA generated from the transcript using a
primer specific to chpC (CRT1) in the RT step (position within genomic sequence is
shown in Figure 2.8). The position of the specific primer CRT1 used to generate
cDNA in the RT step was 112bp downstream of the start site of chpC. PCR
amplification of cDNA from this reaction used primer pairs that primed across gene
boundaries; primer pair AKF and AKR primed across the pilK - chpA gene boundary
and produced the expected band size of 614bp; ABF and ABR primed across the
chpA - chpB gene boundary and produced the expected band size of 562bp. No
band was present in the no RT control, the primer controls or the no DNA control.
The positive control for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the negative control
contained no template. The primers used in the controls, ChpCF and ChpCR,
amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the positive control (chpA is
shortened for the purposes of the figure only). B. Location of primers within the
genomic sequence. The start codons are underlined; stop codons are underlined and
in bold; light arrows show direction of transcription of genes. Primer binding sites are
in bold and the direction of primer extension is indicated with dark arrows. chpA is
shortened for the purposes of the figure only and is indicated with parallel dashed
lines. C. Summary of PCR strategy showing the location of primers on the cDNA
template and the expected sizes of PCR products. chpA is shortened for the
purposes of the figure only. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder indicated to left of
figure A.









Figure 2.8. chpB and chpC are co-transcribed. A. PCR was performed on cDNA
generated from the transcript using a primer specific to chpC (CRT2) in the RT step.
PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair BCF and CRT1 that primed across the
gene boundary of chpB and chpC produced the expected band size of 447bp. No
bands were present in any of the no RT controls, the primer controls or the no DNA
control. The DNA controls for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the primers
used in the controls, ChpCF and ChpCR, amplified chpC at the expected size of
739bp in the positive control. B. Location of primers on the genomic sequence. The
start codons are underlined; stop codon is underlined and in bold, the stop codon of
chpB overlaps with the start codon of chpC; light arrows show direction of
transcription of genes. Primer binding sites are in bold and the direction of primer
extension is indicated with dark arrows. C. Summary of PCR strategy showing the
location of primers on the cDNA template and the expected sizes of PCR products.
Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder indicated to left of figure A.









Figure 2.9. chpC and chpD

are co-transcribed. PCR was performed on cDNA

generated from the transcript using a primer specific to chpD (DRT) in the RT step.
PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair CDF and CDR that primed across the
gene boundary of chpC and chpD produced the expected band size of 684bp. No
band was present in the no RT control, the primer controls or the no DNA control.
The positive control for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA and the negative control
contained no template. The primers used in the controls, ChpCF and ChpCR,
amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the positive control. B. Location of
primers on the genomic sequence. The start codons are underlined; stop codons are
underlined and in bold; light arrows show direction of transcription of genes. Primer
binding sites are in bold and the direction of primer extension is indicated with dark
arrows. C. Summary of PCR strategy showing the location of primers on the cDNA
template and the expected sizes of PCR products. Fragment sizes of DNA size
ladder indicated to left of figure A.









Figure 2.10. chpD and chpE are co-transcribed. A. PCR was performed on cDNA
generated from the transcript using a primer specific to chpE (ERT) in the RT step.
PCR amplification of cDNA using primer pair CDF1 and DER which primed across
the gene boundary of chpD and chpE produced a faint band (circled) at the expected
band size of 1063bp. Primer pair DEF and DER which primed from the intergenic
region of chpD-chpE to within chpE respectively, produced a band at the expected
size of 235bp showing the transcript was present. B. To confirm results a PCR was
performed showing that both chpD and chpE were present in the transcript. Primer
pair CDF1 and CDR produced a band of the expected size of 476bp showing that
chpD was present and primer pair DEF and DER produced a band of 235bp showing
chpE was present. No bands were present in the no RT control, the primer controls
or the no DNA control. The positive control for the PCR used PAO1 genomic DNA
and the negative control contained no template. The primers used in the controls,
ChpCF and ChpCR, amplified chpC at the expected size of 739bp in the positive
control. DNA controls also show bands at the expected sizes for DEF + DER and
CDF1 and DER (panel A). C. Location of primers within the genomic sequence. The
start codons are underlined; stop codons are underlined and in bold; light arrows
show direction of transcription of genes. Primer binding sites are in bold and the
direction of primer extension is indicated with dark arrows. D. Summary of PCR
strategy showing the location of primers on the cDNA template and the expected
sizes of PCR products.





2.3.2 Identifying the promoter upstream of the Chp gene cluster.
2.3.2.1 Putative σ X and σ 54 sites identified upstream of pilG
Although the Chp gene cluster is transcribed in a single operon (this study), the Chp
gene cluster was predicted by DOOR to be transcribed in two operons, pilG-pilK and
pilJ-chpD. chpE was not included in the second operon. This suggested that there
may be promoter sequences upstream of pilG, pilJ and chpE, therefore the regions
upstream of these genes were analyzed for promoter binding sites. These regions
were analyzed for conventional and alternative sigma promoter consensus
sequences described in P. aeruginosa (Table 2.2). Several putative promoter binding
sequences were identified upstream of pilG but none were identified upstream of pilJ
or chpE.

More recent work has shown that Chp system regulation of PilY1 is

epistatic and involves the regulators Vfr and AlgR . The regions upstream of pilG, pilJ
and chpE were analyzed for binding site consensus sequences for both of these
regulators but none were found (Kanack, et al. 2006; Belete, et al. 2008; Okkotsu, et
al. 2013).
A putative σX binding site is located 224bp upstream of pilG (Figure 2.11). In
both P. aeruginosa and P. fluorescens the σX promoter binding site was identified
upstream of oprF, a major outer membrane protein. Interestingly, even though the
ECF σ factors generally have low conservation in the -10 sequence, this sequence is
conserved for oprF in both P. fluorescens and P. aeruginosa (Brinkman, et al. 1999)
and for pilG for P. aeruginosa (this study) (Table 2.3). A second promoter binding
site, σ70, was also reported upstream of oprF (Brinkman, et al. 1999) therefore the
sequence upstream of pilG was analyzed for a second promoter site. A σ70 binding
site was not found however five possible RpoN promoter sequences were identified




Table 2.2. The σ factors and alternative σ factors promoter consensus sequences
identified in P. aeruginosa
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CGCGCGATGGGGTCCATGACGATCCCGAGGCGTACGCTCATGGGAATTCCTCCGAAA
GGGGGTGGGTTGTCCGGTCGCGGCGGGGAGGCCGCGTGGCAAGCGGGTTTGACGCT
CAGGTTGGCGCCCCGTTTGCGCTTGGTCAAGGAAAAAGCCGGCCTGTTCCGGGCATTA
TGGATAGAGTTGCGTCGAGTGTGCTAAAAAGGCTCGCGATTGGGTCGCAGCCCGTCGG
TGACAGGGCGTTAGCGCACTGAAGAAAACACAGAAGAATGATTCACCGAGTCGATATA
GGGCGAACATG

Figure 2.11. A putative σX promoter binding sequence is located upstream of pilG in
PAO1. The putative σX promoter binding sequence is highlighted in bold. The putative
-10 sequence is conserved and the putative -35 sequence is GAATTC rather than
GAAGTT (Brinkman, et al. 1999). The start codon of gshB (CAT) is located on the
reverse strand and is underlined and italicized. The start codon of pilG (ATG) is
underlined. The putative RBS is boxed as identified by Darzins (1993). Primer
sequences used to identify the pilG promoter are italicized and shaded in grey and
are shown here relative to the putative promoter binding sites. GF4 binds within
gshB, GF5 binds in the intergenic region closer to the gshB start site and GF6 binds
in the intergenic region closer to the pilG start site.

Table 2.3. Comparison of the putative pilG promoter σECF-like binding sites to σX
binding sites in P. aeruginosa and P. fluorescens (Brinkman, et al. 1999).
Name

-35 sequence

-10 sequence

pilG promoter

GAATTC

GTTGTC

oprF promoter P. aeruginosa

GAAGTT

GTTGTG

oprF promoter P. fluorescens

CAAGTT

GTTGTC





(Figure 2.12). PilR is a transcriptional activator for RpoN (Ishimoto and Lory 1992)
but a binding site for PilR was not identified upstream of pilG. However an atypical
transcriptional activator binding site may be present, such as that demonstrated by
FleQ. FleQ is a transcriptional activator for RpoN that positively regulates flagellar
genes in P. aeruginosa. The FleQ binding site consensus sequence was not
conserved when analyzed for four genes (Jyot, et al. 2002). In an attempt to identify
a possible FleQ binding site upstream of the Chp operon the four sequences
identified by Joyt et al., (2003) were used but no FleQ binding sites were identified
upstream of pilG.

CGCGCGATGGGGTCCATGACGATCCCGAGGCGTACGCTCATGGGAATTCCTCCGAAAG
GGGGTGGGTTGTCCGGTCGCGGCGGGGAGGCCGCGTGGCAAGCGGGTTTGACGCTC
AGGTTGGCGCCCCGTTTGCGCTTGGTCAAGGAAAAAGCCGGCCTGTTCCGGGCATTAT
GGATAGAGTTGCGTCGAGTGTGCTAAAAAGGCTCGCGATTGGGTCGCAGCCCGTCGGT
GACAGGGCGTTAGCGCACTGAAGAAAACACAGAAGAATGATTCACCGAGTCGATATAG
GGCGAACATG

Figure 2.12. RpoN-like consensus sequences in the pilG promoter region in PAO1.
The RpoN consensus sequences (-24(GG)/-12GC) highlighted in grey and where
there are overlapping sites the sequences are underlined, highlighted in grey and
bold. The start codon of pilG is underlined (ATG) and the start codon of gshB is
located on the reverse strand and is underlined and italicized (CAT). The putative
RBS is boxed as identified by Darzins (1993).





2.3.2.2 Identification of the transcription start site of the Chp operon transcript
Direct transcriptional analysis was used to identify the transcription start site, the
promoter upstream of pilG and any internal promoters within the Chp gene cluster.
To gain a detailed study of the region primer extension analysis was used. However
this approach was abandoned after several failed attempts in favour of RT-PCR
(Figure 2.13).
PCR reactions were performed on cDNA produced using the RT primer GRT
that is located within pilG. Primers GF4 and GF5 were designed upstream of pilG to
flank the putative σX promoter site (Figure 2.11 and 2.13). GF5 also primed across
the gshB start site. In PCR reactions primers GF4, GF5 and GF6 all produced
products when paired with GR showing the sequence is transcribed and suggests
that the transcript start site is not situated within the intergenic region between gshB
and pilG (Figure 2.13A). Primers GF2 and GF3 also produced PCR products when
paired with GR. GF2 and GF3 both bind within gshB at 481bp and 479bp
respectively upstream of the pilG start codon. However a PCR reaction with GF1,
that binds 1024bp upstream of the pilG start codon, and GR did not produce a PCR
product. The positive control using genomic DNA for this primer pair did produce a
PCR product of the expected size (Figure 2.13A). Taken together these results
suggest that the transcription start site lies between primers GF2 and GF1, which is
between 481bp and 1024bp upstream of the pilG start site. However it is also
possible that the fragment size was too large to amplify from the cDNA.
To determine if there was a potential promoter within this region the sequence
was manually analyzed to determine if any putative σ factor binding sites were
present. A putative σ22 promoter was identified at 654bp upstream of the pilG start
site. This putative promoter has a complete -35 box and the -10 box contains 4 out of





the 5 expected nucleotides (Figure 2.14). Although this putative promoter is located
654bp upstream of the pilG start codon it is possible that this is one of several
promoters driving transcription of the Chp gene cluster.

This section has been left blank intentionally









Figure 2.13. Identification of the transcription start site for the Chp system. A and B.
Results of PCR performed on cDNA generated from the transcript using the RT
primer GRT within pilG (grey arrow panel D). For PCR reactions a common reverse
primer, GR, was used. A. PCR results show that the primer GF6, which bound
upstream of the pilG start codon, produced a band of the expected size when paired
with GR. Primers GF4 and GF5 bound in the intergenic region between pilG and
gshB and bound either side of the putative σX site (Figure 2.11). In PCR reactions
GF4 and GF5 both produced bands of the expected size when paired with GR. The
band for the PCR reaction using GF5 and GR is faint so its position is indicated with a
white circle. B. PCR results show primers GF2 and GF3 that bound within the gshB
gene and produced bands in their PCR reactions when paired with GR. GF3 and GR
produced a faint band and its position is indicated with a white circle. GF1 bound
1024bp upstream of the pilG start site and did not produce a band in a PCR reaction
when paired with GR. Therefore the transcript start site for the Chp gene cluster lies
between 481bp and 1024bp upstream of the pilG start site. No bands were present in
any of the no RT controls. The positive controls for the PCR used PAO1 genomic
DNA and the negative control contained no template. The primers used in the positive
controls were the primers used in the individual PCR reactions for the experiment and
produced bands at the expected sizes for each reaction. Primer controls were not
included for primer pairs; GF4 and GR; GF5 and GR; GF6 and GR. C. Location of
primers on the genomic sequence. Start and stop codons for pilG are underlined
whereas for gshB they are underlined and italicized; light arrows show direction of
transcription for these genes. Primer binding sites are in bold and the direction of
primer extension is indicated with dark arrows. D. Summary of PCR strategy showing
the location of primers on the cDNA template and expected sizes of PCR products.





GGCAAACTCGCGCAGAATATCGGATCGCCGGCTGACCATCGTCGGCGGAGTGCACTG
GGTGAACTGCGTGGCGAAGAACTTCTCGTTGCAGTCGCGCAGGCTCTGCGGCCGGTTC
ACCACCAGGGCGCCGGCACGCTCGGCCTGTTCCAGCAGGTAGGTCGAATAGACGAATT
CGTTATCGAAGGGCGGGTCCTTGCGCATCAGGATCACGTCCAGTTCGTGCAGCGGTTG
GTCGCTTTCCGCTTCCAGTTCGAACCAGCGGGAGGCATCGTTGAAGACCTTCAGCGGG
CGCATGCGTCCACGCGCGACGCCGGCCTTCTGGTAGAGGTCCTGCTGTTCCATGTAGA
ACAGCGACCAGCCGCGGGCCTGGGCAGCCAGCAGCATGGCGAGCGAGCTGTCCTTCT
TGAAGTTGATGCGCGCGATGGGGTCCATGACGATCCCGAGGCGTACGCTCATGGGAAT
TCCTCCGAAAGGGGGTGGGTTGTCCGGTCGCGGCGGGGAGGCCGCGTGGCAAGCGG
GTTTGACGCTCAGGTTGGCGCCCCGTTTGCGCTTGGTCAAGGAAAAAGCCGGCCTGTT
CCGGGCATTATGGATAGAGTTGCGTCGAGTGTGCTAAAAAGGCTCGCGATTGGGTCGC
AGCCCGTCGGTGACAGGGCGTTAGCGCACTGAAGAAAACACAGAAGAATGATTCACCG
AGTCGATATAGGGCGAACATG

Figure 2.14. A promoter identified between 481bp and 1024bp upstream of the pilG
start site. An almost complete σ22 site was seen at 654bp upstream of the pilG start
codon (nucleotides are highlighted in grey).

The σ22 site is composed of -35

GAACTT and -10 TCTNA (Martin, et al. 1994; Wosniak, et al. 2003). The -10 site is
missing 1 out of 5 nucleotides. The pilG initiation codon is underlined and the gshB
initiation codon on the complementary strand is underlined and italicized.





2.3.3 Bioinformatic analysis of the Chp gene cluster in different bacterial
genomes
2.3.3.1 Analysis of the computational operon prediction for the Chp gene
cluster by DOOR
The Chp gene cluster was analyzed by the operon prediction programs DOOR and
MicrobesOnline, which gave contradictory operon predictions for the cluster (Figure
2.1B and 2.1C). The composition of the operon predicted by MicrobesOnline includes
pilG-chpD whereas DOOR predicted two operons one included pilG-I and the other
pilJ-chpD. chpE was not predicted to be in an operon by either MicrobesOnline or
DOOR (Figure 2.1B and 2.1C) (Price, et al. 2005a). This is not consistent with our
experimental RT-PCR results that showed the genes pilG-chpE were co-transcribed.
In its analysis of the Chp gene cluster DOOR used 316 similar operons to
predict the pilG-I operon and 621 similar operons to predict the pilJ-chpD operon (the
first 20 of each are listed in Tables 2.4 and 2.5). The composition of the Chp gene
cluster in several of the predicted operons prompted a closer look at the prediction
made in DOOR and it was observed that many of the gene clusters used to make the
prediction for the operon pilG-I contained six genes. On further analysis it was
observed that all operons predicted to contain six genes were missing pilK, chpB and
chpD with the gene order changing to pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, chpA, chpC/other. A similar
pattern was seen in the prediction of the operon pilJ-chpC.
One exception to this pattern was identified in the operon prediction for P.
fluorescence Pf-5 (Tables 2.4 and 2.5). The Chp gene cluster in P. fluorescence Pf-5
was missing pilK, chpB and chpD however DOOR predicted that the cluster was
encoded in two operons, one containing pilG, pilH and pilI and the second containing





pilJ, chpA and chpC. This was the first instance for a Pseudomonas spp. where this
version of the cluster was predicted to be encoded in two distinct operons.
Furthermore a single operon was predicted for the Chp gene cluster in P.
fluorescence PfO-1, and included all six genes pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, chpA and chpC
(Tables 2.4 and 2.5). All operons predicted to contain six genes had intergenic
distances that fell inside the statistical range calculated by DOOR for operon pairs
within the PAO1 genome (the average intergenic distance for genes in the same
operon is 20.13bp with the median being 11bp) (Dam, et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al.
2008; Mao, et al. 2009). In the Chp gene cluster in P. fluorescence Pf-5 the
intergenic distance between pilI

Table 2.4. Genomes used by DOOR to predict the pilG-pilI operon. The first 20 of
316 genomes used to identify the pilG-I operon are listed.
Size
3
3
3
3
3
6

Operon prediction
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-J chpA chpC

Similar Operons
316
316
315
332
376
766

6

pilG-J chpA chpC

757

6

pilG-J chpA chpC

768

6
6
6
7
6
6
3
3
3
2
4
6

pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-I
pilG-H
pilG-chpA
pilG-J chpA chpC

855
819
816
823
860
784
322
304
282
215
288
834





Species Name
Pseudomonas aeruginosa –UCBPP-PA14
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA7
Pseudomonas stuteri A1501
Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf-5
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae
B728a
Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola
1448A
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato str.
DC3000
Pseudomonas fluorescensPfO-1
Pseudomonas putida KT2440
Pseudomonas putida F1
Pseudomonas putida GB-1
Pseudomonas putida W619
Pseudomonas entomophila L48
Alcanivorax borkumensis SK2
Marinobacter aquaeloei
Saccharophagus degradans 2-40
Pseudomonas mendocina ymp
Acinetobacter sp. ADPI
Alkalilmnicola ehrlichei MLHE-1

Table 2.5. Genomes used by DOOR to predict the pilJ-chpD operon. The first 20 of
621 genomes used to identify the pilJ-chpD operon are listed.
Size
6
6

Operon prediction
pilJ-K chpA-D
pilJ-K chpA-D

Similar Operons
621
622

6
6
5
5
4
5

pilJ-K chpA-D
pilI-K chpA-C
pilJ-K chpA-C
pilJ-K chpA-C
pilJ-K chpA-B
pilJ-K chpA-C

615
751
661
663
654
659

2
6
6

pilJ-K
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC

197
855
757

6

pilG-J chpA chpC

766

6

pilG-J chpA chpC

768

6
6
6
7
6
3
5

pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilG-J chpA chpC
pilJ chpA chpC
pilJ-chpC

860
819
816
823
784
299
697

Species Name
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1
Pseudomonas aeruginosa –UCBPPPA14
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA7
Pseudomonas mendocina ymp
Pseudomonas stuteri A1501
Marinobacter aquaeolei VT8
Hahella chejuensis KCTC 2396
Saccharophagus degradans 2-40
Alcanivorax borkumensis SK2
Pseudomonas fluorescens PfO-1
Pseudomonas syringae pv.
phaseolicola 1448A
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae
B728a
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato str.
DC3000
Pseudomonas putida W619
Pseudomonas putida KT2440
Pseudomonas putida F1
Pseudomonas putida GB-1
Pseudomonas entomophila L48
Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf-5
Nitrosococcus oceani 19707

and pilJ was 141bp. This is larger than any of the other Chp-like gene clusters and
falls outside the statistical range calculated by DOOR for operon pairs within the
PAO1 genome (Table 2.6). When the intergenic distances between pilI and pilJ were
compared for P. fluorescence Pf-5 (141bp) and P. fluorescence PfO-1 (14bp) it was
clear that the large intergenic distance between pilI and pilJ heavily contributed to the
cluster being split into two putative operons. It is also likely that the large intergenic
distance between chpD and chpE (75bp) contributed to chpE being excluded from
the predicted operon.





Table 2.6. The intergenic distances for gene clusters used by DOOR to predict the
Chp gene cluster operons. Relevant intergenic distances for PAO1 were included for
comparison.
Strain

P. aeruginosa PAO1
Pseudomonas syringae pv.
syringae B728a
Pseudomonas syringae pv.
phaseolicola 1448A
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato
str. DC3000
Pseudomonas fluorescens PfO-1
Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf-5
Pseudomonas putida KT2440
Pseudomonas putida F1
Pseudomonas putida GB-1
Pseudomonas putida W619
Pseudomonas entomophila L48



Intergenic distance of gene pairs in operons missing pilK and chpB
pilGpilH

pilHpilI

pilIpilJ

pilJchpA

chpAchpC/other

chpChaemolysin III

47
47

51
15

85
51

N/A
48

N/A
-7

N/A
N/A

47

15

49

48

-7

N/A

47

15

33

48

-7

N/A

61
58
48
48
48
48
48

11
11
3
3
3
3
3

14
141
12
12
12
12
13

36
25
13
13
23
10
15

-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
62
N/A
N/A



2.3.3.2 The composition of the Chp gene cluster varies across multiple
bacterial genomes
Since the composition of the Chp gene cluster varied across multiple genomes,
deeper bioinformatics analysis was performed. The top 20 gene clusters used by the
operon prediction program DOOR to predict the PAO1 operon pilG-I were compared.
The alignment of the Chp gene clusters shows that all P. aeruginosa strains listed
encode all genes in the Chp gene cluster from pilG through to chpE (Figure 2.15).
However when other bacteria and Pseudomonas species are included in the
analysis, the composition of the Chp gene cluster organization was found to vary with
presence of pilK, chpB, chpD and chpE as previously reported (Whitchurch, et al.
2004) (Figure 2.16 and Table 2.7), where chpD and chpE appear to occur only in P.
aeruginosa. The rest of the genes in the cluster, pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, chpA and chpC
were well conserved when different Pseudomonas species were aligned (Figure
2.16) which is representative of other bacterial Chp-like gene clusters. Interestingly,
in all but one gene cluster, when pilK and chpB were missing chpA had a large
truncation. In a further three gene clusters a smaller truncation of chpA was identified
and in all three of these pilK and chpB were present (Table 2.7).
PilK (methyl-transferase) and ChpB (methyl-esterase) comprise the adaptation
modification system which are predicted to reset PilJ (MCP) to prestimulus levels
(Kehry, et al. 1983; Wu, et al. 1996; Barnakov, et al. 1999; Barnakov, et al. 2001;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). To determine if PilJ was different in Chp gene clusters that
were missing their adaptation modification system, ClustalW alignment of proteins
were





Figure 2.15. Alignments of the Chp region in several different strains of P.
aeruginosa. The structure and order of the Chp region is conserved in P. aeruginosa
strains, with all 10 genes present. Sequences delineated as contigs are from
unfinished genome sequences. Alignment was performed in MicrobesOnline. Each
gene is represented by an arrow and is coloured according to its homologue in
PAO1, gshB is green, pilG is navy blue, pilH is light orange, pilI is teal, pilJ is dark
orange, pilK is deep purple, chpA is purple, chpB is blue, chpC is red, chpD is pink,
chpE is aqua blue, PA0418 is dull orange.







Figure 2.16. Alignments of the Chp operon in different Pseudomonas species. The
organization of the genes in the Chp operon between different species of
Pseudomonas varies with the presence of pilK, chpB, chpD and chpE. The presence
of a truncated chpA correlates with the absence of pilK, chpB, chpD and chpE in P.
entomophilia, P. fluorescens, P. putida, and P. syringae. Alignments performed in
MicrobesOnline. Each gene is represented by an arrow and is coloured according to
its homologue in PAO1, gshB is green, pilG is navy blue, pilH is light orange, pilI is
teal, pilJ is dark orange, pilK is deep purple, chpA is purple, chpB is blue, chpC is
red.





Table 2.7. The composition of the Chp gene cluster across multiple genomes. The
presence of a gene in a specific cluster is indicated by a “+” symbol and the absence
of a gene is indicated by a “-“ symbol. All strains of P. aeruginosa have the full length
ChpA (indicated by N/A). M. aquaeoli and H. chejunesis have slightly longer versions
of the protein (indicated by A+) and these clusters retain pilK and chpB. All of the
clusters with a small truncation of ChpA (indicated by t) retain pilK and chpB.
Clusters with a large truncation in ChpA (indicated by a T) are missing pilK and chpB
excepting Nitrococcus oceani.
Strains

ChpA
protein
length

PAO1
PA14
PA7
M. aquaeolei VT8
H. chejuensis
P. stutzeri A1501
P. mendocina
S. degradans
A. borkumensis
P. syringae pv
syringae
P. syringae. pv
tomato
P. syningae pv
phasecholata
P. fluorescens Pf-5
P. Fluorescens PfO-1
Nitrococcus oceani
P. entomphlia
P. putida W619
P. putida KT2440
P. putida F1
P. putida GB-1



PilK

ChpB

ChpC

ChpD

ChpE

2472
2476
2458
2539
2726
2444
2423
2336
2336
1992

Truncation
relative to
ChpA in
PAO1
N/A

N/A
A+
A+
t
t
t
t
T

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

+
+
+
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1987

T

-

-

+

-

-

1986

T

-

-

+

-

-

1969
1971
1758
1759
1629
1646
1646
1647

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

-
-
+
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
+
-
-
-
-
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-



performed comparing PilJ from these genomes to PilJ from PAO1. This showed that
PilJ is highly conserved and that there were no consistent or obvious differences
between the aligned proteins that were associated with the loss of the adaptation
modification system (Figure 2.17).
To determine if the ChpA homologues with a large truncation had common
features ClustalW alignment of proteins were performed comparing ChpA in PAO1 to
ChpA with a large truncation for clusters from the top 20 clusters used by DOOR to
predict the PAO1 operon pilG-I (listed in Table 2.7). A summary of gaps in the
functional regions of the aligned proteins were catalogued (Table 2.8). Eleven gaps
were identified that were common to the protein sequences of ChpA with a large
truncation. Seven of the identified gaps occurred between functional domains of
ChpA. Four gaps occurred within functional domains. The largest of these gaps
removed the entire Hpt6 domain. This gap occurs in all ChpA proteins with a large
truncation and all but one of these clusters is also missing the adaptation
modification system. Nitrosococcus oceanei is the only Chp-like cluster with a large
truncation in chpA that retains pilK and chpB. The ChpA truncation in N. oceanei is
very different to all other ChpA proteins aligned and is missing four phosphotransfer
domains. Further to this the PilJ homologue in this cluster also has a large truncation.
Due to these factors it was decided that Chp gene cluster from N. oceanei would be
omitted from the analysis. Therefore with this exception all aligned Chp gene clusters
with a large truncation of ChpA do not have an adaptation modification system
encoded within the cluster.













Figure 2.17. ClustalW alignments of PilJ from PAO1 with PilJ from genomes that are
missing their adaptation modification proteins PilK and ChpB. These include in order;
P. fluorescens PF5, P. fluorescens PfO-1, P. syringae phasecholata, P. syringae
tomato DC3000, P. syringae syringae, P. entomiphilia L48, P. putida K2440, P.
putida W619, P. putida GB1, P. putida F1, Nitrococcus oceanii. No consistent
differences were seen between the proteins and they were highly conserved between
genomes. ClustalW alignments were performed in MacVector (MacVector Inc.).





Table 2.8. Summary of ClustalW alignments of ChpA. Gaps common to truncated
ChpA were identified in ClustalW alignment of proteins from the top 20 clusters used
by DOOR to predict the PAO1 operon pilG-I. Gap sizes are given as the number of
amino acids missing when compared to ChpA from P. aeruginosa strains. A range of
the gap size is given where there are multiple gap sizes across the genomes aligned.
Alignments were performed in MacVector.

Gap

Function

Gap size
in aa

Truncated
ChpA

Functional
domain

Gap
1

N-terminus region homologous to FimL

1

+

+

Gap
2

Region between HPT2/3

28-34

+

-

Gap
3

Region between HPT2/3

5-7

+

-

Gap
4

Last residue of HPT 3

1

+

+

Gap
5

Region between SPT and HPT 4

11

+

-

Gap
6

Region just before HPT4

2-149

+

-

Gap
7

Region just before HPT5

16

+

-

Gap
8

HPT 6

171

+

+

Gap
9

CheA C-terminal domain (5 residues missing)

6

+

+

Gap
10

Region between CheA c-terminal regulatory
domain and the CheY-like domian

4

+

-

Gap
11

Region between CheA c-terminal regulatory
domain and the CheY-like domain

4

+

-







2.4. Discussion
2.4.1 The Chp gene cluster transcript
In this study RT-PCR analysis of the Chp gene cluster from PAO1 shows cotranscription of genes pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, pilK, chpA, chpB, chpC, chpD and chpE
(Figures 2.4-2.10). This is the first time that it has been experimentally demonstrated
that the Chp gene cluster is encoded in an operon.
The results obtained in this study differ from those results predicted by the
operon prediction programs DOOR and MicrobesOnline highlighting the hazards of
relying solely on prediction programs to determine co-transcription and operon
structure. However, in light of our results it is reassuring to know that both programs
DOOR and MicrobesOnline predicted operons for the Chp gene cluster. It is
important that operon prediction programs are used as a guide only to identify gene
clusters as potential operons since discrepancies between the predicted operons and
the experimentally defined operon were identified. All predictions should be manually
annotated and experimentally validated. A further benefit of the prediction programs
was to collate and compare similar operons to allow deeper analysis of the structure
of the Chp gene cluster.
2.4.2 Putative σ X, σ 54 and σ 22 promoters identified upstream of pilG
Multiple putative promoter binding sequences upstream of the Chp operon were
identified in this study. Considering the complexity of the Chp system and its
intersection with multiple systems in P. aeruginosa, it is likely that equally complex
regulation is required and that these prompter binding sites are functional.





The σX, σ54 and σ22 motifs that were identified upstream of the Chp gene
cluster could not be verified by RT-PCR.

RT-PCR results suggested that the

transcript started between 481bp and 1024bp upstream of the pilG start site. This
result suggests that the transcript start site is at a considerable distance from the pilG
start site. Further work needs to be done to determine the exact location of the
transcription start site. It has previously been demonstrated that sequence upstream
of the Chp operon can drive the transcription of a promoterless gene, lacZ, in βgalactosidase assays. Unfortunately the size of the region upstream of pilG used to
make the construct for the assays was not defined (Sonawane, et al. 2006).
The putative σ22 promoter binding site (Martin, et al. 1994; Wosniak, et al.
2003) was identified 654bp upstream of the pilG start site. Although distant from the
pilG start site and well inside gshB our results support this as a possible promoter
binding site. Interestingly fimS expression is controlled by σ22 (Wosniak, et al. 2003)
and it has recently been demonstrated that FimS and PilJ interact to mediate
regulation of surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015). The σX promoter binding
sequence was identified 224bp upstream of the pilG start site in the intergenic region
between gshB and pilG and is also likely to be a functional site. Several putative
alternative sigma factor RpoN/σ54 -like promoter sequences were identified however
transcriptional activator biding sites associated with RpoN-transcribed genes
(Ishimoto and Lory 1989; Ishimoto, et al. 1992; Jin, et al. 1994; Barrios, et al. 1999)
were not identified in this instance. However this does not exclude RpoN dependant
transcription since other RpoN dependent activators may be involved. The RpoN
transcription binding site for FleQ is not conserved and can occur either upstream or
downstream of the RpoN binding site (Jyot, et al. 2002). Therefore FleQ/RpoN
dependant transcription of the Chp operon is possible. RpoN dependant transcription





is involved in all levels of regulation of the flagella synthesis in P. aeruginosa
(Dasgupta, et al. 2003) and regulation of Tfp synthesis (Ishimoto, et al. 1992; Hobbs,
et al. 1993; Boyd, et al. 1994; Boyd and Lory 1996; Alm and Mattick 1997; Beatson,
et al. 2002a). Therefore the presence of these putative RpoN binding sequences
upstream of the Chp operon is not surprising.
Although other approaches to identify promoters driving transcription could
have been employed it is unlikely that methods such as primer extension or 5’ RACE
would be able to identify the presence of multiple promoters since they use a similar
method of detection to RT-PCR, where a specific primer is used to identify the
transcription start site. More traditional methods such as, primer extension, placing
the putative promoter region up stream of a promoter-less reporter gene and
mutagenesis of putative promoters would need to be employed to determine the
presence and strength of multiple promoters.
2.4.3 Putative terminators identified down stream of chpD and chpE
Putative terminator sequences were identified downstream of both chpD (by DOOR)
(Dam, et al. 2007; Brouwer, et al. 2008; Mao, et al. 2009) and chpE (Whitchurch, et
al. 2004). The terminator sequence down stream of chpD combined with the large
intergenic distance between chpD and chpE would have contributed to chpE being
excluded from the predicted Chp operon by the DOOR and MicrobesOnline
programs. This study shows that the transcript terminates after chpE suggesting that
either the terminator downstream of chpD is inactive or an antitermination
mechanism is present (Santigello and 2012). The latter scenario suggests that the
putative transporter ChpE is required under conditions not always consistent with





those of the rest of the operon and potentially increases the complexity of the Chp
system and its regulation.
2.4.4 The composition of the Chp gene cluster varies across multiple genomes
Bioinformatic analyses performed in this study show that the composition of genes in
the Chp gene cluster is highly conserved in P. aeruginosa strains but varies in other
Pseudomonas species and bacteria. This suggests that the presence of all ten genes
in the Chp gene cluster coincides with how close the organisms are related to P.
aeruginosa and suggests a particular function for these genes. Deeper bioinformatics
work on the gene cluster may help elucidate this in the future. chpD and chpE appear
to occur only in P. aeruginosa suggesting a specific function for these gene products
in this organism. Invariably, among other Pseudomonas species and other bacteria
analyzed, when chpB and pilK are absent chpA has a large truncation. chpB and pilK
encode homologues of the adaptation modification system in E. coli. Adaptation
modification systems reset the MCP to a prestimulis condition by mediating
methylation levels and are essential for efficient chemosensing and chemotaxis
(Baker, et al. 2006a). In the proposed model for the Chp system PilK, the
methyltransferase, is thought to methylate PilJ whereas ChpB, the methylesterase, is
thought to demethylate PilJ and this rate of demethylation is increased when ChpB is
phosphorylated by ChpA (Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
Analysis of ClustalW alignments of PilJ in PAO1 with PilJ in other
Pseudomonas species, where the adaptation modification system was absent, did
not reveal obvious differences. However methylation sites in this class of protein are
not conserved and have not been defined for PilJ (Alexander, et al. 2007) so a
comparison of methylation sites between these proteins could not be undertaken.





Therefore it is possible that there is a difference in the position or sequence of the
methylation site that was not revealed in the ClustalW alignment and this could be
investigated by deeper bioinformatic and mutational analysis.
In the Chp system homologues where the adaptation modification system is
absent, adaptation modification will necessarily be performed by methylesterase/s
and methyltransfersase/s from other chemosensory systems. Therefore it is also
possible that other adaptation modification systems are modifying methylation of PilJ
when PilK and ChpB are present. This potentially increases the complexity of
interactions that the Chp system has with other systems. Methylation of MCPs by
other systems is known as adaptational assistance and is well characterized in E.coli.
It is specifically seen in low abundance MCPs lacking the pentapeptide tether to
which CheR (methyltransferase) would bind. In E. coli this tether allows for precise
adaptation response and it is thought that those MCPs that possess the pentapeptide
tether assist those that do not have it (Engstrom and Hazelbauer 1980; Ames, et al.
2002; Sourjik and Berg 2004; Li and Hazelbauer 2005a; Alexander, et al. 2007;
Hazelbauer, et al. 2008). PilJ is predicted to lack a pentapeptide tether further
supporting the likely hood that this MCP is interacting with the adaptation
modification system of other chemosensory systems to attain precise adaptation
(Alexander, et al. 2007).
It is of great interest that the loss of the adaptation modification system
coincides with the loss of the Hpt6 domain from ChpA in strains other than P.
aeruginosa. It is possible, in P. aeruginosa, that Hpt6 domain of ChpA is activating
ChpB by phosphorylation thus mediating adaptation modification of PilJ. This
suggests that there may be a specific function for Hpt6 that requires tight control and
is mediated specifically by the Chp adaptation modification system PilK and ChpB.





The only study to look at the effect of mutagenesis of the phosphotransfer domains of
ChpA in P. aeruginosa did not characterize Hpt6 so a function cannot be attributed it.
The other phosphotransfer domains characterized were involved in either twitching
motility (Hpt2, Hpt3 and the CheY domain) or Tfp mediated swarming motility (Hpt2,
Hpt3, Hpt5, Spt and the CheY domain) (Leech, et al. 2006). Therefore further
characterization needs to be performed to determine the specific functions of Hpt6,
PilK and ChpB. It would be very interesting to perform complementation studies
within a ChpA deletion mutant in a P. aeruginosa strain using the intact shorter ChpA
from other Pseudomonas species. Performing multiple assays including cytotoxicity
assays, motility assays, measuring surface attachment, surface virulence and the
affect on cAMP levels would reveal how these proteins differ. This may help elucidate
the specific function of the Hpt6 domain and identify novel functions in both forms of
the protein.
2.4.5 Concluding remarks
This study has demonstrated that the Chp gene cluster is encoded in an operon
including all ten genes, pilG-chpE. The Chp operon is also predicted to have
complexity in its regulation as suggested by the multiple putative promoter binding
sites present in the region directly upstream and terminator sequences after both
chpD and chpE. This is unsurprising given recent studies showing epistatic regulation
of genes by the Chp system (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). Conservation in
the structure of the Chp operon as well as ChpA in P. aeruginosa also suggests that
the Chp system, through the Hpt6 domain of ChpA and the adaptation modification
system, has a specific function in P. aeruginosa.





Chapter 3



Analysis of the role of ChpC and putative interactors of the
Chp system in mediating enhanced twitching motility to
environmental stimuli





3.1 Introduction
The Chp gene cluster encodes two adaptor proteins, ChpC and PilI (Darzins 1994;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Adaptor proteins link the MCP to the central histidine
kinase, are required for formation of the chemosensory complex and therefore
essential for signal transduction (Maddock, et al. 1993; Martin, et al. 2001;
Wadhams, et al. 2005). Mutants in chpC and pilI behave very differently in
subsurface stab assays used to measure twitching motility phenotypes - twitching
motility in the pilI mutant was abolished whereas twitching motility in the chpC mutant
was close to wild type (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). These contrasting
phenotypes suggest that ChpC and PilI are mediating different responses and
suggests that the two adaptor proteins are linking one or more unknown MCPs to
ChpA (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
At the time of this study it was not known that Chp system was sensing and
responding to a mechanical cue mediating surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015) and
therefore this environmental cue was not investigated. However, given the complexity
of the system it is likely that it is mediating a multifaceted response to environmental
signal/s. Therefore it is important to continue to identify what the Chp system is
responding to and since twitching motility in the pilI mutant was abolished no further
work with this mutant was performed in this study. The chpC mutant (this study,
section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), however, was tested to determine if it was mediating
twitching motility to specific substrates. Previously P. aeruginosa strain K (PAK) was
shown to have an enhanced twitching motility phenotype in the presence of tryptone,
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and mucin (Huang, et al. 2003). In the case of tryptone,
which is an enzymatic digestion of casein (Hansen and Levin 1975; Custer and
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Hansen

1983),

this

implicates

the

involvement

of

small

peptide

chemosensing/chemotaxis and informs a proposed expansion of the current model
for twitching motility chemotaxis in P. aeruginosa (Figure 3.1). Peptide chemotaxis is
not well described in P. aeruginosa however it has been demonstrated, in swimming
motility assays, that PAO1 responds to a variety of peptides including di- tri- and
oligo-peptides (Kelly-Wintenberg, et al. 1994). Although the mechanism of this
chemotaxis has not been fully elucidated, a gene cluster containing all necessary
components for peptide transport has been identified and includes four DppA
homologues (Kiely, et al. 2008) (discussed later). It was not known at the time of this
study that the DppBCDF along with the SBPs DppA1, DppA2, DppA3, DppA4 and
DppA5 were mediating transport of dipeptides and tripeptides in P. aeruginosa,
including the antimicrobial tripeptide phaseolotoxin (Pletzer, et al. 2014). The
implications of this will be discussed later.
To further characterise the Chp system and the role of ChpC in twitching
motility, subsurface stab assays were performed using tryptone, BSA and mucin. The
chpC mutant was found to have a defect in response to all three substrates. To gain
insight into the mechanism driving the enhanced twitching phenotype in response to
tryptone, mutants in genes encoding putative MCPs and DppA homologues were
assayed. These mutants were sourced from an ordered, non redundant library of
PA14 transposon insertion mutants (the PA14NR set) (Liberati, et al. 2006).
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Figure 3.1 Proposed expansion of the current model for twitching motility chemotaxis
for the Chp System A. ChpC is linking an unknown MCP to ChpA to mediate peptide
chemotaxis. Peptides (small squares) cross the outer membrane into the periplasm,
are bound by a solute binding protein (DppA homologue) and presented to the MCP.
Upon binding to the MCP the DppA-peptide complex initiates the signal cascade that
mediates an enhanced twitching phenotype to peptides. B The second model shows
PilI linking PilJ to ChpA to mediate Tfp mediated chemotaxis. Here we see the
substrate (small squares) interacting directly with PilJ to initiate the signal cascade
that mediates chemotaxis. However PilJ may also be interacting with complexed
substrates.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Bacterial Strains and Plasmids
E. coli DH5α was used for all genetic manipulations and preparation of DNA for
sequencing. E. coli strain S17-1 was used as the donor strain in conjugation. E. coli
strains were grown in Luria Bertani (LB) broth (0.5% yeast extract, 1% tryptone, 1%
NaCl (Oxoid)) or on LB solidified with 1.5% agar (Oxoid), with or without selection
using antibiotics in the following concentrations ampicillin 50μg/ml, tetracycline
5μg/ml. All P. aeruginosa strains were grown in LB broth or on LB agar with or
without selection using antibiotics in the following concentrations carbenicillin
250μg/ml, tetracycline 200μg/ml (Sigma-Aldrich). P. aeruginosa was also grown on
Vogel-Bonner media (VBM) (Gibco) (used according to manufacturer’s instructions)
with tetracycline (200μg/ml) in large petri dishes (150mm x 50mm) (Sigma-Aldrich).
Counter selection and curing of pFlp2 was achieved on LB agar using 5% sucrose
(Sigma-Aldrich). See Table 3.1 for strains used in this study.
3.2.2 Subsurface stab assays
Subsurface stab assays were performed in 1% agar plates in media specifically
designed for each strain. The media used for PAO1 and PAK were YES* (0.5% yeast
extract, 0.25% NaCl and 1% agar) and YEST* (0.5% yeast extract, 0.25% NaCl, 3%
tryptone and 1% agar). Media used for PA14 was YES (0.5% yeast extract, 0.5%
NaCl and 1% agar) and YEST (0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl, 3% tryptone and 1%
agar). Media used for PA103 were YE (0.5% yeast extract and 1% agar) and YET
(0.5% yeast extract, 3% tryptone and 1% agar). Antibiotic selection (carbenicillin
250μg/ml) was used only for complemented strains. Stab assays were performed by
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Table 3.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study.
Strain or Plasmid

Relevant description

Source or reference

recA, endA1, gyrA96, hsdR17, thi-1,

Laboratory collection

Strains
E. coli
DH5α

supE44, relA1, φ80, dlacZΔM15
S17-1

thi pro hsdR recA chr::RP4-2

(Simon, et al. 1986)

Wild type P. aeruginosa strain ATTC 15692

American Type

P. aeruginosa
PAO1

Culture Collection
(Holloway, et al.
1986)
PA14

Wild type clinical isolate of P. aeruginosa

(Rahme, et al. 1995)

PAK

Wild type strain of P. aeruginosa

D. Bradley, Memorial
University of
Newfoundlands, St
Johns, Canada

PA103

Wild type cytotoxic P.aeruginosa strain

(Liu 1966)

PADM29

pCDEL in E. coli S17-1

This study

PADM150

PAO1ΔchpC::TcR

This study

PADM171

PAO1ΔchpC

This study

PADM242

PA14ΔchpC::TcR

This study

PADM245

PA14ΔchpC

This study

PADM269

PAKΔchpC::TcR

This study

PADM266

PAKΔchpC

This study

PADM260

PA103ΔchpC::TcR

This study

PADM263

PA103ΔchpC

This study

List of mutants from the PA14 non-redundant transposon
mutant library used in this study
PA Number

Gene name if known

MCP homologues
PA14_05360::MrTn

PA14pilJ::MrTn

PA14_16430::MrTn

PA14wspA::MrTn

PA14_56000::MrTn

PA14pctA::MrTn
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(Liberati, etal., 2006)

PA14_56010::MrTn

PA14pctB::MrTn

PA14_55960::MrTn

PA14pctC::MrTn

PA14_29800::MrTn
PA14_46030::MrTn

PA14bdlA::MrTn

PA14_64060::MrTn

PA14ctpL::MrTn

PA14_31400::MrTn

PA14ctpH::MrTn

PA14_44300::MrTn

PA14aer::MrTn

PA14_02220::MrTn

PA14aer-2::MrTn

PA14_39560::MrTn

PA14mcpS::MrTn

PA14_02270::MrTn

PA14mcpA::MrTn

PA14_61300::MrTn
PA14_64920::MrTn
PA14_58650::MrTn
PA14_29760::MrTn
PA14_43220::MrTn
PA14_55750::MrTn
PA14_28050::MrTn
PA14_43710::MrTn
PA14_30820::MrTn
PA14_48030::MrTn
PA14_27000::MrTn
DppA
homologues
PA14_58350::MrTn

PA14dppA1::MrTn

PA14_58360::MrTn

PA14dppA2::MrTn

PA14_58390::MrTn

PA14dppA3::MrTn

PA14_58420::MrTn

PA14dppA4::MrTn

PA14_70200::MrTn
PA14_58440::MrTn
PA14_41110::MrTn
Plasmids
pOK12

KanR; E. coli cloning vector.

(Vieira and Messing
1991)

pRIC380

AmpR; P. aeruginosa suicide vector.

(Alm and Mattick
1996b)
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pUKPSK

AmpR; E. coli-P. aeruginosa shuttle vector

(Watson, et al. 1996)

pFlp2

AmpR; encodes FLP recombinase and

(Hoang, et al. 1998)

sacB.
pGemT easy

AmpR; E. coli cloning vector.

pPS854

AmpR; frt sites flanking the MCS

pLM1

AmpR, TcR; pPS854 with the tetracycline

Promega
Laboratory collection

resistance gene from EzTn5 inserted into
the EcoRV site.
pUCPchpC

AmpR; A 740bp PCR amplicon containing

This study

chpC inserted into pUCPSK against Plac
pGemCLF

AmpR; A 1149bp PCR amplicon from the 5’

This study

end of chpC (CLF) and inserted into
pGEMTeasy
pGemCRF

AmpR; A 1238bp fragment PCR amplicon

This study

from the 3’ end of chpC (CRF) and inserted
into pGEMTeasy
pCRFV

KanR; BamHI-KpnI fragment from

This study

pGEMCRF inserted into pOK12
pOKCDEL

Kan, TcR; The concatamerized fragment

This study

including the BglII-KpnI fragment from
pGEMCLF and the 1638bp KpnI fragment
from pLM1 with a frt flanked TcR cassette,
inserted into the KpnI and BamHI sites of
pCRFV fragment;
pCDEL

AmpR, TcR; A 4008bp SpeI fragment from
pOKCDEL containing the chpC deletion
construct inserted into the SpeI site in
pRIC380 against sacB.
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This study

Table 3.2. Primer list
Primer

Sequence

Position

Product
size

1085bp upstream
of the chpC start
codon

1149bp

AGATCTGCAAGCCTTACCAGGAAACCG

chpC-LFF

chpCLFR

GGTACCTTGGCTGGGGTGTTCCG

52bp downstream
of the chpC start
codon

chpCRFF

GGTACCGGACATCGGCGGCGAAAC

79bp upstream of
the chpC stop
codon

chpCRFR

GGATCCCCGCACCTGCTCGTAGCC

1147bp
downstream of the
chpC stop codon

ChpCF

TACAGCAGTTTCAATGCCAGCCCC

89bp upstream of
chpC start site

ChpCR

CAGACATCTTCCAATCCGCAGAG

144bp
downstream of
chpC stop codon

1238

740bp

stab inoculating the centre of each plate with a small amount of an overnight plate
culture using 200μl pipette tips. Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C. Twitching
motility mediated colony expansion at the agar/petri dish interface was examined.
Two diameters of each zone were measured and used to calculate the area of the
zone.
3.2.3 DNA manipulation
Restriction digests and ligations were performed using NEB restriction enzymes and
NEB ligase (Beverly MA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids were
isolated using Qiagen miniprep columns (Qiagen GmbH Germany) according to
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manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic DNA was isolated using MasterPure DNA
purification kit (Epicentre Technologies US) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Gel purification of DNA fragments was performed using the DNA gel cleanup kit
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
PCR reactions to amplify DNA for cloning were performed using Failsafe PCR
with buffer G (Epicentre Technologies US) according to manufacturer’s instructions
and the following PCR cycle was used: 30 cycles of 94°C for 1min, 58-63°C for 1
min, 72°C for 1min 20s). Colony PCR was performed on patched cultures. Template
was prepared by diluting a portion of each colony in 100μl of ddH20. PCR was
performed using Roche Standard Taq Polymerase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH). The
following was added to a 200μl PCR tube 33.75μl of ddH2O, 5μl of 10x standard Taq
buffer (Roche), 5μl of DMSO (Thermal Scientific), 2μl of template, 2μl of 10mM
dNTPs (NEB), 1μl of the forward primer and 1μl of the reverse primer and 0.25μl of
Taq polymerase (Roche). The PCR cycle was run at 94°C for 2 minutes followed by
30 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute, 65°C for 1 minute and 72°C for 1-2 minutes with a
final extension reaction of 72°C for 7 minutes. PCRs were performed on an
Eppendorf Mastercycler ep Gradient S. PCR fragments were visualized on 0.7-1%
agarose gels. Where appropriate PCR fragments were purified using Qiagen PCR
purification kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. Primers used (Table 3.2)
were designed using MacVector and synthesized by Micromon (Monash University
Clayton Victoria Australia). All fragments that were amplified by PCR were inserted
into pGEMTeasy (Promega) and sequenced (Micromon, Monash University Clayton
Victoria Australia) before being used in subsequent cloning steps.
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3.2.4 Allelic exchange
Conjugation was performed using the following method. Donor and recipient strains
were grown overnight in LB broth (using selection where appropriate). The overnight
broths were used to inoculate fresh LB broths and grown for 6-8hrs with no selection.
Spread plates of each recipient and donor strain were prepared using antibiotic
selection where appropriate. The strains were incubated in a humidified environment
overnight; the donor strains at 37°C and the recipient strains at 42°C. Recipient
strains are incubated at 42°C to suppress the restriction system in P. aeruginosa.
One plate each of donor and recipient were harvested using a sterile plastic loop and
mixed together on a fresh LB agar plate with no selection. This mating mixture was
incubated in a humidified environment at 37°C overnight, suspended in 5ml LB broth
with no selection, and incubated at 37°C, shaking at 250rpm for 1-4hrs. In order to
select against the growth of the E. coli donor strain, 500µl of the mating mixture was
spread onto Vogues Bonner media, (VBM) (Sigma-Aldrich) containing tetracycline
(200μg/ml) in large petri dishes. These were incubated overnight at 37°C under
humidified conditions. Several colonies were picked, inoculated into 5ml LB and
diluted 10-1 to 10-3. Counter selection was achieved by spread plating 500µl of culture
from dilutions 100 to 10-3 onto large petri dishes of LB agar containing 5% sucrose
and tetracycline (200µg/ml). Plates were incubated overnight at 30°C in a humidified
environment. Colonies were screened for tetracycline resistance and carbenicillin
sensitivity and colonies with this profile were confirmed by PCR using primer pair
ChpCF and ChpCR that bound outside the deleted region.
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3.2.5 Statistical analyses and Graphing
Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA and Sidaks multiple
comparison test in GraphPad Prism 6.0d for Max OS X, GraphPad software.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Generation of the chpC deletion construct
The chpC mutant construct was designed to give an in-frame unmarked deletion
mutant. chpC mutants were made in P. aeruginosa strains PAO1, PA14, PAK and
PA103. The chpC mutants were made by allelic exchange recombination followed by
FRT-mediated deletion of the resistance cassette using previously published
methods (Hoang, et al. 1998; Choi and Schweizer 2005; Whitchurch, et al. 2005).
To make the chpC deletion construct, primers were designed to amplify 1kb of
sequence on both the 5’ flank of chpC (CLF) and the 3’ flank of chpC (CRF) (Figure
3.2A and B). The fragment CRF was amplified by PCR with primer pair chpCRFF
and chpCRFR from PAO1 genomic DNA and inserted into pOK12 resulting in the
construct pCRFV. The plasmid was confirmed by restriction digest using KpnI and
BamHI (Figure 3.2A). A tetracycline cassette flanked by frt sites (TcRFrt) was
isolated from pLM1 by digestion with KpnI. The fragment CLF was amplified by PCR
with primer pair chpCLFF and chpCLFR from PAO1 genomic DNA (Figure 3.2B). The
TcRFrt and CLF fragments were concatamerized by ligation and subsequently
digested with BglII and KpnI ready for insertion into pCRFV (Figure 3.2C). Since
digestion with KpnI would remove the TcrFrt fragment from the concatomer 90% less
KpnI than BglII was used in the digestion reaction. The concatomerized CLF and
TcRFrt fragment was inserted into pCRFV (Figure 3.2C) to make pOKCDEL (Figure
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Figure 3.2. The ChpC deletion construct. A. pCRV construction. CRF was inserted
into pOK12 and confirmed by restriction digest using KpnI and BamHI. B. CLF and
TcRFrt are concatomerized and prepared for insertion into the vector pCRFV by
restriction digest using BglII and KpnI. Grey arrow shows smaller fragments. C.
pOKCDEL construction. The concatomerized fragment was inserted into pCRFV.
Arrow shows smaller fragments. D. pOKCDEL was confirmed by restriction digest
using KpnI. E. pCDEL construction. The deletion fragment was sub-cloned into the
SpeI site of pRIC380. The construct was confirmed by restriction digest using SpeI.
Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder are indicated adjacent to agarose gel images. In
some instances only relevant sizes are included to preserve clarity in the image.
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3.2D). The tetracycline cassette was therefore situated between the CLF and CRF
fragments. The construct was confirmed by digestion with KpnI (Figure 3.2B). The
deletion construct fragment was then sub-cloned from pOKCDEL into the unique
restriction site SpeI of the suicide vector pRIC380 (Alm, et al. 1996b) to make
pCDEL. This construct was confirmed by restriction digest (Figure 3.2E).
3.3.2 Generation of the chpC deletion mutants by allelic exchange
pCDEL was transferred by conjugation into the following wild type strains; PAO1,
PA14, PAK and PA103. pCDEL integrated into the target site to delete chpC (Figure
3.3A). This event was selected for using tetracycline resistance and confirmed by
PCR (Figure 3.3A).
The tetracycline cartridge was excised by means of the frt sites flanking it
(Figure 3.3B). pFlp2 encoding the Flp recombinase was electroporated into the
strains (Choi, et al. 2006) and selected for on LB agar containing carbenicillin at
250μg/ml. Strains were incubated at 30ºC overnight. Colonies were screened for
sensitivity to tetracycline and resistance to carbenicillin. The plasmid pFlp2 was
cured by plating onto LB agar with 5% sucrose. Sucrose resistant colonies were
screened for sensitivity to both carbenicillin and tetracycline and loss of the
tetracycline cartridge was confirmed by PCR using primers ChpCF and ChpCR
(Figure 3.3B). Unmarked deletion mutants were made in PAO1, PA14, PAK and
PA103 for subsequent study.
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Figure 3.3. Constructing marked and unmarked mutants in chpC. A. Marked chpC
mutant. The suicide vector pCDEL was used to delete chpC by homologous
recombination. The marked mutant was confirmed by PCR using primers flanking
chpC (ChpCF and ChpCR) showing an expected size increase from 0.7kb for the
intact gene to approximately 2kb. B. Unmarked chpC mutants were made by excision
of the antibiotic cartridge by Flp recombinase. Unmarked deletion mutants were
confirmed by PCR using primers ChpCF and ChpCR. Removal of the tetracycline
cartridge reduced the expected product size to approximately 0.5kb for unmarked
mutants. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder are indicated adjacent to agarose gel
images. Only relevant sizes are included in the above images to preserve clarity in
the image.
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3.3.3 Construction of the chpC complementation plasmid
The complementing plasmid was constructed by amplification of a 740bp fragment
using primer pair ChpCF and ChpCR. This fragment was then inserted into pUCPSK
using the EcoRI restriction enzyme site and sequenced to confirm no errors occurred
during the PCR of the fragment (Micromon Monash University Clayton Victoria
Australia).
3.3.4 Identifying media to be used for sub-surface stab assays
In preliminary experiments it was identified that the base medium used by Huang, et
al., (2003) to determine the affects of tryptone mucin and BSA on twitching motility
did not produce reliable twitching phenotypes for our strains. Therefore alternative
base media were developed. These media needed to produce a small but
measurable twitching motility zone so that when tryptone, BSA or mucin were added
a clear twitching motility phenotype could be assessed. Subsurface stab assays were
performed for PAO1, PA14, PAK and PA103. Media conditions were also optimised
to identify ideal conditions for each strain.
The media tested were all variations of LB and initial experiments were
performed using subsurface stab assays in the presence and absence of tryptone
only (Figure 3.4A). The media YE and YET (no NaCl) (Table 3.3) showed stability
between strains and an enhanced twitching phenotype in the presence of tryptone for
PAO1, PAK and PA103. However twitching zones in the presence of tryptone were
small for PA14. The media YES and YEST (0.5% NaCl) (Table 3.3) showed an
increase in the size and consistency of twitching zones in the presence of tryptone
for all strains except PA103. PA103 had much smaller twitching zones in
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and YESX2 to YESTX2 for all strains).
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0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01 using One-way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test, compared; YE to YET, YES to YEST

PA14. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in triplicate and representative of 3 independent experiments (**** P <

(0.25% NaCl) for all strains. C. Subsurface stab assays comparing YES and YEST (0.5% NaCl) to YESx2 and YESTx2 (1% NaCl) for

consistent phenotype in subsurface assays. B. Subsurface stab assays comparing YE and YET (no NaCl) to YES* and YEST*

Figure 3.4. Optimising media conditions in subsurface stab assays for PAO1, PA14, PAK and PA103. A. Identifying a medium with

Table 3.3. The base media used in subsurface stab assays for each strain.
Strain

Base media

Components

PAO1

YES*

0.5% yeast extract, 0.25% NaCl and 1% agar

PAK

YEST*

YES* with 3% tryptone

PA14

YES

0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl and 1% agar

YEST

YES with 3% tryptone

YE

0.5% yeast extract, 1% agar

YET

YE with 3% tryptone

PA103

this media and the addition of NaCl suppressed twitching motility when compared to
YET (Figure 3.4A and B). It was discovered that the NaCl concentration of the media
affected the size and consistency of twitching zones for all strains. Furthermore the
optimal NaCl concentration, to ensure effective measurement of the enhanced
twitching motility phenotype in response to tryptone, varied between strains. Higher
NaCl levels seemed to reduce the size of twitching zones for PAO1 and PAK in YES
and YEST media when compared to YES* and YEST* (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4B).
In subsequent assays both PAO1 and PAK also showed more consistency in YEST*.
Further testing of PA14 twitching motility was performed in order to determine the
effect of increasing the NaCl content. The NaCl content was doubled to 1%, which
did not appear to affect the consistency of twitching zone size but slightly reduced the
size of the twitching zones (Figure 3.4C). A summary of the media used for each
strain is listed in Table 3.3.
Although twitching motility was affected by different NaCl concentrations in the
media it is clear that the enhanced twitching response was due to tryptone as very
little twitching was seen in the base media with no tryptone when the NaCl
concentration was adjusted. Therefore the media used for PA103 was YE and YET
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(Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4A and B). Media used for PAO1 and PAK were YES* and
YEST* (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4B). Media used for PA14 was YES and YEST
(Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4A-C).
3.3.5 ChpC is responsible for twitching chemotaxis toward tryptone, mucin and
BSA
Phenotypic variation is well documented for different strains of P. aeruginosa so it
was important to determine if the reported enhanced twitching motility in the
presence of tryptone, BSA and mucin (Huang, et al. 2003) was strain specific and to
identify it ChpC was associated with the enhanced twitching motility response to
these compounds. To this end subsurface stab assays were performed for strains
PAO1, PA14, PAK and PA103 as well as their isogenic chpC mutant counterparts
(Figure 3.5). Enhanced twitching motility is seen in response to tryptone, BSA and
mucin for PAO1, PA14, PAK and PA103 when compared to twitching motility on base
media (BM). The response to tryptone, BSA and mucin was significantly reduced in
isogenic chpC mutants for all four strains when compared to their respective wild type
strains (Figure 3.5). These observations suggest that the enhanced twitching motility
phenotypes seen in the presence of tryptone, BSA and mucin are conserved across
several strains of P. aeruginosa and that ChpC is involved in mediating at least some
of the response to these compounds.
From this point the investigation was confined to the enhanced twitching motility
response to tryptone as the scope of the project was broadening and we wanted to
focus on one substrate source. Further investigation of ChpC and peptide
chemosensing/chemotaxis was pursued since tryptone is an enzymatic digestion of
the protein casein that contains a complex mix of peptides and amino acids
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only, either tryptone, BSA or mucin).
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themselves on base media, where as the asterisk placed high above the bar compared the mutant to wild type on enriched media

multiple comparison tests. Asterisks close to the bar compared strains on enriched media, either tryptone, BSA or mucin to

triplicate and representative of at least 3 independent experiments (****P <0.0001; ***P <0.001 using One way ANOVA with Sidaks

and mucin for chpC mutants when compared to wild type for all four strains. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in

base media (BM), except for PA14ΔchpC on tryptone and BSA. Twitching motility is significantly reduced in response to tryptone, BSA

mutants. Enhanced twitching motility is seen in response to tryptone, BSA and mucin for all strains when compared to themselves on

Figure 3.5. Twitching motility in response to tryptone, BSA and mucin for PAO1, PA14, PAK and PA103 and their isogenic chpC

(Hansen, et al. 1975; Custer, et al. 1983). To confirm that chpC is responsible for the
twitching motility defect in response to tryptone, complementation studies were
carried out. Wild type and chpC mutant strains were transformed with either
pUCPchpC or the empty vector pUCPSK. In subsurface stab assays the defective
twitching motility phenotype in response to tryptone was complemented back to wild
type levels when intact chpC was supplied in trans for PAO1ΔchpC, PA14ΔchpC,
PAKΔchpC and PA103ΔchpC (Figure 3.6). However, results for PA103 strains were
inconsistent and at variance with the results observed previously (Figure 3.5).
PA103ΔchpC/pUCPSK and PA103ΔchpC/pUCPchpC appeared to have the expected
phenotype i.e. a reduction in twitching motility for the mutant and restoration of
twitching motility in the complemented mutant in tryptone rich media. However
twitching motility in both PA103/pUCPSK and PA103ΔchpC/pUCPSK seemed to be
suppressed in the presence of tryptone (Figure 3.6). This may be due to a problem
with the PA103 strain used in these assays.
It appears that the presence of the plasmid in PAO1/pUCPchpC has a
significant reduction in twitching motility when compared to PAO1/pUCPSK. This
suggests that increased transcription or translation of chpC affects the twitching
motility phenotype in response to tryptone and that tight regulation of chpC is
required in this strain.
This

investigation

was

narrowed

further

by

performing

subsequent

experiments using strains PA14 and PAO1. PA14 and PAO1 were chosen as both of
these strains were sequenced and had produced consistent results in subsurface
stab assays.
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Figure 3.6 Complementation of the chpC mutants in subsurface stab assays. The
twitching motility defect in response to tryptone for chpC mutants can be
complemented back to wild type levels for all strains when chpC is supplied in trans.
Mutant strains carrying the empty vector retained a significant defect in response to
tryptone when compared to wild type carrying the empty vector. Twitching motility
seemed to be suppressed in PA103/pUKPSK and PA103/pUKPChpC in the presence
of

tryptone.

Therefore

PA103ΔchpC/pUKPSK

was

compared

to

PA103ΔchpC/pUCPChpC for this strain and a complementation effect can be seen.
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in triplicate and representative of
at least 3 independent experiments (****P<0.0001, ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.1,
using One way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test. Asterisks close to the
bar compared strains on tryptone rich media to themselves on base media where as
the asterisks placed high above the bar compared all strains, to their respective wild
type/pUCPSK , on tryptone rich media only).
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3.3.6 Identification of MCPs that mediate twitching chemotaxis toward tryptone
The PA14NR mutant library was used to identify the MCPs responding to tryptone.
This library was generated using the transposon Mar2xT7 and has 77% coverage of
the PA14 genome with one and sometimes two independent insertions available per
gene (Liberati, et al. 2006). Insertion mutants were available for 23 out of the 26
MCPs present in the PA14 genome (Table 3.4). Mutants were tested by subsurface
stab assays in the presence and absence of tryptone. Several mutants were
identified that showed a significant reduction in twitching motility in response to
tryptone when compared to PA14 and include mutants in; PA14_58650,
PA14_29760, PA14_39560 (mcpS), PA14_56000 (pctA), PA14_05360 (pilJ),
PA14_43220 (Aer2), PA14_55750, PA14_28050, PA14_02220, PA14_31400 (ctpH),
PA14_55960 (PctC) and PA14_48030 (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.7). Further
investigation of the pilJ mutant could not be performed as there is a severe,
generalised twitching defect in this mutant which is consistent with previous reports
for pilJ mutants in PAO1 and PAK (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
To determine if the differences in twitching motility were specific to tryptone or
reflected a more generalized defect in twitching motility, the data from the subsurface
stab assays were normalised using the twitching zones for each strain on YES as
100% (Figure 3.8). The normalized data shows that the twitching zones for
PA14_48030,

PA14_55960,

PA14_55750,

PA14_29760,

PA14_39560

and

PA14_58650 are the equivalent to wild type when the proportion of twitching on YES
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Table 3.4. The 26 MCPs of P. aeruginosa. PA14 gene numbers are listed along with
available mutants for these genes in the PA14NR and (Liberati etal., 2008).
PA14
Number

Mutant
Available

MCP
Name

Senses

Action

PA14_05360

Yes

PilJ

Phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE)

Twitching
motility

(Guvener, et al.
2006; O'Connor, et
al. 2012)

Unknown

Colony
morphology, cell
aggregation,
pellicle formation
and biofilm
formation,
surface sensing
Swimming
motility

(Taguchi, et al.
1997; Sampedro,
et al. 2015a)
(Shitashiro, et al.
2005)
(Shitashiro, et al.
2005)

7 L-amino acids

Swimming
motility
Swimming
motility
Swimming
motility

Tetrachloroethelyne

Swimming
motility

(Shitashiro, et al.
2005)

2 amino acids
(His, Pro),

Swimming
motility

(Taguchi, et al.
1997)

PA14_16430

PA14_56000

PA14_56010

PA14_55960

PA14_29800

PA14_46030

PA14_64060

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WspA

PctA

PctB

PctC

Yes

Yes

Yes

BdlA

CtpL

PA14_31400

Yes

CtpH

PA14_44300

Yes

Aer
(TplC)

18 L- amino
acids,
isodesmiosine
Tetrachloroethelyne
Tetrachloroethelyne

Malate

Swimming
motility

Succinate,
glutamate,
heavy metals

Swimming
motility
Biofilm
dispersion

Inorganic
phosphate at
low
concentrations
Inorganic
phosphate at
high
concentrations
Oxygen,
Phosphate and
peptone
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Reference
(Kearns, et al.
2001; Whitchurch,
et al. 2004)

(Taguchi, et al.
1997)

(Alvarez-Ortega,
et al. 2007)

(Morgan, et al.
2006)

(Wu, et al. 2000)

Swimming
motility
(Wu, et al. 2000)

Swimming
motility
Aerotaxis,
swimming
motility

(Hong, et al.
2004a; Hong, et
al. 2004b)

Table 3.4 continued
PA14
Number

PA14_02220

Mutant
MCP
Available Name

Yes

Aer-2
/TplG
/McpB

PA14_39560 Yes

McpS
(soluble)

PA14_02270 No

McpA/CttP

PA14_61300 Yes
PA14_64920 Yes
PA14_58650 Yes
PA14_29760 Yes
PA14_43220
PA14_55750
PA14_28050
PA14_43710

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

PA14_30820 Yes
PA14_48030
PA14_27000
PA14_67010
PA14_26280

Yes
Yes
No
No

Reference

Senses

Action

Oxygen,
phosphate,
peptone,
environmental
stress.

Aerotaxis,
swimming
motility,
general role
in
chemotaxis
Swimming
motility,
role in polar
localization
of
chemotaxis
proteins.

(Hong, et al.
2004a; Hong, et
al. 2004b)

Swimming
motility

(Ferrandez, et al.
2002; Kim, et al.
2006)

Swimming
motility

(Kim, et al. 2007)

Light, oxygen,
Redox

Chloroethelenes,
Magnesium

(Bardy, et al.
2005)

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
TlpQ

Ethylene
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Figure 3.7. Twitching motility in response to tryptone for MCPs from the PA14
transposon library. Significant differences in twitching motility are seen in
response to tryptone when compared to PA14 on tryptone rich media for
PA14_58650 PA14_29760, PA14_39560 (mcpS), PA14_56000 (pctA),
PA14_05360 (pilJ), PA14_43220 (Aer2), PA14_55750, PA14_28050,
PA14_02220, PA14_31400 (ctpH), PA14_55960 (PctC), PA14_48030 and
the control PA14ΔchpC. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed
in triplicate and representative of at least 2 independent experiments
(****P<0.0001, ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.1, using One way ANOVA with
Sidaks multiple comparison test. Asterisks close to the bar compared
strains on tryptone rich media to themselves on base media where as
asterisks placed high above the bar compared all strains to PA14 on
tryptone rich media only).
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Figure 3.8. Normalized data for MCP mutants with a significant twitching motility defect
in response to tryptone when compared to PA14. When the data was normalized the
following strains had a significant difference from PA14; PA14_02220, PA14_28050,
PA14_43220, PA14_56000, PA14_31400 and the control PA14ΔchpC. All other strains
had a general reduction in twitching motility that was not significantly different from
PA14. (****P<0.0001 using One way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test
compared all strains to PA14 on tryptone rich media only).
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is compared to that of YEST (Figure 3.8). This suggests that the twitching motility
differences in these mutants are due to other factors and are not specific to the
response to tryptone. These strains were not characterised any further.
The normalized data also shows that the twitching zones for PA14_02220,
PA14_28050 and PA14_43220 are greater than wild type when the proportion of
twitching motility on YES is compared to that of YEST. However when the raw data
for these strains were compared the to PA14 on tryptone only, they had significantly
reduced twitching phenotypes. Therefore these strains were excluded from the pool.
Strains with a defect in response to tryptone in both raw and normalized data sets
were retained. This left only two mutants for further study; PA14_56000 (pctA) and
PA14_31400 (ctpH).
Subsurface stab assays were repeated for mutants in ctpH and pctA on YES
and YEST to confirm the observed phenotypes (Figure 3.9). However this experiment
showed contradictory results to the previous assays for the ctpH mutant, which no
longer presented a defect in its response to tryptone and was indistinguishable from
PA14. To confirm that the reduced twitching motility phenotype was lost for this
mutant, the subsurface stab assays were repeated and confirmed that twitching
motility phenotypes were unstable for all glycerol stocks including from the PA14NR
library set (data not shown). Prior to this the defective twitching phenotype identified
for the ctpH mutant was seen in two independent assays. The twitching defect for the
pctA mutant had a stable defect in twitching motility in response to tryptone across
multiple assays. Therefore PctA is likely to be one of the MCPs responsible for
mediating the enhanced twitching motility response to tryptone.
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Figure 3.9. Confirmation of the mutant phenotype for PA14_56000 and loss of the
mutant phenotype for PA14_31400. The reduced twitching motility phenotype identified
for the mutant in PA14_31400 (ctpH) was lost and was indistinguishable form PA14.
The mutant PA14_56000 (pctA) was confirmed as having a significant twitching defect
in response to tryptone when compared to PA14. Data are presented as the mean ±
SEM, performed in triplicate and representative of 2 independent experiments
(****P<0.0001 using one way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test compared
all strains to PA14 on tryptone rich medial only).
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3.3.7 Dipeptide permease homologues mediate twitching chemotaxis toward
tryptone
Tryptone is an enzymatic digestion of casein resulting in a population of small
peptides and amino acids (Hansen, et al. 1975; Custer, et al. 1983). This implicated
small peptide and/or amino acid chemotaxis in the enhanced twitching motility
response to tryptone. Although swimming chemotaxis toward amino acids is
mediated by PctA (Kuroda, et al. 1995; Taguchi, et al. 1997), ChpC does not mediate
a chemotactic response toward amino acids (Whitchurch, personal communication).
Peptide chemotaxis in E. coli requires a solute binding protein (SBP), DppA, to
interact with the MCP, Tap, to mediate peptide chemotaxis. Homologues of the SBPs
from ABC transporter systems in PA14 were identified by using the BLASTX program
(Altschul, et al. 1997) to search the PA14 genome using the known SBPs of E.coli
(Table 3.5). Of the SBP homologues identified in PA14, seven were chosen for
further study and included, PA14_41140, PA14_58350, PA14_58360, PA14_58390,
PA14_58420, PA14_58440, and PA14_70200.
Mutants in the selected SBP genes were obtained form the PA14NR mutant
library (Liberati, et al. 2006). Subsurface stab assays were used to compare twitching
motility of the mutants to PA14 (Figure 3.10). Two SBP homologue mutants were
identified that showed a significant reduction in twitching motility in response to
tryptone when compared to PA14 and included mutants of the dppA1 homologue
(PA14_58350) and the dppA2 homologue (PA14_58360). Both mutants had clear
defects in response to tryptone but the defect in the mutant dppA1 homologue was
more severe (Figure 3.10). In PAO1, dppA1 occurs in a predicted operon with dppA2
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and belongs to a gene cluster that encodes all necessary components for a dipeptide
ABC transport system (Figure 3.11 and Table 3.6) (Kiely, et al. 2008).

Table 3.5. SBPs of the ABC transporter systems identified in PA14. SBPs were
identified in PA14 by performing a BlastX search of known E.coli SBPs. Seven genes
were identified and selected from the BlastX search and include, PA14_41140,
PA14_58350,

PA14_58360,

PA14_58390,

PA14_58420,

PA14_58440,

PA14_70200.
Blast results for DppA of E.coli
PA number

Bit Score

E value

PA14_58350

575.0

3.0E-165

PA14_58390

570.0

2.0E-163

PA14_58420

517.0

1.0E-147

PA14_58360

482.0

4.0E-137

PA14_70200

467.0

2.0E-132

PA14_41110

48.9

1.0E-6
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and

Blast results for MppA of E. coli continued
PA14_58350

101.0

2.0E-22

PA14_58390

99.4

9.0E-22

PA14_58360

95.5

1.0E-20

PA14_58420

94.7

2.0E-20

PA14_41130

57.0

5.0E-9

PA14_58420

126.0

7.0E-30

PA14_58350

114

2.0E-26

PA14_58390

114.0

3.0E-26

PA14_58360

110.0

3.0E-25

PA14_70200

103.0

6.0E-23

PA14_58440

109.0

2.0E-49

PA14_41140

68.2

1.0E-12

PA14_41140

425.0

4.0E-120

PA14_58440

122.0

6.0E-29

Blast results for OppA of E.coli

Blast results for SapA of E. coli

Blast results for YejA of E.coli
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Figure 3.10. Twitching motility in response to tryptone for SBP homologues from the
PA14 transposon library. PA14_58350 (dppA1) and PA14_58360 (dppA2) both had a
significant reduction in twitching motility in response to tryptone when compared to
PA14. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in triplicate and
representative of 2 independent experiments (****P<0.0001, ***P<0.001, **P<0.01,
*P<0.1, using One way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test. Asterisks close
to the bar compared strains on tryptone rich media to themselves on base media
where as asterisks placed high above the bar compared all strains to PA14 on
tryptone rich media only)
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Figure 3.11. The dipeptide transport gene cluster in PAO1 and PA14. Arrows
represent genes and are shaded according to predicted function, the solute
binding proteins, dppa1, dppA2, dppA3, and dppA4 are light grey, the
metalloprotease, mdpA, is white, the regulator, psdR, is black, the porin,
opdP, has horizontal stripes, the permease proteins, dppB and dppC, have
vertical stripes, the ATPase homologues, dppD and dppF, are dark grey
(Adapted from Kiely et al., 2008).
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Table 3.6. The genes of

the dipeptide transport cluster listed with their name,

function and both PA14 and PAO1 locus numbers (Kiely, et al., 2008).
Gene name

Locus PA14

Locus PAO1

Function

dppA1

PA14_58350

PA4496

dppA2

PA14_58360

PA4497

mdpA

PA14_58375

PA4498

Dipeptidase

psdR

PA14_58380

PA4499

Mer family transcriptional regulator

dppa3

PA14_58390

PA4500

opdP

PA14_58410

PA4501

dppA4

PA14_58420

PA4502

dppB

PA14_58440

PA4503

dppC

PA14_58450

PA4504

dppD

PA14_58470

PA4505

dppF

PA14_58490

PA4507

Dpp cluster
Solute binding protein component of the ABC
transporter machinery
Solute binding protein component of the ABC
transporter machinery

Solute binding protein component of the ABC
transporter machinery
OprD family of specific porins
Solute binding protein component of the ABC
transporter machinery
Permease component of the ABC transporter
machinery
Permese component of the ABC transporter
machinery
ATP binding protein component of the ABC
transporter machinery
ATP binding subunit component of the ABC
transporter machinery
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 ChpC is mediating twitching chemotaxis response to tryptone mucin and
BSA
The two adaptor proteins encoded in the Chp gene cluster, PilI and ChpC, have been
shown to have very different phenotypes (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al. 2004)
suggesting that they are either linked to the same MCP and mediating responses to
different stimuli or are linked to different MCPs (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). This study
has identified that ChpC mediates the enhanced twitching motility phenotypes in
response to tryptone, BSA and mucin, previously described in PAK (Huang, et al.
2003). The enhanced twitching motility responses mediated by ChpC were observed
in four strains of P. aeruginosa suggesting that these responses are conserved
between strains.
3.4.2 MCPs homologues identified that mediate chemotaxis in response to
tryptone as well as a general role in twitching motility
In this study several new MCPs mutants with twitching motility defects were
identified. This is the first time that a possible role in twitching motility has been
described for PA14_58650, PA14_29760, PA14_39560 (mcpS), PA14_56000 (pctA),
PA14_43220 (Aer2), PA14_55750, PA14_28050, PA14_02220, PA14_31400 (ctpH),
PA14_55960 (pctC), and PA14_48030. However, only PA14_56000 (pctA) showed a
consistent defective twitching phenotype specific to tryptone. This suggests that PctA
may be intersecting with the Chp system via ChpC to mediate the enhanced
twitching motility response to tryptone. PilJ may also be mediating chemotaxis in
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response to tryptone but since twitching motility is abolished in the pilJ mutant this
could not be tested.
PctA mediates swimming chemotaxis toward 18 L-amino acids (Kuroda, et al.
1995; Taguchi, et al. 1997), the elastase degradation product isodesmosine (a nonnatural amino acid)(Sampedro, et al. 2015a) and away from trichloroethylene (Kim, et
al. 2006). This is the first instance where PctA has been shown to mediate a
chemotactic response utilizing twitching motility. A twitching defect for this mutant is
likely to be an inability to respond to amino acids in tryptone however it is also
possible that PctA may be mediating a response to amino acids and/or peptides
through the dipeptide transport operon (discussed in section 3.4.2). Interestingly a
PAKΔchpC transposon insertion mutant made in an earlier study was tested for a
defect in response to all 18 L-amino acids and did not have a twitching motility defect
in response to any amino acids (Whitchurch, personal communication) isodesmosine
was not tested. This suggests that PctA or another unknown MCP may be
intersecting with the Chp system through ChpC to mediate a response to peptides
present in tryptone.
The mutant in ctpH initially showed a reduced twitching motility phenotype in
response to tryptone. CtpH, along with the MCP CtpL, is responsible for inorganic
phosphate chemotaxis in P. aeruginosa (Wu, et al. 2000). Unfortunately when we retested the ctpH mutant it had lost its defective twitching motility phenotype and had
reverted to wild type twitching motility. Subsequent testing showed that the ctpH
mutant had an unstable twitching motility phenotype. The reversion to wild type
twitching motility is likely to be due to a compensatory mutation. Acquisition of
compensatory mutations are well documented in P. aeruginosa and in some cases
can be reliably induced under defined conditions (Beatson, et al. 2002b; Fox, et al.
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2008; Nolan, et al. 2012). Therefore it is possible that this MCP is also mediating
responses to tryptone but that compensatory mutations are rapidly acquired.
The PA14 transposon mutant library does not contain mutants in three MCPs
including, PA14_02270, PA14_67010 and PA14_26280. These MCPs may also be
mediating an enhanced twitching motility response to tryptone. Interestingly a mutant
in the gene PAO180 (mcpA), an orthologue of PA14_02270 (cttP/mcpA), has been
shown to have a swarming motility defect in response to tryptone in soft agar but had
wild type swarming motility in normal media. The defective phenotype could be
restored to wild type with magnesium in the form of either MgSO4 or MgCl2
(Ferrandez, et al. 2002). In chapter 4 microscopic analysis of PAO1ΔchpC was
performed and MgSO4 was required as a component of the media. A restoration of
the twitching motility phenotype was not seen for the chpC mutant in these assays.
Although we were unable to test a mcpA mutant it is possible that this MCP is
feeding into the Chp system to mediate swarming motility and possibly twitching
motility toward tryptone. An overlap between the Tfp mediated swarming motility and
twitching motility phenotypes mediated by the Chp system has already been
demonstrated. Mutants in phospotransfer domains Hpt2, Hpt3 and the CheY domain
of ChpA are responsible for both twitching and Tfp mediated swarming motility
phenotypes (Leech, et al. 2006). Further to this PilJ and ChpB have been shown to
mediate both twitching motility (Whitchurch, et al. 2004) and swarming motility where
PilJ but not ChpB has been shown to control flagellar rotation in swarming motility
(Caiazza, et al. 2007).
mcpA occurs in an operon with mcpB that had a swimming defect in response
to both tryptone and LB in the same study (Ferrandez, et al. 2002). A mutant in mcpB
(PA14_02220) was present in the PA14 transposon mutant library and was tested.
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However a twitching motility defect for this mutant was not observed in this study
(Figure 3.7). These results together suggest that the response to tryptone for
twitching, swimming and swarming motility are either distinct or multifactorial.
Twelve of the 23 MCPs investigated were shown to potentially have a role in
twitching

motility

however

these

phenotypes

need

to

be

confirmed

with

complementation studies. We were unable to carry these out due to time constraints.
Prior to this work PilJ was the only MCP that had been associated with twitching
motility. It is possible that this number will increase when the last three MCPs are
tested. The fact that P. aeruginosa has such a large proportion of its chemosensors
involved in mediating a twitching response suggests that the organism depends
heavily on this mechanism of taxis for survival.
3.4.3 Two dppA homologues mediate tryptone chemotaxis
The dipeptide ABC transport system gene cluster is composed of several
sections and its regulation is complex. Downstream of the dppA1,2 operon is a gene
encoding another solute binding protein homologue dppA3. dppA3 along with a gene
encoding the dipeptidase MdpA are negatively regulated by still another gene within
the cluster, encoding the Pseudomonas dipeptide regulator PsdR (Kiely, et al. 2008).
The regulation of mdpA is complex and includes quorum sensing regulators LasR
and RhlR (Schuster, et al. 2003). MdpA contributes to cytotoxicity, is induced in the
presence of dipeptides and is required for growth when dipeptides are the sole
carbon source. Since PsdR is regulating transcription of dppA3, it has been
suggested that PsdR is also likely to be regulating a second putative operon, the
dipeptide transport operon, that is located directly downstream of dppA3 (Kiely, et al.
2008) (Figure 3.11). Regulation of the second operon was not demonstrated and
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since there is a large intergenic gap of 224bp between dppA3 and the first gene in
the operon opdP, the dipeptide transport operon is likely to have its own upstream
regulatory motifs. This second putative operon contains all the components
necessary for an ABC transport system and includes opdP, dppA4, dppB, dppC,
dppD, dppF (Kiely, et al. 2008) (Table 3.6). The first gene in this putative dipeptide
transport operon, opdP, encodes a porin and has already been shown to be involved
in the transport of the dipeptide glycyl-L-glutamic acid and amino acids (Tamber, et
al. 2006).
DppA1 and DppA2 are responsible for an enhanced twitching phenotype in
response to tryptone. In PAO1 both dppA1 (PA4496) and dppA2 (PA4497) occur in a
small operon and belongs to the gene cluster DppBCDEF transporter system that
encodes all necessary components for a dipeptide ABC transport system. The gene
order for this region in PAO1 is identical to that in PA14 (Figure 3.11 and Table 3.6)
(Kiely, et al. 2008). Mutants in dppA1 and dppA2 were found to have a significant
reduction in twitching motility specific to tryptone. The reduction in the dppA1 mutant
was more severe than that in the dppA2 mutant (Figure 3.10). Interestingly it has
been demonstrated that DppA2 is expressed at lower level than DppA1 (Pletzer, et
al. 2014). This suggests that the difference in expression of these two proteins is
informing the twitching phenotype and supports the assertion that the chemotaxis to
tryptone is responding to peptides. The most interesting aspect of this result is that
DppA1 along with DppA3 are responsible for the uptake of phasolotoxin, an
antimicrobial and phytotoxic tripeptide produced by P. syringae pv. phaseolicola.
Phaseolotoxin is active against E.coli S. typimurium (Staskawicz, et al. 1980; Bender,
et al. 1999) and P. aeruginosa (Pletzer, et al. 2014). It is exciting to think that the Chp
system may be intersecting with DppA1 to mediate chemotaxis in response to
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phaseolotoxin or other antimicrobial peptides which may be drug targets for the
future. Together with the findings from this chapter a great deal of novel work can
now be performed. Targeted assays can determine if utilization of peptides coincides
with ChpC mediated twitching motility behaviours, identify individual peptides and
most importantly whether these peptides can be developed to treat bacterial
infection. It is also imperative to confirm that the interactions proposed in this study
by complementation studies and protein-protein interaction studies.
3.4.4 Concluding remarks
At the time of this study it was unknown that the Chp system, through PilJ was
interacting with both FimS and PilA to sense and regulate surface attachment, which
has been recently been reported (Luo, et al. 2015). Nor was it known that the
DppBCDF transport system and DppA1-5 were utilizing an array of tri and dipeptides
(Pletzer, et al. 2014). The results of this chapter have shown that it is also likely that
further sensory components from multiple systems are signalling into the Chp
system. The mutants in pctA, possibly ctpH, dppA1, dppA2 and chpC all showed
defects in twitching motility responses to tryptone. This association suggests that
small peptide chemotaxis occurs through the Chp system via ChpC. DppA1 and/or
DppA2 are likely to be presenting peptides to either or all of PilJ, PctA and possibly
CtpH. These MCPs could be intersecting with ChpA via ChpC to mediate a twitching
response toward peptides. Therefore an expansion of the current model of the Chp
system with regard to twitching motility is proposed and presented in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12. Proposed expansion of the current model of the Chp Chemosensory
system for twitching chemotaxis to include peptide chemotaxis. ChpC may be linking
multiple MCPs to ChpA incuding PilJ, PctA and possibly CtpH (not included in
model). to ChpA to mediate putative peptide chemotaxis. Peptides (small squares)
cross the outer membrane into the periplasm, are bound by a solute binding protein
Dppa1 or DppA2 and presented to the MCP.

The DppA-peptide complex may

intersect directly or indirectly with the MCP to initiate the signal cascade that
mediates an enhanced twitching phenotype to peptides.
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Chapter 4

Live cell microscopic analysis of ChpC mediated colony
behaviour in response to tryptone
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4.1 Introduction
Previously, microscopic analyses of twitching motility defective mutants of the Chp
system of P. aeruginosa have provided insights into possible mechanisms used by
this chemosensory system to control twitching motility as well as highlighting some
strain variation in twitching motility phenotypes (Darzins 1994; Whitchurch, et al.
2004). In earlier studies, microscopic analysis was particularly informative for the pilH
mutant, which was hyperpiliated and had reduced twitching motility in macroscopic
subsurface stab assays. Microscopic images showed that the pilH mutant formed
doughnut shaped swirls in the outer edges of the twitching zone (see Chapter 1,
Figure 1.14C) which was attributed to an inability of the cells to change direction
resulting in the reduced rate of over all colony expansion. This suggested that the
response regulator PilH was interacting directly with the Tfp motor to control cell
direction and in the mutant, cells were locked in a single direction (Darzins 1994).
In previous studies the chpC mutant of PAK showed close to wild type motility
in LB and although not necessary for twitching motility per se (Whitchurch, et al.
2004) it has been demonstrated in this study that ChpC plays a role in chemosensory
control of twitching motility in response to tryptone (Chapter 3). Although it is known
that ChpC is required for enhanced twitching motility in the presence of tryptone it is
unknown what mechanisms are used to achieve colony expansion at a cellular level.
To understand how ChpC mediates this response it is imperative to understand the
wild type response to tryptone at a cellular level. Identifying what cellular behaviors
enable this response and comparing these to the chpC mutant will help elucidate the
role of ChpC in the twitching motility response to tryptone.
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To gain a greater understanding of the mechanism behind the enhanced
twitching motility phenotype in response to tryptone and to understand the nature of
the defect for the chpC mutant (identified in Chapter 3), in-depth analysis was
performed for twitching motility mediated colony expansion in subsurface stab assays
using time-lapse video microscopy. Images were analyzed to determine how both
single and multicellular behaviour influenced the colony response to tryptone. This
was achieved by measuring the speed of rafts and single cells as well as overview
analysis of the microscopic phenotype between conditions and strains.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Bacterial strains
The strains used in this study are outlined in Table 4.1. To make strain
PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR, the chpC deletion construct pCDEL (described in section
3.2.3) was transferred by conjugation into PAO1::GFP to make marked chpC
mutants. The methods used for conjugation and allelic exchange are outlined in
Chapter 3 section 3.2.4.
The intermediate strain PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR was chosen for analysis in
preference to the un-marked strain as a precaution to limit the potential for the
introduction of secondary mutations that could occur during the subsequent
manipulations required for removal of the tetracycline cartridge by Flp recombinase.
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Table 4.1 Bacterial strains used in this study
Strains

Relevant description

Source or reference

PAO1

Wild type P. aeruginosa strain ATTC 15692

American Type Culture
Collection
Holloway and Morgan
1986

PADM242

PAO1ΔchpC::TcR

This study (see section
3.2.4)

PAO1::GFP

P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 (ATTC 15692)
fluorescently tagged at an intergenic, neutral
site on the chromosome

(Klausen, et al. 2003)

CW1280

PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR made in PAO1::GFP
parent using the pCDEL construct

This study

4.2.2 Media conditions
To ensure greater optical clarity for microscopy several parameters were changed for
the microscopic stab assays compared to those described in Chapter 3. Microscopic
stab assays were performed in a 35mm Fluorodish optical-quality glass bottomed cell
culture dish (World Precision Instruments). Further to this gellan gum (GelGro, MP
Biomedicals) was used to solidify the media as this provides greater optical clarity
than agar (Semmler, et al. 1999). Aside from the changes required for the use of
gellan gum all of the other components of the media identified for macroscopic
subsurface stab assays in Chapter 3 were used for microscopic stab assays. Media
used for microscopy were YESGG* (0.5% yeast extract, 0.25% NaCl, 0.1% MgSO4,
0.8% GelGro) and YESTGG* (0.5% yeast extract, 0.25% NaCl, 3% tryptone, 0.1%
MgSO4, 0.8% GelGro).
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4.2.3 Incubation conditions for growth and microscopy
Preparation of Fluorodishes for microscopic stab assays were performed as follows:
dishes were soaked for 30 min in a hot saturated solution of the detergent pyroneg,
then scrubbed with a brush and rinsed thoroughly with tap water then dH2O. The
dishes were then soaked in 96% ethanol for 30min and were dried in a biohazard
hood face up. Molten nutrient media was prepared, poured into these dishes and
allowed to solidify at room temperature overnight.
P. aeruginosa strains were grown as outlined previously (Chapter 3 section
3.2.1). Subsurface stab assays were performed as previously outlined (Chapter 3
section 3.2.2) and strains were grown in a humidified environment to ensure that
optimal twitching conditions were maintained. The humidified environment was
attained by placing cultures in a small box along with a water-saturated paper towel
and incubating at 37°C for 3-5 hours. Twitching cultures were then transferred to a
humidified holder on the microscope stage, which kept the plates at a constant 37°C
during imaging. Cultures were equilibrated on the microscope stage for 10 minutes
before imaging commenced.
4.2.4 Microscopic methods for analysis of twitching motility in subsurface stab
assays
Microscopic analysis was performed on a NikonTi inverted fluorescence research
microscope. Differential interface contrast (DIC) optics were used and images
captured with a Cascade 1K x 1K pixel EMCCD camera (Photometrics). NIS
Elements imaging software (Nikon Instruments Incorporated) was used for image
acquisition.
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A live cell imaging protocol was also developed during this project (see
results). All cell tracking analysis and raft motility rates were performed with FIJI
(ImageJ version 1.0) using the “Manual Tracking” plugin (Schneider, et al. 2012).
Cells were tracked individually and tracking was performed until the cells either left
the field of view or became too difficult to see between frames. Rafts were tracked by
measuring the translocation of the outer most edge of the raft. This was performed
until rafts stopped, left the field of view or were incorporated back into the colony.
4.2.5 Analysis of data
Analysis of tracking data was performed in Excel. Data were analyzed over a
specified time period. Total distance describes how far the cell traveled by measuring
its path and was determined by measuring the distance traveled over a specified time
period. Speed was calculated using the equation speed = distance/time. Statistical
analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA and Sidaks multiple comparison test
in GraphPad Prism 6.0d for Max OS X, GraphPad software.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 GFP expression did not affect the twitching motility phenotypes of
PAO1::GFP and PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR
Since PAO1::GFP was used as the parent strain for the chpC mutant and the wild
type in the twitching motility assays, macroscopic subsurface stab assays were used
to compare twitching motility phenotypes of PAO1::GFP to PAO1 (Figure 4.1).
Twitching motility was not significantly different when PAO1 and PAO1::GFP were
compared, which indicates that GFP expression did not significantly impact twitching
motility. The chpC::TcR mutation was then introduced into PAO1::GFP by allelic
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of twitching motility for PAO1 and PAO1::GFP. In
macroscopic subsurface stab assays, PAO1 and PAO1::GFP were not significantly
different when each strain was compared in the presence and absence of tryptone.
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in triplicate and representative of
at least two independent experiments (**** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01 using
One-way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test, compared; PAO1 to
PAO1::GFP in YES and PAO1 to PAO1::GFP in YEST).
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exchange. Microscopic analysis of subsurface stab assays confirmed that the
twitching motility phenotypes of PAO1::GFP and PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR were not
significantly different from their isogenic unlabelled counter parts (Figure 4.2).
4.3.2 Development of a live cell imaging protocol for cell tracking
Live cell imaging of subsurface stab assays was performed for approximately 1 hour
to enable comprehensive analysis of both the mutant and the wild type strains. This
time frame permitted observation of the leading edge of the expanding twitching zone
and the behaviour of individual cells within it as they moved into virgin territory,
formed rafts and established the lattice-like network behind the leading edge.
The initial imaging parameters used indicated that the cells were sensitive to
phototoxicity and this adversely affected twitching motility. Conditions were optimized
to ensure that the phototoxic effects of fluorescent excitation and emission were
minimized. Excitation energy was limited and filtered by using exposures of 200ms
and neutral density filtering (ND 32). To test the protocol, live cell imaging was
performed on PAO1::GFP only and was performed over 1 hour with one frame taken
every 5 seconds. Previously observed effects of phototoxicity, which caused
twitching motility to slow or cease (data not shown), were not observed and twitching
motility remained unaffected for the duration of the imaging.
To refine our protocol for cell-tracking PAO1 was seeded with a small number
of GFP tagged isogenic tracer cells (PAO1::GFP), and microscopic sub-surface stab
assays were performed and analyzed using time-lapse bright-field (DIC) and
fluorescent microscopy to allow visualization of both the wild type and the GFP
expressing cells. These images were then over-laid to show the fluorescent tracer
cells within the twitching colony in each frame of the time series. The same protocol
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Figure 4.2. Microscopic comparison of PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC::TcR with their
fluorescently labeled counterparts. A. PAO1::GFP. B. PAO1.
C. PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR. D PAO1ΔchpC::TcR. Images were taken using 60x DIC oil
immersion lens.
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was used for the isogenic mutant.
For simplicity, throughout the remaining sections of this Chapter, the mixed
populations of PAO1 and PAO1::GFP will be referred to as PAO1 and the mixed
population of PAO1::GFPchpC::TcR and PAO1ΔchpC::TcR will be referred to as
PAO1ΔchpC.
Finally the experiments using this protocol were dependent on the microscopic
technology and the software. Although the protocol produced consistent phenotypes,
multiple components of the technology failed which meant that data for only one
experiment could be acquired.
4.3.3 Analysis of the leading edge and lattice formation in the twitching zone
for PAO1 in the presence and absence of tryptone
To determine the effect on twitching motility for PAO1 in the presence and absence
of tryptone, in depth analyses of microscopic sub-surface stab assays were
performed (Figure 4.3A-F and Movies 4.1A and B). Live cell imaging was used to
observe the twitching zone at the leading edge as it migrated across and past the
field of view allowing observation of the formation of the lattice network behind the
leading edge. Overview analyses of the PAO1 twitching zones were performed on
still images in the presence and absence of tryptone, taken at the leading edge of the
colony as well as within the colony at approximately 120µm and 360µm behind the
leading edge (Figure 4.3A-F).
These analyses revealed that there was a distinct difference between
twitching motility phenotypes for PAO1 in the presence and absence of tryptone and
this difference was most obvious at the leading edge. Twitching motility for PAO1 in
the presence of tryptone showed highly dynamic behaviour with leading edge rafts
205
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tryptone. Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.
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120µm behind the leading edge of PAO1 in the absence of tryptone. F. 360µm behind the leading edge of PAO1 in the absence of

leading edge of PAO1 in the presence of tryptone. D. The leading edge of the twitching zone of PAO1 in the absence of tryptone. E.

PAO1 in the presence of tryptone. B. 120μm behind the leading edge of PAO1 in the presence of tryptone. C. 360µm behind the

Figure 4.3. Microscopic analysis of the PAO1 twitching phenotype in the presence and absence of tryptone. A. The leading edge of

moving into new territory, larger rafts coming behind and rough lattice developing
behind the leading edge (Figure 4.3A) (Movie 4.1A). In contrast PAO1 in the absence
of tryptone produced slow stubby finger-like protrusions extending into new territory
and little activity within the colony. Although these protrusions were branched there
were no smaller independent rafts present (Figure 4.3D) (Movie 4.1B).
At the leading edge several previously reported behaviours (Semmler, et al.
1999; Gloag, et al. 2013) as well as novel behaviours (discussed in section 4.3.4)
were observed. As previously reported, small rafts were observed to break away
from the colony edge and move ahead of the leading edge into new territory. Larger
rafts were also observed following behind the leading edge rafts. The smaller leading
edge rafts tended to be single layered whereas the larger rafts tended to be
multilayered. As observed in previous reports, as the small leading edge rafts moved
into new territory, they shed small aggregates of cells (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag,
et al. 2013), which in this study comprised of 2-5 cells. These cell aggregates
remained stationary until larger rafts approached these groups. In previous reports
these aggregates were often motile (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013). We
also observed that cells within each group began to react to one another before cellbody contact occurred. As the larger rafts approached these small groups of cells the
cell poles of both groups appeared to reach towards one another. This behaviour is
likely to be due to Tfp from both groups of cells making contact and pulling the rafts
and cell aggregates together (Semmler, et al. 1999).
Comparing the micromorphological patterns of the colonies at 120µM behind
the leading edge, a marked difference in PAO1 twitching motility behaviours in the
presence and absence of tryptone were observed (Figure 4.3B and E and Movie
4.1A). In the presence of tryptone a coarse lattice-like network of trails had formed
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with large open spaces between the trails. The widths of the trails were analyzed and
were 10 to 40 cells thick (Figure 4.3B). It is clear that further refinement of the lattice
network was still occurring with small bulldozer rafts moving across the large open
spaces. Whereas in the absence of tryptone the lattice-like network was absent with
cells covering the surface in what appears to be single and multiple layers (Figure
4.3E and Movie 4.1B).
The final comparison was performed at 360µm behind the leading edge
(Figure 4.3C and F and Movie 4.1A). PAO1 in the presence of tryptone had refined
latticing in this region. The open spaces in the lattice network are much smaller than
those seen towards the colony edge and the width of the lattice trails were much
narrower ranging from between 2 to 20 cells (Figure 4.3C). At the same point, PAO1
in the absence of tryptone had thinned out to a monolayer and there was very little
latticing present (Figure 4.3F). Therefore the micromorphological patterning for PAO1
is clearly altered by tryptone.
4.3.4 Analysis of novel behaviours of PAO1 in response to tryptone
4.3.4.1 Rafts and individual cell behaviour provide insights into twitching
mediated colony expansion to tryptone
Analysis of raft speeds for PAO1 in the presence and absence of tryptone provided
some insights into the mechanism used for colony expansion. Not surprisingly raft
velocities were faster in tryptone rich media when compared to those in the absence
of tryptone. Interpretation of the data needs to be drawn with caution due to the small
sample size however some interpretation will be attempted. Further work needs to be
carried our to confirm observations from in this study.
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Interestingly, for PAO1 in tryptone rich media the mean speed of the rafts
varied dramatically from approximately 5µm/min-1 to 17µm/min-1 therefore rafts were
analyzed individually (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5A). Rafts R1, R3 and R5 tracked in
tryptone-enriched media were all significantly faster than rafts tracked in the absence
of tryptone. Although rafts R1, R2 and R3 are all leading edge rafts, R2 is much
slower. This is because R2 returns to the colony and is consequently so slow that it is
not significantly different to raft velocities seen in the absence of tryptone (Figure
4.5A). Rafts R4 and R5 are larger rafts that follow the leading edge rafts. However
R5 is significantly faster than rafts tracked in the absence of tryptone whereas R4 is
not. This variation the mean speeds was not seen in for rafts in the absence of
tryptone (5µm/min-6µm/min) reflecting a more uniform less dynamic leading edge
(Figure 4.5A).
The mean speeds of individual cells tracked for PAO1 in tryptone rich media
was also significantly faster and more varied than those tracked in the absence of
tryptone (Figure 4.5B). It was observed in tryptone rich media that the position of
cells in the colony affected their speed. The mean speeds of individual cells located
at the leading edge were faster at 22.2µm/min than those within the colony at
12.2µm/min. The mean speed of individual cells in the absence of tryptone was
significantly slower at 8.4µm/min (Figure 4.5B). These observations suggest that the
increased rate of overall colony expansion in response to tryptone is determined by
the dynamism of the leading edge. Higher speeds and variability of speeds for
individual cells and rafts as well as variability in sizes and numbers of rafts mediate
this dynamism. Due to the small data set in this study further work to explore these
behaviours needs to be carried our to confirm these findings.
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4.3.4.2 Raft velocities are increased by cell-cell contact
It was observed for PAO1 in tryptone rich media that an increase in raft speed
coincided with cell-cell contact (Figure 4.6). On incorporation of cells into the raft R3,
an increase in speed from 16.96µm/min to 25.98µm/min was observed (Figure 4.6A).
Similarly for raft R5, when cells were incorporated, increases in raft speeds from
between 4.5µm/min and 7.3µm/min to 13.16µm/min were observed (Figure 4.6B).
This behaviour was also observed when rafts encountered and incorporated other

Figure 4.4. Microscopic images of rafts analyzed for PAO1 in the presence of
tryptone. Rafts were named in order of size. R1, R2 and R3 are small leading edge
rafts. Large rafts, R4 and R5, follow the leading edge rafts. R6 is the internal raft
(described in section 4.3.4.4). Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.
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Figure 4.5. Speed of rafts and individual cells of PAO1, tracked in the
presence and absence of tryptone. A. Mean speeds of individual rafts for
PAO1. The speed of rafts in the presence of tryptone was more varied when
compared to rafts observed in the absence of tryptone. The speeds of rafts
R1, R3 and R5 in tryptone rich media were significantly faster when compared
to PAO1 in the absence of tryptone whereas the speed of rafts R2 and R4
were not significantly different to those tracked in the absence of tryptone. B.
Mean speed of single cells for PAO1. Between 6 and 9 individual cells were
tracked for each strain. The speed of single cells in the presence of tryptone
was significantly faster and more varied when compared to single cells
tracked in the absence of tryptone (SC). The speed of single cells tracked in
tryptone rich media was affected by their position in the colony with single
cells tracked at the leading edge being faster than those behind the leading
edge. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, and represent the speed of 69 manually tracked cells over 2 minutes and 45 seconds or a single manually
tracked raft. One image was taken every 5 seconds and data points analyzed
are presented at 5 second intervals (**** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01
using One-way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test, compared; raft
velocities for PAO1 grown in YES (YESGG*) to raft velocities for PAO1 grown
in YEST (YESTGG*); individual cell velocities for PAO1 grown in YES
(YESGG*) to individual cell velocities of strains grown in YEST (YESTGG*)).
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Figure 4.6. An increase in raft speed coincided with cell-cell contact for PAO1 rafts
tracked in tryptone rich media. A. Speed of raft R3 over time. Arrows show a surge in
speed when R3 encounters and incorporates cells. “I” denotes an increase in speed
when R3 gains independence from the colony. B. Speed of R5 over time. Arrows show
surges as R5 encounters and incorporates cells, X denotes the early stages of R5
emerging from the colony and the asterisks show surges due to internal colony
behaviour (discussed in section 4.3.4.4). R5 does not gain independence from the
colony. Data presented are of single rafts tracked over time. One image was captured
every 5 seconds and data points are presented at 5 second intervals.
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rafts and was not contingent on whether the raft was independent (Figure 4.6A) or
still connected to the colony edge (Figure 4.6B). These finding need to be confirmed
in repeated experiments.
4.3.4.3 Independence and rate of motility for small rafts is affected by cell
number and behaviour
In this study further insights into previously observed raft behaviours were made.
Small leading edge rafts require a specific number of cells to gain independence from
the colony (Gloag, et al. 2013). Although interpretation of the data needs to be drawn
with caution due to the small sample size, some interpretation will be attempted. In
this study cell numbers above 15 (approximately) were required for the raft to gain
independence from the edge of the colony and it was observed that a surge in speed
coincided with achieving independence from the colony. As the raft R3 gained
independence form the colony edge a surge in raft speed was observed from about
20μm/min before independence to 40μm/min after achieving independence (Figure
4.6A). This behaviour was also observed for raft R1 as it gained independence from
the colony with a speed increase from 4.5µm/min to 13µm/min (Figure 4.7A, i). This
surge in speed suggests that a significant amount of force is required by the raft to
pull away from the colony edge and gain independence.
As the raft R1 traveled away from the colony edge small cell aggregates were
shed from the rear of the raft. This has also been observed in previous reports
(Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013). Several of these “shedding events” were
observed as the raft moved into new territory. In this study it was observed that
shedding events coincided with a change in the speed of the raft (Figure 4.7A).
Shedding of cells from the raft occurred in two steps. Firstly the cells that were to be
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second intervals. Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.

single raft tracked over 11 minutes and 40 seconds. One image was captured every 5 seconds and data points are presented at 5

cells in the raft. D. Cells are shed from R1 and the raft has gained independence from the cell aggregate. Data is presented of a

At this point cells are still aligned along their axis. C Cells move to the rear of R1 and into a position perpendicular to the rest of the

Immediately after the first shedding event cells began to move toward the rear of R1 in preparation for the second shedding event.

of the raft in preparation for third shedding event (shown in Figure 4.8A-D). (vii) Two cells are shed from R1 (see Figure 4.8E). B.

in preparation for the second shedding event. (v) Five cells are shed from R1 in the second shedding event. (vi). Cells move to back

C). (iii). Two cells are shed from R1 in the first shedding event (corresponds to raft image in panel D). (iv) Cells move to back of R1

from the colony. (ii) Cells move to the back of R1 in preparation for first shedding event (corresponds to raft image in panel B and

edge and subsequent cell shedding events. A. The velocity of raft R1 over time. (i) The point at which R1 achieves independence

Figure 4.7. The velocity of leading edge raft R1 of PAO1 in tryptone rich media is affected by raft independence from the colony

shed moved to the rear section of the raft. This began as soon as the raft was
independent of the colony or had finished a previous shedding event and took
between 15-145 seconds to complete. During this process the cells that were to be
shed also moved from being aligned along the length of their axis with the other cells
in the raft to lying in a position perpendicular to the rest of the cells in the raft (Figure
4.7B-D). The new positioning of the cells coincided with a reduction of raft speed
from approximately 10µm/min to between 4.51µm/min and 7.13µm/min (Figure 4.7A:
ii, iv, vi). This reduction in speed may be due to drag caused by disruption of the
streamlined shape of the raft by the repositioned cells.
The second step in the shedding event was detachment of the cell aggregates
from the raft and took between 10-50 seconds (Figure 4.7A). In this step cells moved
from perpendicular attachment at the rear of the raft to complete independence from
the raft (Figure 4.7C-D). When cells were shed form the rear of the raft this coincided
with an increase in velocity from between 6.38µm/min and 7.13µm/min to between
9.57µM/min and 14.27µM/min (Figure 4.7A: iii, iv and vii). Again, as was observed
with rafts gaining independence from the colony, this is likely to be a reflection of the
force required to achieve independence from the cell aggregate.
Interestingly R1 took more time to recover its velocity after the second
shedding event where 5 cells were lost (Figures 4.7A: iv) when compared to the first
shedding event where two cells were lost (Figure 4.7A: iii). The larger number of cells
shed in the second shedding event may have caused R1 to remain slower for longer,
requiring more force and/or time to gain independence from the newly formed cell
aggregate. However, unlike previous instances, there was no surge in velocity for R1
once independence from the cell aggregate was achieved. To determine if there was
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Figure 4.8. The reduced velocity of R1 after the third shedding event may be
due to disruption of the streamlined shape of the raft. Microscopic analysis
was performed on PAO1 in tryptone rich media. A. Raft R1 is streamlined with
all cells aligned along their axis. B. Two cells, which were moving towards the
rear of the R1 stopped on the side of the raft and disrupted its streamlined
edge. C. Cells moved to the rear of R1 and positioned themselves
perpendicular to the rest of the cells in the raft. D. Two cells were released
from the rear of R1. E. R1 is independent of the cell aggregate. Images taken
using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.
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another reason for the slowing of R1 a closer inspection of the time lapse imaging for
PAO1 in tryptone rich broth was performed (Figure 4.8). It was observed that as R1
prepared for its third shedding event and began moving two cells toward the rear of
the raft (Figure 4.8A-B) these cells stopped. At this point the cells were positioned on
the side of the raft, jutting out into the media (Figure 4.8C) which changed the
previously stream lined shape of the raft. It is likely that the position of these cells on
the side of the raft produced drag that was responsible for reducing the velocity of R1
for an extended time.
Finally it was also observed that after each shedding event the overall velocity
of R1 appeared to decrease. After the first shedding event, at its fastest, raft velocity
was 14.27µM/min whereas after the third shedding event, at its fastest, raft velocity
was 10.09µM/min (Figure 4.7A). Suggesting that cell shedding from the leading edge
rafts slow them down.
Together this data suggests that raft velocity is affected by several factors
within the raft including, cell number, cell behaviour and cell position as well as cell
shedding events and independence from the colony. Further to this it appears that
the loss of cell aggregates from the small leading edge rafts function to slow them
down (Figures 4.7 and Figure 4.8). Conversely when rafts make contact with these
and other cell aggregates raft speed increases (Figure 4.6). The combined action of
small leading edge rafts slowing and the increase in speed observed for larger rafts
seems to function to allow the larger rafts to catch up with the smaller rafts. These
behaviours are antipathic and seem to ensure that leading edge rafts are constantly
incorporated back into the colony. However further work is required to confirm these
assertions due to the small sample size in this study.
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4.3.4.4 Internal rafts appear to recruit and supply cells to the outer colony edge
An “internal raft” was identified during time-lapse images of PAO1 grown in tryptone
rich media. This internal raft was visible inside the twitching zone and moved very
differently to the cells around it. The internal raft was distinctly visible within the
twitching colony because it was multilayered, raft shaped, moved faster than the
surrounding cells and moved in a coordinated way (Figure 4.9A, Movie 4.1C). The
internal rafts was distinct from the previously described bulldozer rafts (Gloag, et al.
2013) which are more common within the lattice. The internal raft is rare and harder
to see as it surges through the twitching zone. Although internal rafts were identified
in other assays this was the only one that was able to be measured. This following
section is largely observational due to this and all assertions that follow need to be
tested in further work before interpretations can be made.
The internal raft is clearly visible in both the time-lapse images and still images
taken in DIC only for PAO1 in tryptone rich media (Movie 4.1C and Figure 4.9) but
the effect it has on the surrounding cells is clearer when viewing time lapse images
captured with fluorescence microscopy only (Movie 4.1D). The internal raft was
present behind the leading edge and within the rough lattice of the twitching zone
(Figure 4.9A, Movie 4.1C). It moved rapidly across the field of view and when it
reached the colony edge it turned back into the colony, sweeping the edge as it did
(Figure 4.9A-C, Movie 4.1C). This action drastically altered the direction of the cells
in the immediate area of the internal raft and created a vortex (Figure 4.9C-D, Movie
4.1C-D). As it turned the vortex pulled cells towards it and this coincided with a
dramatic reduction of expansion of leading edge rafts into new territory (described
later in this section). The internal raft then reduced in size until it completely
dissipated, which resulted in a brief period of disarray after which the cells regained
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immersion lens.
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contrast was altered in the above images pane to allow better visualization of the internal raft. Images taken using 60x DIC oil

expands cells move toward the leading edge, and the rafts at the colony edge become further established (yellow arrows). The

appear at the edge of the colony (yellow arrows) as colony expansion resumes. F. As the position of the hole moves around and

(black arrow), a hole appears in the colony (white arrow), cells begin to move toward the colony edge and at the same time rafts

surrounding colony. Cells in the area behave in an undirected and chaotic manner for a short time. E. The internal raft dissipates

colony expansion from the leading edge. D. The internal raft begins to diminish in size (black arrow) and disperses slowly into the

leading edge (black arrow) it performs an anticlockwise turn and forms a vortex pulling surrounding cells toward it and slowing

edge of the expansion zone and appears to push leading edge rafts to move into new territory. C. Once the internal raft reaches the

behind the leading edge (black arrow). B. The internal raft (black arrow) moves through the surrounding cells toward the leading

Figure 4.9 Progression of internal raft within the twitching zone for PAO1 in tryptone rich media. A. An internal raft appears well

Figure 4.10. A comparison of mean speeds for leading edge rafts and the internal raft
for PAO1 in tryptone rich media. The mean speed of the internal raft was comparable
to the mean speed of the fastest leading edge raft, R3, and was significantly different
to the speed of rafts in the absence of tryptone. Data are presented as the mean ±
SEM (**** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01 using One-way ANOVA with Sidaks
multiple comparison test, compared; speeds of rafts R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 and the
internal raft to the mean speeds of R1*, R2* and R3*).
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their outward trajectory, forming new extensions, rafts and rough lattices (Figure
4.9E-F, Movie 4.1C-D).
To gain deeper understanding of internal raft behaviour the speed and
behaviour of the internal raft were analyzed. The mean speed of the internal raft was
comparable to the fastest leading edge raft and was significantly faster than the four
other rafts measured in the same tryptone rich assay (Figure 4.10). Tracking of the
internal raft over time showed a large variation in speed from 1.59µm/min to
52.28µm/min (Figure 4.11). Generally when the internal raft was moving in a straight
line it was slower than when it was turning. As the internal raft moved in a straight
line toward the colony edge its speed varied between 3.19µm/min and 25.73µm/min
where as when it made its first turn it moved at its fastest, between 11.28µm/min and
52.28µm/min. Following the first turn the raft slowed as it moved in a straight line to
between 6.76µm/min and 27.73µm/min and when it turned to sweep the colony edge
a more moderate velocity increase was seen, between 5.04µm/min and
32.89µm/min. The internal raft slowed when it was displaying vortex-like behaviour
and the speed increased while the internal raft was dissipating. However this velocity
increase could be attributed to its rapidly diminishing size (Figure 4.11).
During the analysis of the time lapse imaging it was observed that the
progression of rafts at the outer edge of the twitching zone seemed to be affected by
the position and behaviour of the internal raft within the colony. To further
characterize the affect the internal raft had on the leading edge rafts the progression
of raft R4 was tracked and analyzed (Figure 4.12 Movie 4.1C). R4 was chosen
because it did not encounter cells as it moved into new territory thus avoiding
changes in velocity due to cell-cell contact (Figure 4.12 A-F, Movie 4.1C, bottom
leading edge raft). This ensured, as far as possible, that velocity changes for R4
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Figure 4.11. Internal raft speed tracked over time in PAO1 in tryptone rich media. The
internal raft moves very quickly through the twitching zone. The internal raft is at its
fastest speeds when it is turning, slower speeds when it is moving in a straight line
and while it is displaying vortex-like behaviour. As the internal raft diminishes its
speed increases. This increase in speed is partly due to the fast reduction in size of
the raft. Data presented of a single internal raft tracked over time. One image was
captured every 5 seconds and data points are presented at 5 second intervals.
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Figure 4.12. The internal raft affected the outward trajectory and speed of R4.
Analysis was performed on PAO1 in tryptone rich media. A-F progression of the
internal raft (black arrow) and its effect on raft R4 (white arrow). G. Speed of R4 over
time. i. The internal raft enters the field of view and over time the velocity of the R4
increases as the internal raft moves toward the colony edge (corresponds to panels
A-C). ii The highest velocity for R4 occurs when the internal raft is directly behind and
appears to be pushing it out into virgin territory (corresponds to panels B-C). iii As the
internal raft turns away from the edge the outward trajectory of R4 slows and breaks
away from the colony edge (corresponds to panels D-F). Data presented are of a
single raft tracked over time. One image was captured every 5 seconds and data
points are presented at 5 second intervals. Images taken using 60x DIC oil
immersion lens.
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were associated with internal raft progression only. The speed of R4 was tracked
over time and was clearly affected by the behaviour of the internal raft (Figure
4.12G). The internal raft entered the field of view and over time progressed toward
the location of R4 (Figure 4.12G: I). As the internal raft moved toward R4 the speed
of R4 gradually increased until it reached its highest speed (Figure 4.12G: ii). This
peak in speed for R4 coincided with the peak in speed for the internal raft. At this
point the internal raft made its first turn (Figure 4.11) and moved more directly
towards R4 and seemed to push it into new territory. The internal raft slowed as it
moved in a straight line (Figure 4.11) toward R4 and this is reflected in the sustained
decrease in velocity for R4 (Figure 4.12G between ii and iii). The internal raft then
turned away from the colony edge and its speed increased (Figure 4.11). Conversely
the velocity of R4 slowed to 7.13µm/min for 15 seconds (Figure 4.12G: iii) after which
the overall speed of R4 continued to decrease. After sweeping the colony edge the
internal raft seemed to draw cells away from R4 which caused it to break away from
the colony and slow (Figure 4.12E-F, Movie 4.1C, bottom leading edge raft).
Subsequently R4 was slowly incorporated into the colony and raft expansion from
this and other points ceased for a short period of time (also observed in Figure 4.9D).
On resumption of colony expansion it was observed that dissipation of the
internal raft coincided with rafts emerging from the colony edge (Movie 4.1C). The
emerging rafts R7 and R8 (Figure 4.13A) were tracked and analyses showed that
these rafts did not begin to emerge from the colony edge until the internal raft had
almost completely dissipated, at approximately 18.5 minus (Figure 4.13B-C, Movie
4.1C). This coincided with the general outward trajectory of the colony (Movie 4.1CD) where it seemed that cells were again supplied to the colony edge allowing
expansion to resume.
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Figure 4.13. Analysis of raft tracking shows that as the internal raft dissipates colony
expansion resumes for PAO1 in tryptone rich media. A. Position of rafts R7 and R8
at the colony edge. B. Speed of R7 over time. Raft R7 was positioned in close
proximity to the vortex created by the internal raft. i. Speed of colony edge before R7
emerged. ii. Speed of R7 as it emerged from the colony edge and moved into new
territory where overall speed increases from 18.3 minutes and peaks after the
internal raft dissipates (grey arrow). C. Speed of R8 over time. i. Speed at the colony
edge before the raft emerged. ii. Raft emerges and stalls in its outward progression.
iii Speed of R8 as it emerged form the colony edge where overall speed increased
from 18.5 minutes, with highest speeds reached after the internal raft dissipates (grey
arrow). Data presented are of single rafts tracked over time. One image was
captured every 5 seconds and data points are presented at 5 second intervals.
Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.
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Together these results suggest that the internal raft affects the behaviour of
cells within the colony and rafts at the leading edge. The internal raft appears to
recruit new cells to the colony edge and then supply these to emerging rafts on
resumption of colony expansion. However due to this being a single event, all
observations described need to be confirmed.
4.3.5 Comparative microscopic analysis of the twitching phenotype for
PAO1ΔchpC and PAO1 to identify mechanisms behind the ChpC mediated
response to tryptone
4.3.5.1 Analysis of leading edge and lattice formation for PAO1ΔchpC in the
presence and absence of tryptone
To determine the effect on twitching motility for PAO1ΔchpC in the presence and
absence of tryptone, analyses of microscopic sub-surface stab assays were
performed (Figure 4.14A-F and Movies 4.2A and B). Live cell imaging was used to
observe the twitching zone at the leading edge as it migrated across the field of view
allowing observation of the colony as it developed. Overview analyses of the
PAO1ΔchpC twitching zones were performed on still images in the presence and
absence of tryptone, taken at the leading edge of the colony as well as within the
colony at approximately 120µm and 360µm behind the leading edge (Figure 4.14AF). These analyses were then used to compare PAO1ΔchpC to PAO1 to identify the
mechanism behind the ChpC mediated response to tryptone.
In comparing the micromorphological pattern of colonies for PAO1ΔchpC in
the presence and absence of tryptone, a distinct difference in the twitching motility
phenotypes was observed (Figure 4.14A-F). PAO1ΔchpC in the tryptone rich media
was more active and produced long fingerlike rafts between 7 and 40 cells wide
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Figure 4.14 Microscopic analysis of the PAO1ΔchpC twitching phenotype in the
presence and absence of tryptone. A. The leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC in the
presence of tryptone. B. 120µm behind the leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC in the
presence of tryptone. C. 320µm behind the leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC in the
presence of tryptone. D. The leading edge of the twitching zone of PAO1ΔchpC in
the absence of tryptone. E. 120µm behind the leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC in the
absence of tryptone. F. 320µm behind the leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC in the
absence tryptone. Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.
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moving out from the colony edge. Although these protrusions were branched and
some rafts made attempts to gain independence, no independent rafts were present.
Rough latticing developed behind the leading edge as the colony progressed (Figure
4.14A-C, Movie 4.2A). In contrast to this, the leading edge seen for PAO1ΔchpC in
the absence of tryptone had a greater density of cells within long, multilayered rafts
with several protrusions emerging from them. There was very little motility seen in
this leading edge and these protrusions did not attempt to detach from the colony
edge (Figure 4.14D-F, Movie 4.2B). These observations were reflected in the velocity
of the protrusions or rafts where raft velocities for the mutant in tryptone rich media
(6.8µm/min to 11.3µm/min) (Figure 4.15), were significantly faster than that for rafts
in the absence of tryptone, 5.3µm/min to 7.9µm/min (Figure 4.16A). Interestingly
single cell velocity did not differ significantly between the two conditions for the
mutant (Figure 4.16B) (discussed in section 4.3.5.2). Comparing colonies for
PAO1ΔchpC in the presence and absence of tryptone at 120µm and 360µm again
shows distinct differences in the micromorphological patterning. For the mutant in
tryptone rich media at 120µm behind the leading edge rough latticing is present and
at 360µm behind the leading edge an attempt at latticing is present but for the most
part the colony looks like a monolayer (Figure 4.14B-C). In contrast the patterning
observed for the mutant in the in the absence of tryptone at 120µm behind the
leading edge showed an attempt at latticing, with some holes in the monolayer of
cells where as at 360µm behind the leading edge there appeared to little to no
latticing present.
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emerges from a stalled RC1. RC3 is a smaller raft that emerges from the side of RC1. Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion

Figure 4.15. Microscopic images of rafts analyzed for PAO1ΔchpC in the presence of tryptone. A. RC1 is a single long raft. B. RC2
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Figure 4.16. Speeds of rafts and individual cells of PAO1ΔchpC::TcR and PAO1,
tracked in the presence and absence of tryptone. A. Mean speed of rafts tracked for
PAO1ΔchpC::TcR. The speeds of rafts RC2 and RC3 for PAO1ΔchpC::TcR in
tryptone rich media were significantly faster when compared to raft velocities in the
absence of tryptone. B. Mean velocity of single cells tracked for PAO1ΔchpC::TcR.
Speeds of single cells in the presence of tryptone are not significantly different when
compared to single cells tracked in the absence of tryptone. C. Mean speed of rafts
for PAO1. Speeds of rafts in the presence of tryptone were more varied when
compared to rafts observed in the absence of tryptone. The speeds of rafts R1, R3
and R5 in tryptone rich media were significantly faster when compared to PAO1 in
the absence of tryptone. D. Mean speeds of single cells (SC) for PAO1. The speeds
of single cells in the presence of tryptone are significantly faster and more varied
when compared to single cells tracked in the absence of tryptone. Panels C-D are
panels A-B from Figure 4.5 and presented here for comparison of the wild type to the
mutant. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (**** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P<
0.01 using One-way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test, compared; raft or
individual cell velocities for strains grown in YEST to raft velocities of themselves in
YES).
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4.3.5.2 Comparative analysis of the behaviour of PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC over
time using time-lapse video microscopy and overview analysis
Comparison of the micromorphological patterns for PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC::TcR, in
the presence of tryptone, showed a distinct difference between the two strains
(Figure 4.17). Due to the small sample size, interpretation of the data needs to be
drawn with caution however some interpretation will be attempted. At the leading
edge the mutant did not display the dynamism of PAO1 with no independent rafts,
less variation in the size and velocity of rafts (Figure 4.16A and C) and slower
individual cell speed (Figure 4.16B and D; Figure 4.17A and D). Further to this the
lattice-like network that developed 120µm behind the leading edge was less complex
for the mutant when compared to PAO1. It was observed that the mutant had less
variation in the width of lattice trails, much larger holes throughout the lattice like
network and there were fewer bulldozer rafts, which were less variable in size (Figure
4.17B and E). Finally, where refined lattice was seen for PAO1 at 360µm behind the
leading edge, little or no latticing was present for PAO1ΔchpC, which looked more
like a monolayer. Together these observations suggest that when compared to
PAO1, the mutant is a far less complex and less dynamic across all aspects of the
twitching zone.
To identify why the twitching zone was less complex for PAO1ΔchpC deeper
analysis of raft and individual cell behaviour was performed for both strains. Although
smaller rafts were observed for the mutant they were several times larger than the
small rafts seen for PAO1 (Movies 4.1A and 4.2A; Figures 4.4 and 4.15) and the
speed of these rafts were significantly slower than the fastest PAO1 raft (Figure
4.18). However, when the speeds of individual rafts from PAO1 were compared to
PAO1ΔchpC in tryptone rich media, only one out of the five rafts tracked for PAO1
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120µm behind the leading edge. F. PAO1ΔchpC 320µm behind the leading edge. Images taken using 60x DIC oil immersion lens.

120µm behind the leading edge. C. PAO1 320µm behind the leading edge. D. The leading edge of PAO1ΔchpC. E. PAO1ΔchpC

Figure 4.17. Microscopic analyses comparing PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC in tryptone rich media. A. Leading edge of PAO1. B. PAO1

Figure 4.18. A comparison of mean raft speeds in tryptone rich media for PAO1 and
PAO1ΔchpC::TcR.

Raft

velocities

of PAO1

are

significantly different

to

PAO1ΔchpC::TcR raft velocities. These differences represent both faster and slower
rafts. The velocity of PAO1 raft R3 in tryptone rich media was significantly faster
when compared to the mutant. The velocity of PAO1 rafts R1, R2 and R4 were
significantly slower when compared to the mutant. Data are presented as the mean ±
SEM (**** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01 using One-way ANOVA with Sidaks
multiple comparison test, compared; raft velocities for PAO1 grown in YEST
(YESTGG*) to raft velocities of PAO1ΔchpC::TcR RC3 grown in YEST (YESTGG*).
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(raft R3) was significantly faster than the mutant rafts and three out of the five rafts
tracked for PAO1 were significantly slower than those tracked for the mutant (Figure
4.18). Further to this, when individual cell speeds were compared a clear difference
between the mutant and PAO1 was observed. Individual cells were tracked for each
strain in the in the presence and absence of tryptone (Figure 4.16B and D). It was
observed that individual cell speeds for PAO1 were significantly faster in tryptone rich
media when compared to itself in the absence of tryptone. Conversely no difference
in individual cell speeds for PAO1ΔchpC was observed between the two conditions
(Figure 4.16B and D). Together these results suggest that ChpC is controlling cellular
speed in response to tryptone and this informs the variation in size and speed of rafts
observed for PAO1. This dynamism in turn facilitates a larger number of paths to be
formed, increasing the surface area over which the cells can travel, allowing a larger
number of cells to be moved along the emerging network. However these data need
to be interpreted with caution due to the small sample size and repeat assays need
to be performed.

4.4 Discussion
At the time of this study it was not possible to track individual bacterial cells without
fluorescence. Since then a complex method of cell tracking has been developed to
track single cells without fluorescence (Gloag, et al. 2013). This method avoids the
problem of phototoxicity associated with fluorescence microscopy. All previous
studies analyzing twitching motility, in P. aeruginosa, used the slide method for the
interstitial stab assays (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013) rather than the dish
method used in this study. The slide method produces a single layered twitching
zone which is essential for comprehensive individual cell tracking in the absence of
fluorescence (Gloag, et al. 2013). Using the dish method we produced a more
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complex twitching zone with both single and multi-layered regions and because of
this we have gained new insight into how P. aeruginosa responses to tryptone and
the role that ChpC plays in this response. Much of the data in this chapter needs to
be repeated for confirmation so the following discussion must be read with this in
mind.
4.4.1 Microscopic analysis of PAO1 twitching motility in response to tryptone
Analysis of Tfp-mediated motility for PAO1 in the presence of tryptone produced
results similar to those seen in other studies (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al.
2013). However there were some discrepancies observed which were likely to be
due to strain difference (Semmler used PAK), media differences and the different
method used for the interstitial stab assay (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013).
In our subsurface stab assays we observed regions that were both single and
multilayered whereas the reported phenotype was single layered to a larger extent
than our observations (Semmler, et al. 1999; Gloag, et al. 2013). In our assay the
lattice was thicker at 10-40 cells wide compared to Semmeler et al., (1999) who
reported a thinner lattice at 1-5 cells wide. As in previous reports we did observe that
in the thicker lattice the cells appeared to flow past one another quite rapidly in
opposite directions. In our assay the leading raft was composed of at least 15 cells
which is higher than previously reported where at least 10 cells were present
(Semmler, et al. 1999). The leading rafts seen in Semmlers et al., (1999) study had
other rafts break off behind them and these smaller rafts were motile, moving off in
different directions. In our assays, when cells were shed from leading rafts we saw
only localized motility.
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Semmeler et al., (1999) described rafts and cells following trails, invisible to the eye,
laid down by previous rafts (Semmler, et al. 1999). These have now been identified
as furrows in the media with motility being facilitated by eDNA (Gloag, et al. 2013). In
the current study higher cell numbers seem to be needed in rafts and cell
aggregates. Although there are a number of parameters that might explain the
observed differences between this and previous studies the most likely explanation is
due to the method used for the interstitial stab assay. The dish method (this study)
used a higher volume of media on top of the twitching zone than the slide method.
Due to this greater volume of media, more force and/or eDNA may have been
needed to push leading rafts into new territory provided by a greater number of cells
thus creating bigger rafts, wider furrows and wider lattice. This in itself is interesting
since it shows evidence of adaptation in response to different environmental
conditions. It would be interesting to investigate this further by performing a
comprehensive analysis of twitching motility under different growth conditions using
methods developed by Gloag et al., (2013). A study like this may reveal methods by
which the organism adapts to new environments and help unravel the intricate nature
of twitching mediated colony expansion.
The internal raft may be a novel system by which cells are recruited and
transported to the colony edge to facilitate expansion into new territory. However this
is largely observational and needs to be repeated. Our observations suggest that the
internal raft behaviour may be partially mediated by PilH. Mutants in pilH are
described as having doughnut shaped swirls on the outer edge of the expanding
twitching zone (Darzins 1994) and this phenotype looks very similar to the vortex
formed by the internal raft. It is possible that PilH is involved in the highly coordinated
internal raft behaviour and that the swirls seen in the pilH mutant result from an
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inability of the internal raft to dissipate, getting stuck in the vortex-like behaviour. This
would prevent the recruited cells from being sent to the edge as efficiently thus
retarding but not halting colony expansion.
In a tentative novel discovery it was observed that the rate of motility of rafts
moving into virgin territory appears to be affected by several parameters including,
cell-cell contact, cell number and behaviour within the raft as well as the previously
reported mechanism of shedding cells behind the moving raft (Semmler, et al. 1999).
Like Semmler et al., (1999). It was observed in this study that when larger rafts
approached smaller rafts or groups of cells both groups reacted to one another
before cell body contact occurred. This is likely the result of Tfp interacting and
pulling the cells toward one another (Semmler, et al. 1999). It is proposed that the
eDNA in P. aeruginosa is bound by Tfp and behaves in a similar manner to the pili of
M. xanthus which require extra-cellular polysaccharide and cell-cell contact for pilin
retraction in S motility (Li, et al. 2003; Gloag, et al. 2013). This study has shown that
cell-cell contact and the number of cells present within the raft affect the rate of raft
motility. Initial raft-cell contact and subsequent incorporation of new rafts or clusters
of stationary cells causes an over all increase in the rate of raft motility. Conversely
cell-shedding events slow the overall rate of leading edge raft progression. This
suggests that the efficiency and therefore speed of colony expansion are increased
by closer or more frequent cell-cell contact and these behaviours function to ensure
that cells in the leading edge rafts are constantly incorporated back into the colony.
However due to the small sample size these assertions need to be tested in further
work.
Together these results suggest that twitching motility in P. aeruginosa is far
more complex than previous thought both within the lattice and at the leading edge.
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Coordination within the lattice-like network by bulldozer rafts expand and refine the
lattice, the internal raft increases the dynamism within the lattice and at the leading
edge to provide cells to the leading edge where different types of rafts coordinate
their behaviour for fast and efficient expansion of the colony.
4.4.2 Microscopic analysis reveals that the ChpC mediated response to
tryptone depends on individual cell velocity
The ChpC mediated response to tryptone involves a dynamic and complex twitching
motility zone. Detailed microscopic analyses of PAO1ΔchpC and PAO1 have
revealed that ChpC appears to be mediating this response through control of the
speed of individual cells. Through this mechanism ChpC seems to responsible for
ensuring that the twitching zone is able to differentiate to produce a leading edge with
variation in raft size and speed, rough lattice with variation in bulldozer raft sizes and
a refined lattice. These elements are vital in creating a large area of coordinated,
interconnected lattice-like trails that increase the speed and efficiency of colony
expansion. However, while ChpC appears to affect the speed of individual cell
movement and this in turn affects the raft velocity and dynamism at the leading edge,
mutant behaviour is not the same as PAO1 in the absence of tryptone. This suggests
that coordinated cellular movement has a role to play in the overall colony response
to tryptone that is only partially mediated through ChpC. This work needs to be
repeated to confirm these results.
CheW homologues, such as ChpC, are essential for signal transduction,
localization and formation of the chemosensory complex (Maddock, et al. 1993;
Martin, et al. 2001; Wadhams, et al. 2005). Therefore it is likely that the absence of
ChpC caused disruption to the arrangement and possibly the localization of elements
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associated with the Chp chemosensory system. PAO1ΔchpC has reduced Tfp on the
cell surface (Whitchurch, et al. 2004) and this is may be because the Tfp are not fully
extended. This phenotype was seen in mutants in pilJ where Tfp were not only
shortened but localized at both poles rather than at a single pole (DeLange, et al.
2007). If this was the case for PAO1ΔchpC::TcR, shortened Tfp would affect the
force utilized to move the cell and if Tfp were present at both poles, Tfp may have
worked against one another by attaching to the surfaces at both poles of the cell
rather than at a single pole. In Neisseria gonorrhoeae it has been demonstrated that
when the pili coordinate and form a bundle to mediate retraction the cell moves faster
and farther than a single pilus can manage (Biais, et al. 2008). Further, coordination
of pili has been demonstrated showing that the amount of pili present on the cell
surface can directly affect how far the cell travels. Reduced pili numbers reduces the
force available for efficient motility. Even the angle of pilin attachment affects cellular
direction and efficiency of movement, which results in reduced rates of motility.
However, Neisseria gonorrhoeae is round in shape and has pili extending from
multiple points around the cell body (Holz, et al. 2010). In P. aeruginosa and M.
xanthus pili extend from a single pole and in M. xanthus pili localization is strictly
regulated along with elements of the pilin motor (Wall and Kaiser 1999; Skerker, et
al. 2001; Leonardy, et al. 2008; Bulyha, et al. 2009). Although it is clear that these
organisms are mediating twitching motility using different physical mechanisms it is
possible that P. aeruginosa, like N. gonorrhoeae, could use coordination of multiple
Tfp or Tfp motors to achieve effective efficient twitching motility and that reduced
piliation, as seen in PAO1ΔchpC, would reduce the speed and agility of the bacterial
cell, reducing its ability to cooperate and the over all efficiency of colony expansion in
its targeted response to tryptone.
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4.4.3 Concluding remarks
Although caution needs to be used when interpreting these results due to the small
sample size, this study appears to have identified several novel behaviours
associated with the ChpC mediated response to tryptone that have broadened
understanding of the complexity of the twitching motility phenotype. The colony as a
whole appears to work in a coordinated fashion to ensure cells move to the colony
edge in an efficient manner utilizing multiple behaviours to achieve this including the
internal raft, varying raft velocities that are affected by cell number and behaviour
within the rafts as well as cell-cell contact. The role of ChpC within this appears to be
to control cell velocity in response to tryptone. This seems to inform a more dynamic
twitching motility zone and provides a complex network of trails resulting in fast and
efficient colony expansion.
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Chapter 5

Virulence and the Chp system
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5.1 Introduction
The reported virulence-related phenotypes of mutants in the Chp system of P.
aeruginosa are inconsistent. In the Drosophila model the chp mutants had reduced
virulence (D'Argenio, et al. 2001) whereas in the murine model the chp mutants were
indistinguishable from wild type (Whitchurch, et al. 2004). Reported phenotypes for
mutants in the Chp system have defects in both cAMP levels (Fulcher, et al. 2010)
and the Vfr regulated T3SS (Zolfaghar, et al. 2005; Yahr and Wolfgang 2006;
Bertrand, et al. 2010), however, this does not result in the reduction in virulence
usually observed with defects in cAMP and Vfr regulated T3SS (Wolfgang, et al.
2003; Lory, et al. 2004; Smith, et al. 2004). Further to this regulation of surface
attachment by the Chp system is epistatic and includes multiple components from
different virulence systems including vfr, fimS, pilA, cyaB, cdpA and pilY1 (Luo, et al.
2015; Persat, et al. 2015). As well as surface attachment PilY1 mediates a global
multiply redundant surface dependent virulence response, known as surface
virulence, that is partially mediated by LasR (Siryaporn, et al. 2014). However, it has
not been demonstrated if the Chp system affects surface virulence.
The cAMP dependant regulator, Vfr, intersects with the quorum sensing
system through positive regulation of both lasR and rhlR (Albus, et al. 1997; Medina,
et al. 2003). In P. aeruginosa the las and rhl systems control quorum sensing in a
hierarchically dependent manner where the las system exerts transcriptional control
over the rhl system (Gambello and Iglewski 1991; Passador, et al. 1993; Latifi, et al.
1996; Swift, et al. 2001). LasI mediates the production of 3-(oxododecanoyl)-Lhomoserine lactone (OdDHL) and together with LasR controls production of virulence
factors including, elastase, the LasA protease, alkaline protease and exotoxin A
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(Gambello, et al. 1991; Toder, et al. 1991). RhlI is responsible for the synthesis of Nbutanol-L-homoserine lactone (C4-HSL or BHL). BHL activates RhlR and together
they are responsible for the production of rhamnolipid, elastase, the LasA protease,
hydrogen cyanide, pyocyanin, siderophores and the cytotoxic lectins PA-I and PA-II
(Brint and Ohman 1995; Latifi, et al. 1995; Winson, et al. 1995; Latifi, et al. 1996;
Winzer, et al. 2000; Diggle, et al. 2002).
In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that ChpC mediates an enhanced twitching
phenotype in response to tryptone. In this Chapter we investigated whether quorum
sensing related virulence factors were affected in tryptone rich broth and if either
ChpC or ChpA were mediating this effect. To this end assays were performed in the
presence and absence of tryptone to quantify the production of the quorum sensing
controlled virulence factors pyocyanin and elastase. To gain insight into the
mechanism behind the production of these virulence factors bioluminescence assays
were performed to quantify the quorum sensing molecules, OdDHL and BHL, which
control the production of elastase and pyocyanin. At the time of this study all assays
were performed on planktonic cultures as it was unknown that the Chp system was
regulating surface sensing and attachment.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Bacterial strains and Plasmids
E. coli DH5α was used for all genetic manipulations and preparation of DNA for
sequencing. E. coli strain S17-1 was used as the donor strain in conjugation. E. coli
strains were grown in Luria Bertani (LB) broth or on LB agar with or without selection
using antibiotics in the following concentrations ampicillin 50µg/ml, tetracycline
5µg/ml, gentamicin 10µg/ml. All P. aeruginosa strains were grown in LB broth or on
LB agar with or without selection using antibiotics in the following concentrations
carbenecillin 250µg/ml, tetracycline 200µg/ml. P. aeruginosa was also grown on
Vogel-Bonner media (VBM) (Gibco) (used according to manufacturer’s instructions)
with tetracycline 200μg/ml, in large petri dishes (150mm x 50mm) (Sigma-Aldrich).
Counter selection and curing of pFlp2 was achieved on LB agar using 5% sucrose.
See Table 5.1 for strains and plasmids used in this study.
5.2.2 DNA manipulation
Restriction digests and ligations were performed using NEB restriction enzymes and
NEB ligase (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Plasmids were isolated using Qiagen miniprep columns (Qiagen GmbH) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic DNA was isolated using the MasterPure DNA
purification kit (Epicentre Technologies) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Gel
purifications of DNA fragments were performed using DNA gel cleanup kit (Roche
Diagnostics GmbH). PCR reactions to amplify DNA for cloning were performed using
Failsafe PCR with buffer G (Epicentre Technologies) according to manufacturer’s
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Table 5.1 Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study.
Strain or Plasmid

Relevant description

Source or
reference

E. coli
DH5α

recA, endA1, gyrA96, hsdR17, thi-1, supE44,

Invitrogen

relA1, φ80, dlacZΔM15
S17-1

thi pro hsdR recA chr::RP4-2

Simon et al., 1983

Wild type P. aeruginosa strain ATTC

American Type

15692

Culture Collection,

P. aeruginosa
PAO1

Holloway and
Morgan 1986
PA14

Wild type clinical isolate of P. aeruginosa Rhame et al., 1991

PAO1ΔlasIRrhlIR

PAO1 with deletion of lasIR and rhlIR
regions

(Lazenby, et al.
2013)

PADM150

PAO1ΔchpC

This study
(see Chapter 3)

PADM245

PA14ΔchpC

This study
(see Chapter 3)

PADM22

pADELTcR in S17-1

This study

PADM20

pADELGmR in S17-1

This study

PADM154

PAO1ΔchpA::TcR

This study

PADM165

PAO1ΔchpA; strain PADM154 with the

This study

TcR cartridge removed
PADM161

PAO1ΔchpA::GmR

This study

PADM200

PAO1ΔchpA; strain PADM161 with the

This study

GmR cartridge removed
PADM207

PA14ΔchpA::TcR

This study

PADM217

PA14ΔchpA; strain PADM207 with the

This study

TcR cartridge removed
PADM227

PA14ΔchpA::GmR

This study

PADM232

PA14ΔchpA; strain PADM227 with the

This study
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GmR cartridge removed

Plasmids
pOK12

KanR; E. coli cloning vector

Vieira and Messing,
1991

pRIC380

AmpR; P. aeruginosa suicide vector

Alm and Mattick,
1996

pFlp2

AmpR; encodes flp recombinase and

Hoang, et al., 1998

sadB
pGemT easy

AmpR; E. coli cloning vector

Promega

pPS854

AmpR; MCS flanked by FRT sequences

Hoang, et al., 1998

pPS856

AmpR, GmR; Source of GmR cassette

Hoang, et al., 1998

flanked by FRT sequences
pSB406

rhlR+ rhlI:luxCDABE; AmpR ColE1 origin

Winson et al., 1998

pSB1075

lasR+ lasI:luxCDABE; AmpR ColE1

Winson et al., 1998

origin
pLM1

AmpR, TcR; pPS854 with the

This study

tetracycline resistance gene form EzTn5
inserted into the EcoRV site
pGemALF

A 1.1kb fragment amplified on the 5’ end

This study

of chpA (ALF) and inserted into
pGEMTeasy
pGemARF

A 1.1kb fragment amplified from the 3’

This study

end of chpA (ARF) and inserted into
pGEMTeasy
pALRV

KanR; BglII-KpnI fragment from

This study

pGEMALF and the KpnI-XbaI from
pGEMARF were concatomerized and
inserted into pOK12
pOKADELTcR

KanR, TcR; A 1.7kb KpnI fragment from

This study

pLM1, the FRT flanked TcR cassette,
inserted into the KpnI site of pALRV
pOKADELGmR

Kan, GmR; A 1.1kb KpnI fragment from
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This study

pPS854, the FRT flanked GmR cassette,
inserted into the KpnI site of pALRV
pADELTcR

AmpR, TcR; A 4kb SpeI fragment form

This study

pOKADELTcR containing the chpA
deletion construct inserted into the SpeI
site in pRIC380 against sadB
pADELGmR

AmpR, GmR; A 3.1kb SpeI fragment

This study

form pOKADELGmR containing the
chpA deletion construct inserted into the
SpeI site in pRIC380 against sadB

instructions and the following PCR cycles were used: 30 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute,
65°C for 1 minute, 72°C for 1 minute 20sec). Colony PCR was performed on patched
cultures. Template was prepared by diluting a portion of each colony in 100 μl of
ddH20. PCR was performed using standard Taq DNA polymerase (Roche
Diagnostics GmbH). The following was added to a 200μl PCR tube 33.75μl of dH2O,
5 μl of 10x standard Taq buffer (Roche), 5μl of DMSO (Thermal Scientific), 2μl of
template, 2μl of 10mM dNTPs (NEB), 1μl of the forward primer and 1μl of the reverse
primer and 0.25μl of Taq polymerase. The PCR cycle was run at (94°C for 2 min and
30 cycles of, 94°C for 1 minute, 58-63°C for 1 minute, 72°C for 1-2 minutes with a
final extension reaction of 72°C for 7 minutes). PCRs were performed on an
Eppendorf Mastercycler ep Gradient S. PCR fragments were visualized on 0.7-1%
agarose gels. Where appropriate PCR fragments were gel purified using Qiagen
PCR purification kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. Primers used (Table
5.2) were designed using the software MacVector and synthesized by Micromon
(Monash University).
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Table 5.2 Oligonucleotides used in this study
Primer

Sequence

Position

ChpALFF

AGATCTGCAACCTGGCGA
AGATGGC

1012 bp upstream
of the chpA start
codon

ChpALFR

GGTACCCGGGTCCTGCG
GGTTCTC

128 bp
downstream of the
chpA start site

ChpARF

GGTACCAGTGAGCGCGTC 5 bp upstream of
ACGCCACGG
the chpA stop
codon

Product size

1.152kb

1.145kb

ChpARFR

TCTAGAGCAACAGCAGGG
TGCGGTC

1134 bp
downstream of the
chpA stop codon

ChpAF

ATCGGGGTCGGCGAAGT
G

98 bp upstream of
chpA start site

ChpAR

GCGTTGAGCACCACCTCG
TAG

102bp downstream 1.484kb for
GmR marked
of chpA stop
mutant
codon

2.047kb for TcR
marked mutant

418bp
unmarked
mutant

5.2.3 Virulence assays
5.2.3.1 Pyocyanin production
Pyocyanin production was observed visually. Cultures were grown, for 8 hours or 16
hours in Cation Adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth (CAMHB) (Oxoid) with and without an
additional 3% tryptone (Oxoid). Cultures were dispensed into a 96 well tissue culture
plate (Sigma-Aldrich) and pyocyanin production was assessed visually.
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5.2.3.2 Elastin Congo Red assay
The Elastin Congo Red assay measures the presence of elastase in the sterilized
supernatant of cultures. Elastin is conjugated to Congo Red and on cleavage of
elastin by elastase the Congo Red is released into solution. The amount of Congo
Red can then be quantified.
P. aeruginosa strains were streaked onto LB agar and incubated at 37°C
overnight. Several colonies were used to inoculate 2ml of CAMHB (Oxoid) and
incubated overnight at 37°C, shaking at 250 rpm. The overnight culture was used to
inoculate CAMHB and CAMHB with 3% tryptone. Cultures were incubated at 37°C,
shaking at 250 rpm for 8 hours. Supernatant was collected from strains by
centrifugation at 3220xg for 30 minutes at 4°C. Supernatants were then sterilized
using a 0.2μm filter (Sigma Aldrich). 1ml of filtered supernatant (diluted 1:2) was
added to 10mg of Elastin Congo Red (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 37°C for 6
hours. Elastase activity was quantified by the release of Congo red into the media
using a spectrophotometer. Absorbance was measured at 495nm.
5.2.3.3 Homoserine Lactone production
HSL production was assayed using E. coli biosensor strains (Winson, et al., 1998) to
detect the levels of the quorum sensing molecules, OdDHL or BHL, in the culture
supernatant.
Preparation of Strains
The homoserine lactone biosensor strains used were E. coli with either pSB406 or
pSB1075 (Winson, et al. 1998). Strains from glycerol stocks were streaked onto LB
agar plates containing ampicillin 50μg/ml and grown overnight at 30°C. Strains were
inoculated into LB broth with ampicillin 50μg/ml and incubated overnight at 30°C,
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shaking at 250rpm. The overnight cultures were then used to inoculate 5ml LB broth
with ampicillin 50μg/ml and grown to mid log phase.
Glycerol stocks of P. aeruginosa strains were streaked onto LB agar and
incubated at 37°C overnight. Several colonies were used to inoculate 2ml of CAMHB
(Oxoid). These cultures were incubated overnight at 37°C, shaking at 250 rpm. The
overnight culture was used to inoculate CAMHB and CAMBH with 3% tryptone and
was grown for 8 hours. Supernatants were collected from strains by centrifugation at
3220xg for 30 minutes at 4°C and sterilized using a 0.2μm filter.
Detection of HSL
The assay to detect the production of HSL was performed in a solid white 96 well
microplate (Sigma-Aldrich). The following was added to each well; 180μl of the
biosensor strain together with 20μl of the filtered supernatant from the strain to be
assayed. Each strain was assayed in triplicate for each biosensor. The lid was placed
on the plate and covered with aluminium foil. The plate was incubated at room
temperature for 1 hour and luminescence read with the TECAN Infinite M200 plate
reader with the Magellan V.6.3.2006 Software.
5.2.4 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA and Sidaks multiple
comparison test in GraphPad Prism 6.0d for Max OS X, GraphPad software.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Mutant construction
The construction of mutants in chpC are outlined in Chapter 3 sections 3.3.1-3.3.2.
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The chpA mutant construct was designed to give an in-frame unmarked
deletion mutant using a similar method to that used for chpC mutants in Chapter 3.
chpA mutants were constructed in PAO1 and PA14. The chpA mutants were made
by allelic exchange followed by FRT mediated deletion of the resistance cassette, in
a similar manner to the methodology used to construct the chpC mutants (Chapter 3,
section 3.3.2).
To construct the chpA deletion plasmid, primers were designed to amplify 1kb
of sequence on both the 5’ flank of chpA (ALF) and the 3’ flank of chpA (ARF) (Figure
5.1A). The fragments ALF and ARF were concatomerized by ligation, digested with
BglII and XbaI and the correct fragment isolated by gel purification. The correct
concatomerized fragment was subsequently inserted into pOK12 resulting in the
construct pALRV. The plasmid was confirmed to be correct by restriction digest with
SpeI (Figure 5.1B). A tetracycline cassette flanked by FRT recombinase binding sites
(frt sites) was isolated from pLM1 by restriction digestion using KpnI and a
gentamicin cassette flanked by frt sites was isolated from pPS856 by restriction
digestion using KpnI (Figure 5.1C). Each frt flanked antibiotic cassette was inserted
into pALRV, resulting in two constructs, pOKADELTcR and pOKADELGmR. The
antibiotic cartridge in each of the plasmids was situated between ALF and ARF. Each
plasmid was confirmed by restriction digest with SpeI (Figure 5.1D). Each of the
deletion construct fragments was then sub-cloned using the unique restriction site
SpeI of the suicide vector pRIC380 to make pADELTcR and pADELGmR
respectively. Constructs were confirmed by restriction digest with SpeI (Figure 5.1E).
Marked chpA mutants were constructed using pADELTcR or pADELGmR.
The deletion constructs were transferred by conjugation into strains PAO1 and PA14
and integrated into the target site to delete chpA. Mutant strains made with
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Figure 5.1 The chpA deletion construct. A. pALFV construction. ALF and ARF were
concatomerized, digested and inserted into pOK12. Top small black arrow indicates
digested concatomerised fragment bottom small black arrow shows smaller
fragments that were isolated from the concatomer by digestion. B. pALRV was
confirmed by restriction digest using SpeI. C. Construction of pOKADelTcR and
pOKADelGmR (represented by pOKADelAbR). Construction of pOKADelTcR; a
TcRFrt casette was inserted into the KpnI site of pALRV. Construction of
pOKADelGmR; a GmRFrt cassette was inserted into the KpnI site of pALRV. D.
pOKADelTcR and pOKADelGmR were confirmed by restriction digest using SpeI. E.
Construction of pADELTcR and pADELGmR (represented by pADELAbR). Each
deletion fragment was shuttled into the suicide vector pRIC380 using the unique
restriction site SpeI to give pADELTcR and pADELGmR. The deletion construct was
confirmed by restiction digest using SpeI. Fragment sizes of DNA size ladder are
indicated adjacent to agarose gel images. Only relevant sizes are included in the
above images to preserve clarity in the image.
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pADELTcR produced a marked chpA mutant with tetracycline resistance (PADM154
in PAO1 and PADM207 in PA14) and those made with pADELGmR (PADM161 in
PAO1 and PADM227 in PA14) produced a marked chpA mutant with gentamicin
resistance. This event was selected for using the appropriate antibiotic and marked
mutants were confirmed by PCR (Figure 5.2A). Unmarked chpA mutants were made
in PAO1 (PADM165 and PADM200) and PA14 (PADM217 and PADM232) by
excision of the antibiotic cassette by Flp recombinase and unmarked mutants were
confirmed by PCR (Figure 5.2B). Methods for mating and subsequent excision of the
antibiotic cartridges were outlined in Chapter 3 section 3.2.4 and 3.3.2 respectively
and were performed using appropriate antibiotics.
5.3.2 Pyocyanin and Elastase production in PAO1ΔchpC and PA14ΔchpC
5.3.2.1 Pyocyanin suppression in tryptone rich media is not mediated by ChpC
The production of the virulence factor pyocyanin in CAMHB is indicated by a
characteristic blue-green pigmentation in the broth media. To determine if pyocyanin
production was affected in tryptone rich media and to identify if ChpC was mediating
this response, PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC were grown in CAMHB with and without the
addition of 3% tryptone. Visual analysis of cultures grown for 8 hours indicated that
pyocyanin production in tryptone rich CAMHB was suppressed for PAO1 and
PAO1ΔchpC when compared to CAMHB without additional tryptone. To determine if
repression of pyocyanin was mediated by ChpC, pyocyanin production for PAO1 and
PAO1ΔchpC were compared in tryptone rich CAMHB. There was no observable
difference in pyocyanin production for PAO1ΔchpC when compared to PAO1 (Figure
5.3). These results were indicative for strains PA14 and PA14ΔchpC (data not
shown). Together these observations indicate that pyocyanin production is
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Figure 5.2. Constructing marked and unmarked mutants in chpA. A. Marked mutants.
The suicide vectors pADELGmR and pADELTcR were used to delete chpA in PAO1
and PA14 by homologous recombination. The marked mutants were confirmed by
PCR using primers flanking chpA (ChpAF and ChpAR) showing an expected size
decrease from 7.6kb for the intact gene to; 2.05kb for TcR marked mutants and 1.5kb
for GmR marked mutants. B. Unmarked mutants were made by excision of the
antibiotic cartridge by Flp recombinase. Unmarked deletion mutants were confirmed
by PCR using primers ChpAF and ChpAR. Removal of the antibiotic cartridge
reduced the expected product size to 418bp for both unmarked mutants.
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Figure 5.3. Pyocyanin production for PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpC in the presence and
absence of tryptone. Cultures were inoculated into CAMHB with and without 3%
tryptone, grown for 8 hrs and observed for differences in pyocyanin production.
Pyocyanin production was severely reduced in all strains in tryptone rich broth but
there was no observable difference between PAO1ΔchpC and PAO1. Results are
representative of at least three independent assays performed in triplicate for each
strain.
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suppressed in tryptone rich media and that ChpC is not mediating this suppression.
This suggests that pyocyanin suppression in tryptone rich CAMHB is mediated by an
unknown mechanism.
5.3.2.2 Elastase suppression in tryptone rich media is not mediated by ChpC
To determine if elastase production was affected in tryptone rich CAMHB ElastinCongo Red assays were performed. Assays were performed for PAO1, PAO1ΔchpC,
PA14 and PA14ΔchpC. Strains were grown for 8 hours in CAMHB with and without
3% tryptone. Elastase production was significantly reduced in tryptone rich CAMHB
for all strains except PA14 when compared CAMHB only. Results for PA14 were
inconsistent in this assay (Figure 5.4). To determine if this reduction in elastase was
mediated by ChpC, elastase production for wild type strains were compared to their
isogenic chpC mutants in tryptone rich CAMHB. Elastase production for chpC
mutants in both PAO1 and PA14 were not significantly different from their wild type
counterparts (Figure 5.4). This suggests that ChpC is not responsible for the
suppression of elastase in tryptone rich broth and that elastase suppression in
tryptone is mediated by an unknown mechanism.
Since the suppression of pyocyanin or elastase in tryptone was not mediated
by ChpC, we did not pursue these lines of investigation further.
5.3.3 Pyocyanin, Elastase and homoserine lactone production in PAO1ΔchpA
and PA14ΔchpA
ChpA is the lynch pin of the Chp system so it was important to test if it was mediating
suppression of virulence in tryptone rich media. Mutants in chpA were made in PAO1
and PA14 using two constructs that differed only in their antibiotic cartridge (Figure
5.1). Two marked mutants were made in each strain resulting in mutant strains with
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Figure 5.4. Elastin production at 8 hrs for a PAO1 and PA14 and their isogenic chpC
mutants. The elastin Congo red assay was performed for strains grown in CAMHB
and CAMHB with 3% tryptone. A significant defect in elastase production in tryptone
rich CAMHB was seen for PAO1, PAO1ΔchpC and PA14ΔchpC but not PA14 when
compared to CAMHB. However there was no significant difference in elastase
production when chpC mutants were compared to their respective wild type strains in
tryptone rich CAMHB. The negative control for the experiment included the quorum
sensing mutant strain PAO1ΔlasIR/rhlIR that showed a severe defect in elastase
production in both conditions. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed in
triplicate and representative of at least 3 independent experiments (****P <0.0001;
***P <0.001; **P<0.01; using One way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison tests.
Asterisks close to the bar compared strains grown in tryptone enriched CAMBH to
those grown in CAMBH, where as the asterisk placed high above the bar compared
the mutant to the wild type on tryptone enriched CAMBH).
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either tetracycline resistance (TcR) or gentamicin resistance (GmR). These
cartridges were subsequently removed using Flp recombinase to make unmarked
mutants. Mutants were made concurrently and were treated in the same manner.
For each strain both marked and unmarked mutants were analyzed and the
results for each marked mutant was indistinguishable from its unmarked counterpart.
For ease of interpretation the data for unmarked mutants are presented below and
are representative of their respective marked mutants.
5.3.3.1 ChpA does not mediate repression of pyocyanin production in tryptone
rich media
Analysis of pyocyanin production was performed visually in cultures grown for 16
hours. As seen with analysis of the chpC mutants it was observed that repression of
pyocyanin did occur in tryptone rich media for the chpA mutant strains that were
capable of producing pyocyanin (discussed in section 5.3.3.2). However when PAO1
was compared to its isogenic mutant counterparts in tryptone rich media there was
no observable difference in pyocyanin production (Figure 5.5). These results were
indicative for strains PA14 and PA14ΔchpA (data not shown). Together these results
suggest that ChpA is not responsible for repression of pyocyanin in tryptone rich
CAMHB and that pyocyanin suppression in tryptone is mediated by an unknown
mechanism. Since pyocyanin suppression in tryptone rich media was not mediated
by ChpA all further assays were performed in CAMHB only.
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Figure 5.5. Pyocyanin production by PAO1ΔchpA mutants at 16 hours. Pyocyanin
production was suppressed in tryptone rich CAMHB for all strains producing
pyocyanin and was not mediated by ChpA. In CAMHB PAO1ΔchpA mutants made
with a gentamicin cartridge produced wild type levels of pyocyanin and PAO1ΔchpA
mutants made with a tetracycline cassette produced no observable pyocyanin. Data
shows unmarked PAO1ΔchpA mutants only. These mutants were indistinguishable
from their marked counter parts. Pyocyanin is a blue-green pigment produced by
PAO1.
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5.3.3.2 The chpA mutant phenotype for pyocyanin production is not consistent
between chpA mutants
Surprisingly when the chpA mutant phenotypes were compared to each other,
pyocyanin production varied dramatically (Figure 5.5). Mutants in PAO1, made with
different antibiotic cassettes, had drastically different phenotypes. PAO1ΔchpA made
with a tetracycline cartridge (PAO1ΔchpA (TcR)) had a severe defect in pyocyanin
production whereas pyocyanin production for PAO1ΔchpA made with a gentamicin
cartridge (PAO1ΔchpA (GmR)) was not observably different when compared to
PAO1. This discrepancy was not reflected in the PA14 mutants where pyocyanin
production for PA14ΔchpA(TcR) and PA14ΔchpA(GmR) were not observably
different when compared to PA14 (Figure 5.6A). To determine if the pyocyanin defect
seen for PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) was time dependent PAO1 strains were grown for 8
hours and 16 hours and pyocyanin production was observed (Figure 5.6).
Phenotypes observed at 16 hours were consistent with those observed at 8 hours for
PAO1 strains and do not vary over time. Together these results suggest that P.
aeruginosa is acquiring a secondary mutation in response to the deletion of chpA.
Depending on which mutant phenotype is correct this may implicate the Chp system
in pyocyanin production for the organism.
5.3.3.3 ChpA does not mediate repression of elastase production in tryptone
rich media
To determine if elastase production was affected in tryptone rich media Elastin
Congo Red assays were initially performed in CAMHB and CAMHB enriched with
tryptone. As seen with analysis of the chpC mutants it was observed that repression
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of pyocyanin production for chpA mutants in PAO1 and PA14
grown in CAMBH. A. Pyocyanin production for strains grown for 8 hours. Pyocyanin
production the chpA mutants in PAO1 had drastically different phenotypes.
PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) had a severe defect in pyocyanin where as pyocyanin production
for PAO1ΔchpA(GmR) was not observably different to PAO1. Pyocyanin production
for both PA14ΔchpA(TcR) and PA14ΔchpA(GmR) were not observably different to
PA14.

B.

Pyocyanin

production

for

PAO1

strains

grown

for

16

hours.

PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) retained a severe defect in pyocyanin when compared to both
PAO1 and PAO1ΔchpA(GmR). Pyocyanin is a blue-green pigment produced by
PAO1 and PA14.
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of elastase did occur in tryptone rich media for all strains (Figure 5.7). However when
PAO1 and PA14 were compared to their isogenic chpA mutant counterparts in
tryptone rich media there was no significant difference in elastase production.
Together these results suggest that ChpA is not responsible for repression of elatase
in tryptone rich CAMHB and that pyocyanin repression in tryptone is mediated by an
unknown mechanism in P. aeruginosa.
5.3.3.4 The chpA mutant phenotype for elastase production is not consistent
between chpA mutants
Analysis of preliminary Elastin Congo red assays showed that elastase production for
the chpA mutants reflected the pyocyanin results where elastase production was
repressed in tryptone rich CAMHB for all strains but that this was not mediated by
ChpA. Further when chpA mutants were compared, inconsistent results were seen
for elastase production. It was observed that PAO1ΔchpA (TcR) had a severe
general defect in elastase production and that PAO1ΔchpA (GmR), PA14ΔchpA
(TcR) and PA14ΔchpA(GmR) produced elastase at levels that were not significantly
different from their wild type counterparts.
Since ChpA was not mediating the suppression of pyocaynin and elastase in
tryptone rich media, all further work was performed using CAMHB only. Elastin
Congo Red assays were performed for all strains at 8 hrs and this assay confirmed
preliminary results showing a severe generalized defect in elastase production for
PAO1ΔchpA

(TcR),

whereas

PAO1ΔchpA

(GmR),

PA14ΔchpA

(TcR)

and

PA14ΔchpA (GmR) produced wild type levels of elastase when compared to their
respective wild type strains (Figure 5.7B).
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Figure 5.7. Elastin Congo Red assays were performed at 8 hrs. A. Preliminary Elastin
Congo Red assays were performed in CAMBH with and without 3% tryptone. This
preliminary data demonstrated that elastase was suppressed in tryptone rich media
for all strains producing elastase and that this suppression was not mediated by
ChpA. It was also observed that PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) had a severe general defect in
elastase

production

whereas

PAO1ΔchpA(GmR),

PA14ΔchpA(TcR)

and

PA14ΔchpA(GmR) were not significantly different from their wild type counter parts.
B. Elastin congo red assays performed in CAMBH confirm the preliminary data
results

showing

a

severe

generalized

defect

in

elastase

production

for

PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) and that elastase production was not significantly different for
PAO1ΔchpA(GmR), PA14ΔchpA(GmR) and PA14ΔchpA(TcR) when compared to
their respective wild type strains. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, performed
in triplicate and representative of at least 3 independent experiments (****P <0.0001;
***P <0.001; **P<0.01; *P<0.1 using One way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple
comparison tests. Asterisks compared the mutants to the wild type grown in CAMBH).
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Together these results suggest that P. aeruginosa may have acquired a
secondary mutation in response to the deletion of chpA. Depending on which mutant
phenotype is correct this may implicate the Chp system in elastase production for the
organism.
5.3.3.5 HSL production between different chpA mutants in PAO1 is
inconsistent
To investigate the underlying mechanisms driving pyocyanin and elastase production
for the chpA mutants in PAO1, bioluminescence assays were performed to detect
HSL production (Figure 5.8). Surprisingly when PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) was compared
with PAO1 it was observed to significantly overproduce OdDHL and BHL and
although PAO1ΔchpA(GmR) had close to wild type levels for BHL production it
significantly over produced OdDHL (Figure 5.8A). Data was normalized to determine
the extent of this over production (Figure 5.8B). In PAO1ΔchpA (TcR) OdDHL was
over produced by 5 fold and BHL by 2 fold compared to PAO1. In PAO1ΔchpA(GmR)
OdDHL was over produced by 1.2 fold when compared to PAO1. Together these
data suggest that mutants in chpA may affect HSL production. However further work
needs to be performed to determine whether ChpA is interacting with the quorumsensing network. The inconsistent phenotypes between chpA mutants also seen in
this assay suggest that a secondary mutation has occurred in response to the
deletion of chpA.
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Figure 5.8. Homoserine lactone production at 8 hrs. A. PAO1ΔchpA (TcR)
significantly

over

produced

OdDHL

and BHL

when compared to PAO1.

PAO1ΔchpA(GmR) significantly over produced BHL where as OdDHL production
was not significantly different from PAO1. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM,
performed in triplicate and representative of at least 3 independent experiments
(****P <0.0001; ***P <0.001; **P<0.01; *P<0.1 using One way ANOVA with Sidaks
multiple comparison tests. Asterisks compared the mutants to the wild type grown in
CAMBH).

B.

Normalised

data

for

HSL

production

for

chpA

mutants.

PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) produced almost 5 fold more OdDHL and almost 2 fold more BHL
when compared to PAO1. PAO1ΔchpA(GmR) over produced OdDHL by 1.2 fold
when compared to PAO1 but BHL production was not significantly different from
PAO1.
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5.4 Discussion
Virulence profiles for the Chp system are contradictory (D'Argenio, et al. 2001;
Whitchurch, et al. 2004) and analysis of mutants show defects in Vfr regulated T3SS
(Zolfaghar, et al. 2005; Yahr, et al. 2006; Bertrand, et al. 2010) and cAMP (Fulcher,
et al. 2010) which do not translate into defects in virulence for these mutants
(Whitchurch, et al. 2004). At the time of this study it was unknown that the Chp
system was regulating surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) and
as a result surface virulence was not investigated here. However it would have been
very interesting to see if the Chp system is mediating surface dependent virulence.
In this study, analysis of the virulence profiles for different chpA mutants in
both PAO1 and PA14 have shown that mutants in chpA can have drastically different
virulence production phenotypes suggesting mutant phenotypes may be affected by
secondary mutations in response to the deletion of chpA. This along with the
possibility that Chp system virulence may be surface dependent may provide some
explanation as to why virulence profiles for mutants in the Chp gene cluster are not
consistent.
Analysis of repression of the virulence factors pyocyanin and elastase in
tryptone rich media has clearly demonstrated that ChpC and ChpA are not mediating
this repression. This suggests that a system other than the Chp system of P.
aeruginosa is mediating virulence repression in response to tryptone for planktonic
cultures. This could mean that virulence repression and the enhanced twitching
motility observed in tryptone rich media are responding to different components in
tryptone. However since the Chp system is mediating regulation of surface
behaviours (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) virulence results may differ for
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surface grown cultures where the response to tryptone will be informed by surface
attachment and may have a different virulence profile to planktonic cultures under
these conditions. Therefore virulence assays performed on surface grown cultures
may provide greater insight into Chp mediated virulence.
5.4.1 The Chp system may be intersecting with the quorum sensing system
Analysis of HSL production for the chpA mutants suggests that the Chp system may
be intersecting with the quorum sensing system. Although there was significant
variation, HSL production was affected for both chpA mutants in PAO1. However
these results are inconclusive since the true phenotypes could not be confirmed as
we were unable to construct a chpA complementation plasmid to compliment these
strains. Further to this significant increases for OdDHL was not reflected in
production of elastase and pyocyanin for PAO1ΔchpA(GmR).
Several systems that intersect with quorum sensing also intersect with the
Chp system. At the time of this study it was not known that the Chp system mediates
regulation of cAMP via CyaB (Fulcher, et al. 2010) or that Chp system regulates
surface attachment through PllY1 (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). cAMP-Vfr
positively regulates both lasR and rhlR (Albus, et al. 1997; Medina, et al. 2003) and
PilY1 also mediates surface virulence which is partially regulated by LasR (Siryaporn,
et al. 2014). Given this it is conceivable that the Chp system is intersecting with
quorum sensing in planktonic cultures to mediate a response too subtle to be seen in
virulence phenotypes or an unknown response distinct from elastase and pyocyanin
production.
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5.4.2 Mutants in chpA had different phenotypes for pyocyanin, elastase and
HSL suggesting acquisition of compensatory mutations
Considering that the chpA mutants were made concurrently, in the same manner,
using two different antibiotic cartridges (tetracycline or gentamicin), it is surprising
that the PAO1ΔchpA mutant phenotypes are so disparate. Since our study it has
been demonstrated that Vfr intersects indirectly with the Chp system via its control of
CyaB and cellular cAMP levels (Fulcher, et al. 2010) and that the Chp system
performs epistatic regulation of surface attachment intersecting with several virulence
system components (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). Another study reported
that mutants in chpA had decreased expression of ExoT and microarray data showed
that ChpA plays a role in expression and control of the T3SS (Bertrand, et al. 2010).
Further to this, unpublished data connecting the T3SS and the Chp system was
mentioned in two separate publications (Yahr, et al. 2006; Bertrand, et al. 2010).
However, there has been no direct link made between virulence and the Chp system
and no explanation as to why chpA mutants do not exhibit the virulence profile
commensurate with the changes it induces in T3SS and cAMP.
Of the four chpA mutants made in PAO1 three had wild type levels of
pyocyanin, elastase and a significant but minor defect in BHL. Although these
phenotypes could not be confirmed by complementation it is likely that
PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) had acquired a secondary mutation resulting in the severe defects
in virulence factor production and significant increases in HSL production. However,
this is not the first time this phenomenon has been observed. Historically chpA
mutants in PAK have demonstrated similar contradictory results, although they were
not reported (Whitchurch, personal communication). Given this it is likely that deletion
of this extraordinary histidine kinase puts pressure on the organism and the
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acquisition of compensatory mutations, which occurs early in the gene deletion
process, may be needed for survival. It is possible that PAO1ΔchpA(TcR) has the
correct phenotype and that other mutants have rapidly acquired compensatory
mutations. However were were unable to confirm the mutant phenotypes with
complementation studies so further work is needed for any solid conclusions to be
drawn.
Secondary mutation in response to gene deletion has already been reported in
P. aeruginosa. Deletion of the quorum sensing genes lasI and rhlI resulted in
secondary mutations in algR and vfr (Beatson, et al. 2002b). A secondary mutation
was also identified in fimL mutants that had spontaneously reverted to wild type
phenotypes (Inclan, et al. 2011; Nolan, et al. 2012). The reverted fimL mutants had
very high levels of cAMP production, and when sequenced, a secondary mutation
was identified in the gene cdpA. cdpA is involved in the cAMP degradation pathway
(Whitchurch, et al. 2005; Inclan, et al. 2011; Nolan, et al. 2012). Acquisition of
secondary mutations in chpA mutants would explain why some of the virulence
profiles seen for mutants in chpA are not as significant as one would expect given the
severe defect in cAMP production and the affect on the T3SS. Indeed these too may
be the result of secondary mutations.
Future work in this system is required to tease apart the inconsistent virulence
profiles for the Chp system and to identify if the Chp system has a role in virulence
and in particular surface virulence. Although attempted over several months I was
unable to make a chpA complementation construct. This means that we were unable
to confirm our mutant phenotypes and it is important that this is performed before any
conclusions can be drawn from this study. It would be worthwhile sequencing the
mutant strains from this study to determine whether any secondary mutations are
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present. Secondary mutations may indicate possible networks that the Chp system is
intersecting with. If deletion of chpA causes compensatory mutations any future
deletions of the gene would need to be performed without putting undue pressure on
the organism. Therefore to obtain the correct mutant phenotype for the chpA mutant,
it would need to be made in a strain with a repressible, intact copy of chpA present.
Once the deletion of the gene was complete, chpA gene expression could be
completely repressed thus allowing the true phenotype of the chpA mutant to be
seen.
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5.4.3 Concluding remarks
Together the results from this Chapter suggest that virulence factor production could
be mediated by the Chp system in planktonic cultures. However further work needs
to be done to confirm this, including complementation studies. ChpA plays a
significant role in cAMP regulation (Fulcher, et al. 2010) and by implication surface
attachment regulation (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). If the PAO1ΔchpA (TcR)
displays the correct mutant phenotype this discovery could change the face of
research into this system. Unfortunately at the time of this study it was untenable to
sequence these strains or perform complementation studies and so we do not have a
definitive answer. The Chp system is involved in regulating cAMP via CyaB, surface
adherence with CyaB, CdpA, Vfr, FimS, AlgR, PilA, PilY1 and down stream c-di-GMP
signaling. The Chp system also affects secretion of T3SS proteins, it has at least one
dedicated MCP, PilJ, and demonstrated protein interactions with FimS and PilA, with
the possibility of several more MCPs signaling in to the system via its two adaptor
proteins. This demonstrates the potential for the Chp system to be central to global
regulation of the cellular responses to chemical, mechanical and other unknown
environmental stimuli.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and future directions
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The success of P. aeruginosa as a pathogen is due to its adaptability, its large
arsenal of virulence factors and the appropriate deployment of these assets in
response to changes in the environment. In order for the bacteria to survive in a wide
variety of environments it is essential for it to accurately sense changes and respond
appropriately (Hamilton, et al. 1971; Moench, et al. 1978; Moulton, et al. 1979; Kato,
et al. 1992; Kato, et al. 1994; Kelly-Wintenberg, et al. 1994; Kuroda, et al. 1995;
Masduki, et al. 1995; Nikata, et al. 1996; Taguchi, et al. 1997; Kato, et al. 1999; Wu,
et al. 1999; Croft, et al. 2000; Parales, et al. 2000; Wu, et al. 2000; Kearns, et al.
2001; Parales, et al. 2002; Shitashiro, et al. 2003; Hong, et al. 2004b; Shitashiro, et
al. 2005; Kim, et al. 2006; Kim, et al. 2007; Kato, et al. 2008; Liu, et al. 2009; Luo, et
al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). To this end P. aeruginosa employs five chemosensory
systems, the most complex of which is the Chp system (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994;
Darzins 1995; D'Argenio, et al. 2001; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Caiazza, et al. 2007;
Fulcher, et al. 2010; Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). Work presented in this
thesis has attempted to bridge some of the knowledge gaps in relation to the Chp
system and to develop a better understanding of the role of this system in the
pathogenesis of P. aeruginosa. This was achieved by gaining a deeper
understanding of the structure and putative regulation of the transcription of the
genes encoded by the Chp system, identifying the role of the chemotaxis protein
ChpC in mediating a response to the environmental signals BSA, mucin and
tryptone, as well as identifying several other putative interactors mediating a
response specific to tryptone. The response to tryptone was further analyzed by timelapse imaging and identified several putative novel behaviours including the probable
mechanism behind the ChpC mediated response to tryptone. Finally in this study it
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was potentially demonstrated that ChpA but not ChpC may play a role in virulence in
P. aeruginosa.
The Chp gene cluster transcript was analyzed to identify whether it formed
one operon or multiple operons. Operon prediction programs DOOR and Microbes
Online predicted that genes that form the Chp gene cluster in P. aeruginosa were
encoded on a single operon comprising the genes pilG-chpD or two operons
comprising the genes pilG-I and pilJ-D. Both programs excluded chpE from their
operon predictions (Figure 2.1). However, RT-PCR results obtained in this work show
that the operon is present on a single transcript that includes chpE and is comprised
of pilG, pilH, pilI, pilJ, pilK, chpA, chpB, chpC, chpD and chpE (Figure 2.1). This
suggests, contrary to prediction, that chpD and chpE are functional components of
the Chp system. Therefore the Chp system may be controlling regulation of genes
through ChpD and transporting solutes via ChpE. Although database prediction
programs are very useful to help identify putative operons this work has highlighted
that such predictions need to be verified by experimental evidence to ensure operons
are correctly characterized.
Analysis of the sequence upstream of the Chp operon identified several
promoter sequences for different sigma factors including σX, σ54 and σ22. This
suggests complex regulation of this operon. If regulation of the Chp operon is
performed by these putative promoters it suggests intersection with an impressive list
of regulatory systems. These include systems controlling extracellular factors as well
as antibiotic resistance (σX) (Brinkman, et al. 1999; Pumbwe and Piddock 2000),
motility, nitrogen metabolism, nutrient transport, pili formation, cell-cell signaling (σ54)
(Ishimoto, et al. 1989; Ishimoto, et al. 1992; Hobbs, et al. 1993; Boyd, et al. 1994; Jin,
et al. 1994; Boyd, et al. 1996; Alm, et al. 1997; Barrios, et al. 1999; Beatson, et al.
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2002a; Dasgupta, et al. 2003) and the stress response, oxidative stress response
and alginate production (σ22) (Martin, et al. 1994; Wosniak, et al. 2003). Since the
Chp system is central to epistatic regulation of surface attachment and intersects with
Vfr, PilY1, FimS, AlgR as well as cAMP and c-di-GMP to mediate this (Luo, et al.
2015; Persat, et al. 2015) it is not surprising that regulation of the Chp system itself
may be complex. This work has identified a number of promoter sequences that may
be important in the regulation and expression of the Chp operon. However, further
work needs to be done to determine the activity of the putative promoters upstream
of the Chp system. This may help refine our knowledge of the intricacies of the
system in a more subtle way than mutational analysis of genes. Promoters could be
weakened by site directed mutagenesis rather than excised and this could be one
method of avoiding probable compensatory mutations that occur frequently in P.
aeruginosa. The promoter region is likely to be complex and to characterize
promoters within the region newer techniques like RNA Seq could be used in
combination with older techniques like promoter studies using reporter assays. If the
transcript has multiple start sites a technique like primer extension may be able to
refine these results further.
Although the Chp operon is highly conserved within P. aeruginosa it is not
conserved in some other Pseudomonas spp. and bacteria (Whitchurch, et al. 2004).
Bioinformatic analysis performed in this work shows that the operon structure varies
with the genes pilK, chpB, chpD and chpE, where chpE and chpD appear to occur
only in P. aeruginosa suggesting a specific function for these gene products in this
organism. This study has also identified that in these instances a large truncation
within chpA occurs that coincides with the loss of the adaptational system (chpB and
pilK). This truncation almost always involves the complete loss of the Hpt6 domain in
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ChpA suggesting that this domain has a particular function in P. aeruginosa and
specifically requires chpB and pilK for adaptation. These data suggest that in
systems, other than P. aeruginosa, alternative adaptation modification systems are
intersecting with the MCP, PilJ, and by implication this may also be occurring in P.
aeruginosa. Since PilJ lacks a pentapeptide tether and is unable to recruit a CheR
(PilK) homologue of its own (Wu, et al. 1996; Barnakov, et al. 1999; Barnakov, et al.
2001), it is likely that PilJ is utilizing this as well as other CheR homologues tethered
to different MCPs in a process called adaptational assistance, which ensures precise
adaptation (Engstrom, et al. 1980; Ames, et al. 2002; Sourjik, et al. 2004; Li, et al.
2005a; Alexander, et al. 2007; Hazelbauer, et al. 2008). This hypothesis is further
supported by earlier work showing that mutants in pilK were indistinguishable from
wild type and although mutants in chpB were hyperpiliated, twitching motility and cell
associated Tfp were at wild type levels suggesting Tfp were unable to retract
(Darzins 1994; Darzins 1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004). It is exciting to think that at
least one other unknown adaptation modification system is intersecting with the Chp
system. Further work in this area would involve excision of the Hpt6 domain of ChpA
and the adaptation modification system using both mutational analysis for phenotype
as well as whole genome transcriptional and protein expression studies using RNA
Seq and Prot Seq. Analysis using the latter techniques could highlight affected
intersecting systems that may not show an obvious phenotype. These experiments,
performed under different conditions such as surface attached and planktonic
cultures, would help us under stand the role of the Hpt6 domain and the adaptation
modification system of the Chp system. Finally protein pull down assays in a strain
lacking chpB and pilK could be utilized to determine alternative adaptation
modification systems intersecting with the Chp system.
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Mutational analysis in this work has identified that the Chp System, through
ChpC, is mediating an environmental response to tryptone, BSA and mucin. The
enhanced twitching response to tryptone mediated by ChpC is also mediated by
several possible interactors of the Chp system including, the two MCPs, PctA and
CtpH as well as the SBPs DppA1 and DppA2. The genes encoding DppA1 and
DppA2 are present in a gene cluster that has all the components required to produce
a dipeptide permease transport system (Kiely, et al. 2008) suggesting that peptide
chemotaxis is informing the response to tryptone. This is the first time that the Chp
system has been associated with peptide chemotaxis. In addition to this several new
MCPs were identified that demonstrated a chemotactic response utilizing Tfp
mediated twitching motility. This is the first time that twitching motility has been
attributed to MCPs other than PilJ and it would be interesting to determine if they
were mediating this response through the Chp system. This may help identify other
systems that the Chp system is interacting with. Comprehensive protein-protein
interactions as well as complementation studies would need to be carried out for all
putative interactors. This was unfortunately beyond the scope of this project.
The most exciting aspect of the results from this chapter is the possibility that
DppA1 is intersecting with the Chp system. DppA1 was previously found to be
responsible for the transport of the antimicrobial tripeptide, phaseolotoxin, into P.
aeruginosa (Pletzer, et al. 2014). It is conceivable that the Chp system through ChpC
is mediating a twitching motility response to this and other significant peptides. A
detailed analysis of the peptide profile that the Chp system is responding to could
confirm whether DppA1 and DppA2 are mediating a chemotactic response. Further
work could also be done to determine if the utilization of peptides translated into
twitching motility for each DppA homologue or whether utilization and chemotaxis
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were mediated by distinct DppA homologues or direct interaction with the MCP.
Understanding the mechanism of action for peptide chemotaxis in P. aeruginosa may
enable more effective targeting of clinically relevant peptides in the future. The Chp
system is a complex chemosensory system and identifying environmental cues, such
as surface virulence, tryptone BSA and mucin, is important so down stream
strategies can be developed to treat infection. For example a single peptide in
tryptone may unlock a new antimicrobial treatment for P. aeruginosa.
Interestingly the phosphodiesterase FimX has also been shown to mediate
environmental responses to tryptone and mucin (Huang, et al. 2003). A mutant in
fimX has a specific twitching motility defect in response to tryptone and mucin and a
generalized twitching defect is seen in LB media (Huang, et al. 2003; Kasmierczak,
et al. 2006). FimX is involved in pili localisation, pili biogenesis and twitching motility.
The mutant phenotype of fimX is different to that of chpC, which has a defect in
response to tryptone, BSA and mucin, but does not have a generalized twitching
defect. In this instance the different phenotypes for the fimX and chpC mutants
cannot be attributed to strain differences as the mutant phenotype was consistent in
chpC mutants in PAO1, PAK, PA14 and PA103 (the fimX mutant was made in PAK).
This suggests that, if they are interacting, FimX and ChpC may be mediating
environmental responses using both parallel and intersecting systems in a similar
manner to that demonstrated for surface adherence regulation (Luo, et al. 2015;
Persat, et al. 2015).
FimX is thought to be a cyclic diGMP regulator, although there is controversy
about its catalytic activity (Kasmierczak, et al. 2006; Rao, et al. 2008), it is agreed
that it binds cyclic di-GMP (Navarro, et al. 2009). Interestingly, a study in
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv citri showed that a pilin biogenesis protein PilZ
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regulated pili biogenesis by binding to the EAL domain of FimX. PilZ also interacts
directly with PilB, one of the two the ATPases responsible for pili retraction, although
the mechanism by which it mediates this is yet to be determined (Guzzo, et al. 2009).
The Chp system interacts with PilB via the response regulator PilG (Bertrand, et al.
2010) suggesting a possible intersection between PilZ-FimX and the Chp system.
However a more recent study showed that the PilZ-FimX interaction is not conserved
in P. aeruginosa due to divergence between FimX orthologues. The PilZ-PilB
interaction was not investigated in this study (Qi, et al. 2012). Nevertheless in P.
aeruginosa mutants in pilZ are twitching defective, have no surface Tfp, are not
sensitive to phage infection, however, their cell associated levels of Tfp are
unaffected (Alm, et al. 1996a). This is a very similar phenotype to that described for
some of the Chp mutants in P. aeruginosa (Darzins 1993; Darzins 1994; Darzins
1995; Whitchurch, et al. 2004; Bertrand, et al. 2010) suggesting that although FimX is
not intersecting with the Chp system via PilB, PilZ may be. Although ChpC and FimX
may simply be mediating responses to different components or peptides within each
media it is also possible that they are intersecting via another network or system
such as the Dpp cluster. This possibility would be worth investigating to help
elucidate the function of each of proteins and whether their mediation of enviromnetal
responses contributes to survival or pathogenicity in P. aeruginosa.
Studies examining twitching motility and virulence for ChpA and ChpC showed
that while twitching motility was enhanced in the presence of tryptone, the production
of the virulence factors elastase and pyocyanin were suppressed suggesting inverse
regulation of twitching motility and virulence factor production in PAO1. Although
ChpC or ChpA did not mediate virulence factor suppression in tryptone enriched
media the quorum sensing signals HHQ and OdDHL were affected suggesting that
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the quorum sensing system was mediating suppression. During the investigation of
the virulence phenotype it was observed that two chpA mutants in PAO1 had
contradictory phenotypes. This suggests that a secondary mutation may have
occurred in one of the mutants in response to the deletion of chpA. However HSL
production was elevated in both chpA mutants opening up the possibility that the Chp
system, via ChpA, may be responsible for quorum sensing-associated virulence
production. However these strains were not complimented so the mutant phenotypes
could not be confirmed. Interestingly, ChpE is a homologue of RhtB, a known HSL
translocator (Whitchurch, et al. 2004), therefore it would be worth investigating if
ChpE is mediating HSL transport for the Chp system. Considering there is a
terminator sequence between chpD and chpE this may mean that putative HSL
transport by ChpE occurs under specific conditions that may be dependant on
surface attachment or other environmental cues. Given that ChpC is mediating the
enhanced twitching motility phenotype in response to tryptone, and the possibility
that ChpA may be controlling virulence, this suggests that PilI may be mediating
virulence through ChpA. However significant work would need to be performed to
determine this including complementation studies and mutational analysis to test for
surface virulence.
The possibility that mutants in the Chp system are acquiring secondary
mutations may go some way to understanding the discrepancies in reported
virulence profiles for Chp mutants. Mutants in the Chp system have been reported to
affect both the Vfr regulated T3SS (Zolfaghar, et al. 2005; Yahr, et al. 2006; Bertrand,
et al. 2010) and cAMP levels (Fulcher, et al. 2010), however, virulence profiles
normally associated with changes in these systems are not affected (Wolfgang, et al.
2003; Lory, et al. 2004; Smith, et al. 2004). Given that the Chp system is a regulator
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of cellular cAMP (Fulcher, et al. 2010), this will be discussed in light of the results
from this study suggesting secondary mutations may be present in the Chp mutants.
Cellular cAMP is produced by two adenylate cyclases CyaA and CyaB. The
contribution of CyaB to virulence production is greater than that of CyaA (Wolfgang,
et al. 2003; Smith, et al. 2004). Chp mutants (pilG, pilI, pilJ, chpA), made in a cyaA
mutant background, have a severe reduction in cellular cAMP, comparable to the
cyaAB mutant, (Fulcher, et al. 2010) implying that deleting the chp genes is
analogous to deleting cyaB. Given this one would expect that the affect on virulence
for the chp mutants would be similar to that seen for a cyaB mutant, however this is
not the case. A cyaB mutant has significantly reduced virulence in both cytotoxicity
assays and in the mouse model of acute pneumonia (Wolfgang, et al. 2003; Lory, et
al. 2004; Smith, et al. 2004) whereas a chpA mutant is defective for virulence in the
Drosophilia

model

(D'Argenio,

et

al.

2001)

and

cytotoxicity

assays

but

indistinguishable from wild type in the mouse model of acute pneumonia for killing
(Whitchurch, et al. 2004). In the same study, mutants in chpA and pilJ were defective
in colonizing the liver and better at colonizing the lung relative to wild type
(Whitchurch, et al. 2004). In contrast, cyaB mutants are defective in colonizing both
the lung and liver (Smith, et al. 2004). However, the cyaB mutant phenotype for
virulence can be overcome by over expression of ExsA a transcriptional factor for the
T3SS. The defect in virulence for the cyaB mutant is thought to be due to a
breakdown in the CyaB signaling system controlling the regulation of the T3SS genes
(Lory, et al. 2004). Although CyaB activity is thought to be controlled by the Chp
system (Fulcher, et al. 2010) there is a clear difference in virulence profiles between
cyaB mutants and chp mutants, specifically in the mouse model of acute pneumonia.
This suggests that Chp system is either intersecting with a system other than the Vfr-
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cAMP mediated virulence or mutants in the Chp system are acquiring secondary
mutations in response to gene deletion thus masking their true mutant profile.
Acquisition of secondary mutations in response to gene deletion has been well
documented in P. aeruginosa (Beatson, et al. 2002b; Nolan, et al. 2012).
A further level of complexity to these intersecting systems involves the Vfr
regulator FimL. FimL was identified as a regulator of Vfr activity and achieves this
through modulation of cAMP levels in a similar mechanism to that employed by the
Chp system. Mutants in fimL show a similar phenotype to cyaB mutants with severe
reduction of cAMP levels and thus the activity of Vfr, as well as reduced T3SS
expression and virulence (Inclan, et al. 2011). As to why the reduction in cAMP levels
in the fimL mutant results in a changed virulence profile where as the reduction in
cAMP levels in the chpA mutant does not, has not been determined. FimL has
homology to the N-terminus of ChpA and it has been postulated that they may
compete in activity (Whitchurch, et al. 2005). Whether FimL and elements of the Chp
system work together to regulate Vfr via CyaB is yet to be elucidated, however, it is
likely that they do.
Surface attachment and virulence are vital to colonization of the host by P.
aeruginosa (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). If surface
attachment can be understood proteins mediating this attachment, which will be
exposed on the cell surface, may be good candidates for drug targets (Siryaporn, et
al. 2014). Surface attachment and virulence are clearly important for P. aeruginosa
survival as the organism dedicates several globally regulated systems to their
execution (Siryaporn, et al. 2014; Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015). The Chp
system is central to this and is mediating regulation of cAMP, Vfr and PilY1 as well as
down stream c-di-GMP production. These proteins and signaling molecules mediate
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global cellular responses and it is interesting that the Chp system appears to be
mediating some behaviour associated with them (surface behaviours) but not others
(virulence). It suggests that either the Chp system is regulating responses that do not
have an obvious virulence phenotype or that deleting genes in this system are
causing compensatory mutations.
As the Chp system is rapidly attaining global regulation status it is becoming
more likely that it is also affecting virulence factor production. If this is the case then
conflicting virulence phenotypes seen in the literature and in this study may be due to
compensatory mutations. It is vital in any future work with the chp system and chpA
in particular, that an intact repressible copy of the gene to be deleted is present
within the organism while the gene is being deleted to ensure that the probability of
compensatory mutations are reduced. Mutants in this system need to be sequenced
as a matter of course to determine the presence of secondary mutations in the
genome. This will finally allow us to see the true effect of the Chp system on
virulence as well as other systems within P. aeruginosa.
Comparative analysis performed in this work using time lapse imaging of the
twitching zones of the chpC mutant PAO1ΔchpC::TcR along side the wild type strain
PAO1 has not only shed light on the difference between these strains but also
identified several novel behaviours in PAO1 twitching motility in response to tryptone.
However the data set for raft and single cell analysis was too small to draw concrete
conclusions from so these results are largely observational and each experiment
from which statistical data was drawn would need to be repeated in triplicate to
ensure biological significance. Data acquisition for this chapter was severely curtailed
due to significant technical issues with new equipment and new protocols. This
meant that there was no time to repeat experiments. However these data inform the
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body of knowledge with regard to twitching motility and the response to tryptone as
new behaviours were observed. ChpC appears to be mediating the response to
tryptone by controlling the speed of individual cells (Figure 4.16). The speed of
individual cells seems to inform a complex and dynamic twitching zone which was
capable of creating a larger and more complex lattice which allowed the expanding
colony to cover a greater surface area and to expand into new territory faster.
Twitching motility-mediated colony expansion in P aeruginosa is complex and
in this study more detail of this complexity was observed. Several aspects of colony
behaviour appear to work together to ensure efficient colony expansion. It was
observed that the speeds of rafts are affected by cell-cell contact, cell shedding, cell
number and cell behaviour within the raft. Rafts reduced in speed when they shed
cells and surge in speed on cell-cell contact. This antipathic behaviour seems to
ensure that the leading rafts are always incorporated back into the colony and in turn
increases the overall efficiency of expansion. One of the more exciting observations
of this work was the internal raft that seems to be a mechanism by which cells are
recruited and supplied to the colony edge. The internal raft had a significant affect on
cellular behaviour within the twitching zone as well as the outward trajectory of the
leading edge rafts and colony expansion. It is essential that that all experiments from
this chapter be repeated to ensure significance of results. It is likely that PilH controls
internal raft behaviour. The internal raft briefly displayed a vortex-like behaviour at
the colony edge that is similar to the previously described pilH mutant phenotype of
doughnut shaped swirls which also occurred at the colony edge (Figure 1.15)
(Darzins 1994). This further implicates the Chp system directly in the complex
mechanisms required to mediate twitching motility where it coordinates both single
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cell (ChpC) and multicellular behaviour (PilH). Further work needs to be carried out to
confirm these results.

Concluding remarks
It is clear from our studies and others that the Chp system with its complex central
histidine kinase ChpA is intersecting with multiple systems in P. aeruginosa.
Transcriptional analysis in this study demonstrated that the region upstream of the
Chp operon harbours multiple putative promoter sites suggesting complex regulation.
Confirming these promoters sites may help inform or refine our understanding of
networks that the Chp system is intersecting with. Putative interactions with peptide
transport system DppBCDF through DppA1 and DppA2 suggest peptide chemotaxis
is mediated through the Chp system and could be the first step in developing our
understanding of surface behaviours in response to peptides in P. aeruginosa.
Studies like these may help identify more clinically relevant peptides. The
contradictory phenotypes demonstrated for chpA mutants suggest that caution needs
to be demonstrated when working with these mutants and suggests that there is a
possibility that ChpA is of significant importance to P. aeruginosa and deletions in
chpA are therefore likely to cause compensatory mutations. This together with the
Chp system’s control of cellular cAMP levels via CyaB to control biogenesis of Tfp
and its interaction with elements of the pilin motor (via PilG and PilH) to control
twitching motility (Bertrand, et al. 2010; Fulcher, et al. 2010), as well as its epistatic
regulation of surface attachment (Luo, et al. 2015; Persat, et al. 2015) show that the
Chp system is emerging as a major regulator of chemosensory responses to multiple
environmental cues. It is now clear that the Chp system is controlling global
regulation

of

the

cellular

response
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to

environmental

stimuli.
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